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dil Lexie Lee Lillard, about 47, was High School To Compete In Slate
found dead on the N. C. & St. L. _ Meet This Week in
— „,,,, Railroad Lett night about 10 &chick • Lesington• -
IC. by a freight ‘crew, just north of - --.- , -
ad the milk plant.
Coroner Max H. Churchill said
BP that the man, no doubt, was hit—
by She northbound passenger train
,r--
ilf. • 
which came through Murray about
i .1 o'clock. The body was mangl-
tee_ . ed -badty; and Coroner Churchili
or • 
lp 
said that an inquest would be
- held sometime later.
11, - - - Lillard, a resident of Dexter. had
up been employed In the commodity
sr- house of the WPA here.'
Funerfil arrangements have not
Ed. . been completed, but the tuner]
as- will be held sometime Saturday at
Ida 'Brooks Chapel. Burial will be in
-Ip the cemetery there.
—
Mt.. He is survived by his mother,
WE Mrs. M. E. Moore, of Dexter; 
two
atid brothers, Owen r Lillard of Chica-
re go. and E. I- Litiard of Columbia;_
- li.11ia ; a sister. Mrs Lorine Jones. of
Ont --- - Kansas City. bfo.: a daughter, GM-
of • lit _ ria Jean Lillard, of Arizona: two
hei- r----"-- — solis,-Liiiie Lee: Jr., 61 jhe V.
!IP Army, and Edward Danville Lii-' lard.
ins No further particulars have beet 
-- -Prof. W. B. Moser






7._ ._ __.. achools of West Kentucky. Mur-
-------
Mr. Redd said. In thes last few
-"&rjra:Vina—rfir-yein who haven't as
vet made your ,contribution pietas
• do so at once"
Gardner To Speak
John S. Gardner. field agent in
gardening. Unit/entity of Kentucky.
will speak to tomato growers of the
county in the Circuit Court room
Saturday. April 5, according to a
statement made by County Agent,
Mr. 3iTdeer t2leT=.1118m, grow-
ers who followed his methods last
. year to have a successful tomato
• crop. Everyone that. is planning'
or to grow tomatoes this year should
hear him. Mr. Cochran said In
the afternoon Mr. Gardner is to
discuss garden problems at the
County Exfension Office for the
farden leaders of the county.
Broach Will Run
E.tocal Magistrate
W H Breech told this newspaper
today that he would be a candidate
for magistrate in the Murray Das-
ttret. and that his announcement
would appear in this tamer soon.
Any Week
The ladies who like to see
shows- -FREE--will be interest-
ed to know that by _submitting
their_... favorite_ . recites each,'
week, they might gain two free
tickets to A show at the Varsity.
For hirther details, read hill.




that there they had in rich abund-
ance both water and timber. It
was not until a much later period
that the prairie of the county was
settled. --- -
Cassel Calloway
.In 1878 -ColOnel Richard Cello-
way moved his family to Ken-
tucky and he soon becantan of.
ficient and activ,. man In' the af-
fairs of the early settlements, and
it -.b in hid honor that our sub...
ject was Mimed. Calkiway. In 1777_
he and *John Todd Were elected
the first tiorgeseef to the General
Assembly  of Virginia • and in -the
spring of •the same year he•was op-
ted justfre of the peace. The ,
historian. Collins, tells us that"'
in 1779 Colonel' Calloway with,
others, under an act of the Vir-
ginia 'Legislature, was appointed
a trustee to lay off the tOwn of
Boonesborough and that the
trustees declined to act and othets
were appointed.
James Steward and David Jones
were the first 'white men to lo-
cate within what is known now
ea Calloway °moody. He tells us
that they came here as early as
1818 from Caldwell County and
opened farms about one mile east
of the- town of Wadesboro. Mr.
Steward died while yet a young
man 4aut.left a mutter of descend..
ants whose lives have meant mach
in the history of our cdfffity. '
Wade Settler
Banester Wade,. who first visited
the &misty as an adventurer in
.1818, Made a permanent settleincot
in 1820 on West Fork.
About the time Mr. Wade set-
tled on West Fork. Samuel Watson














Work of clearing the world's longest reservoir. 184, - lurray
miles of navigable Channel suitable for boats of 9-foot -..""s.ta.lert
draft, Ihi-reservoir to hold-the impounded waters of alit. .:
Lower Tennessee River upon completio'n of The KentUcky -----:' 
• , . ---seaday.-April.4
Operating chiefly from its clearance offices in-lir.:— 
ray. where .Pat Miller, head of the Reservoir Clearance 'crew '
-Division is located, the project has started considerable _, en in
ctomttstliel-tr-this-cottnty, as many unemployed of this _-----1.,   at
section have already been put' to work. - bring .
More will be put on as the occasion•demands, it was ' I be..
learned WetlneNday-afturnoon. — 
Of the three counties—Marshall,--Calloway, andllerf. ,
:Fe' Coupti y, Tennessee7-that--Will be affected most by in- - none
undatiop, CallOWAy wilt be harmed leasi;einaptithes"--- -
reservoir-reveal.
DonovanEtexy
FRAHKFORT, Ky.. 'April I-
Dr. Herman • Lee Donovan,
Richmond. president of Eastern
State Teacher', - College since
1928. was' today erected presi-
dent of the University of Ken-
tucky Frank D. Peterson.
Frankfort. head of the division
of accounts and control of the
State Finance Department, was
chosen as comptroller of the
University to succeed IL D.
Pealc, who is refiring In JIM on
account of his age.
Dr --Donovan succeeds Dr.
Thomas P: Cpoper" who has
been acting president of the
university since President Frank
McVey retired last June.
 000 RES
-RESERVOIR AREA
15 C.t in Kentucky and
pe Affected by
GlibertsvIlle Dam
The population both urban and
rural within or bordering on the
proposed reservoir is estimated at
15.000. living in 15 counties in
Kentucky and Tennessee. The hal-
lowing are the larger villages that
will be affected by the impounded
waters. Population figures are ac-
cording to the 1930 census:








Daniels Landing. Tenn. 27
Fort Henry, Tenn. . 50
Clyeton Landing, Tenn. 25
Birmingham. Ky. 314'
Grand Rivers, Ky. 500
Grand Rivers, Springville. and
-Evil. Will be but slightly affected.
At Big Sandy and Perryville.
about one-half the town will be
affected Johnsonville.
and Birmingham will be completely
inundated Britts Landing, Daniels
Landing. Fort Henry. andClyeton
are examples' of a number of small
hamlets of ten families or less
which will be submerged.
„ ft is estimated that a maximum
of 3,500 families live in the area
to be occupied by the reservoir
and the protective strip which the
Authority will purchase in order
that it may control erosion and
silting hT the reservoirk_ The Au-
thority- Will follow its usual prac-
Tires OrenthrtIng the aid of local





Home of Daughter Firday;_-__.
Burial Servings at Brewers
Mrs. .7 C. 174780 widow of
the late Rev. J. p. _Rudd. well-
known Methodist preacher of this
section. died 64.'0w home of her
daughter. Mrs. Keel nitrell. of
Almo Route 1 Friday, after an ill-
ness of about six weeks. •
Funeral' services were conducted
at the Brewers, Methodist Church
Saturday. and burial was in the
cemtery there.
She is survived by her two
daughters. Mrs. Herr Futrell. • of
Alma Route 1. and Mrs. Nina Bla-
%Me- of this cou•nty. A MOM% who




Dr Rainey T. Wells. hirr"Fille
preeident of Murray State College.
rethrhed tet-MueraY- Tuesday after-
noon, to visit daughter and
son-in-laW Mr. and Mrs. Joe T
Lovett, and family, et Hazel Road.
 • Briefly reviewing the chief facts 
t
-•• that
'concerning the immense project it 
• 
• "the
is being built at a cost of over
U12000,000.00 and should be Co-1i-  • -
pleted by -..1045. - The project Is de-,
signed for flood control, navialion.
power, and national defense.
,When the g•eak Ts reached in em-
ployment, there will be over 8000
workers on the payroll, it has been
estimated. Most of these. people
will be living in MarShall *arid Cht.
loway County.
Offices for the Clearance division
have been installed in the old Mur-
ray Motor Company building, in
the Peoples Savings Bank builidng,
and, eitter laces throughout the
city, where vacant offices might
be available. ,
When it was aniTo---uiteed liUttW
15, that blanks could 'be' had at
local post offices to secure posi-
tions with the Clearance DiVnision„
a shortlige at various frequent in-
tervals was reported by offieials
here, so great was the demand of
county workmen. -
:-.Thc..same - wag true in Marshall,
County, and in Henry County,
Tenn, The Reservoir must be
cleared of all 'obstructions within.
the next few Months. officials said.
therefore a large number' -of meet
have - been employed.. .
Trained lumber-jacks. experi-
enced clearance men, those persons
knowing the - Calloway woods like
a book- were the ones who have
already secured fobs. Standard
wages are being paid.
With the building of the Reser-
voir, flood eostrol will aid the
Lower Valley,' as 4.600.000 acre
feel of flood control storage will
result-from this reservoir._ It Is.
estimated that this would have re-
duced the 1937 flood crest at
Cairo. by at least two feet.
Already ,the Tennessee Valley
Authority is envisioning shipping
terminals along the reservoir, to
become the centers of "feeder-.
trticiti_lings" „where trucks
trains will bring and deliver agri-!. ,
cultural and manufactured pro-
ducts.
During the World War the Unit-
ed States was seriously handicap-
ped by shortage of power and
railway congestion, both of which;
in some measum, will be relieved
through the construction of the
Kentucky Dam. When completed.
die Reservoir Lake will enable.
the government to Utilize its ni-
trate mines in Muscle Shoals with
the sulphur ciejapsits in Louisiana
through simplified networki of
waterways, developed by the TVA.
Othlr purposes that the dam will
serve are employment, direct and







Toy Tucker, 1111111 county,









pital Tuesday afternoon after a
seven weeks' illness. Funeral PM--
vices, in charge of the Rev. i, 11. - -
Thurnian, were conducted at Leing„,.•
Oak Wednepeay. .Ieterment was
in the gtaveyited there.
He is survived by his wido.w,"
Mrs. Verona Tucker: a daughter,
'Barbara Ann: his father. C. D.
Tucker; his mother. Mrs. C. 11.
Tucker: a sister. Mrs. Floyd Bel-
ken, of Detroit, MAIL hit brothers.
Huron Tucker, of Detroit. Wyman
and Roy. of this county. His grand- -
mother. Mika...Alma Williams. also .
survives
Every Week
Watch the.xla.s.sified ads for
free Theatre tickets. Each Week
three different names are chosen
at random, and placed some-
where in the classified section.
To these three lucky people,
the Ledger & Times extends an
inivitation to clip. Out that con-
POO; 'Reif VOWS Win' Agtr.• "- r
tickets at the Varsity. Theatre _.' - • 
-on the date indicated. 













ray High Schocil won the debate
rry .LP 
2 00 . . ., 
.- championship of. the Regional•... • - .
rm. Lailt, weeidElera • •• , Speech Festival at Murray State
27c . ..., , - L--_-__ •..._Caldegc-- — %forth .27-28. •_ '
tat- W. W. (mule) Haley, 79.- wau. ."Participating On the.-_flinit_ Mur-
•
low known end beloved local ray High debste team 
ever to win
ion. died - . March 23, at the meet were, 
Affirmative• Mam-
le
ie hens- North 8th " -Allsita Mprris. James Lewis Johnson, 
di 
.Mu- .,heart trouble. • SO Billy Mahan: Negative-Tom Fee-
i:W ---. 
about five dalli ......_...t.ton. Hilda" Farley, and 
Sarah Jo
;tent services hi thane o( Underwood. Prof. W. B. Moser is
4 Tic G. C Fain, 'were held at coach.
Goshen last Twesday. and burial The High School team, by virtue
was in the cemetery there of its win, qualified for the state
Ky. He. is survived by a daughter, meet in Lexington this week. -
- Mrs Pprter Linn. of this city: •
rii-. . . c. Haley. Of Murray: 
a ,..Beuitlea, Murray High, other.
M▪ I - . Mrs Rebecca Ezell; three scno" 
participating in the tour-
other% Tom Haley. Also ot this 
ney were Hardin. Lynn Grove,
Hazel. Lowes. Kirksey. Reidland,
city. 11. S• Haley. of the county.
• and G.''R. (Dick) Haley, of Padu- 
Tilghman. Heath, Bandana, Ben-. ._
rah. , 
ton. Mayfield. Calvert City. blur-
Six grandchildren and a number 
 Trainiog. Almo, Lone Oak. ray
• 4 nieces and nephews also Eli- 
and Faxon
l ire. He was a member of the
Salem Primitive Baptist Church.
The question debated was the
state topic: Resolved that the
power of the 'Federal government
should be increased. Heath High
• was runnerup. According to Mr.
*rather, Murray High, Heath.
TlIghmiut and Hardin, and poss-
ibly another, will be permitted to
compete in the State Speech
Festival In Lexington, Ky., April
2. 3. 4. and 5. These four school*
were semi-finalists at the Murray'
tourney.
During the' first day at Murray,
each of the 17 teams competed
tout times with thqornvision that
three or four victories would qual-
ify that team to enter the elimina-
like to contribute. but for some tion series Friday. Schools win-
reason have not been -solicited." fling three or mare debates in the
elimination series were Hardin,
Lewes. Tilghman, Heath. Benton,
Murray High, Murray Training
Ione- Oak, and Faxon. 
.
.
Hairy, T Sledd. )(see! Red Cross
as executive." this' week, urged im-
mediate contribution to the Red
Czar+. as the roll call is being
completed very soon
-Our drive has been successful
thus far, but there are a number




Calloway Coanig Teeth I. Named
To Student Csismill As The
Janie. Representative
A run-off between Roger Fuller.
hinor from Carrollton. and Loots
Doran, junior of Murray, will be
necessary to decide the presidency
of the Murray State College Stu-
dent Organization, voting in the
primary election indicated yester-
day
On the first ballot. Dos-an wiz
"high man- with lift: Fuller re-
ceived 191. These eliminated from
the race were JO* Little, Calvert
City, who received 130. and Joe
Youngblood, who got 24
Carroll Jones led the ballot with
256 votes. for vice-president bui_a
run-off wil be necessary. Marvin
Prince, Benton,' will oppose bim as
he received 145. Joe Fitch was
eliminated, getting only 129 votes.
Misses Kay Winter. Fulton. and
Nancy Horvitz. Guthrie, were un-
opposed for secretary and treasurer,
as were John Raymond Mitchell
and Jimmie Steveng for resicrr rep-
resentative. Heron West. Murray.
and Fiise Ruth Nall were eleCiad:
to represent the junior class, their
pnonents being Jane Alley and
Ralph Crouch. Lynn Creve. Clif-
ford "Red" White and Ruth Arm-
strong were elected from the soph-
omore group.




Also Trio Seriously Hurt In
cofilskin on North Highway
Friday Night
_ •
Miss Lula Bell Reale, instroct
at the Gilteertmeille• -TVA School,
Miss Mary Margaret Roberts, Almo,
Junior at Murray State College;
and Joe Rob Beale. student at
Almo High School, were seriously
kitu.ried when the auto in which
they were riding .collided with
truck on Highway 95, about-a mile
north of Illueran. Friday--night.
Miss Beale • and Mks Roberts,
sufrered euteeteds cuts and bruises,
While the Almo High basketball
star, escaped with only a cut on
hand 
wt. trio "had- started to Mur-
ray to hear a lecture by Charles
Weitz- -and- -the accident occurred
in front of Shroat's Filling Station,
Varying reports concerning the
use of the accident have not
been checked in tun as- yet.
The trio were admitted to
Clinic Hospital immediately fol-













ind stronger protests were lodged
by Germany, and Italy over the
!Mute of axis ships and crews
while the United' States prepared
replies formally rejecting earllet
noted.
The new axis notes. said to be
couched in stronger language than
those delivered on Monday. took
special exception to the action of
autharitisii sa impreeviing members
of the crews.
The German embassy made pub-
lic its first note, demanding release
of two Nazi ships and their crews
and removal of the American flag
said tb nave been hoisted on one
of them. It caned- the seizure a
'clear violation" of treaty rights-
nd said it had "no legal Weis
in inteenetional
The Italian embassy stilt goardeit
the. contents of its notes and the
State Department declined to dis-
close details of any of them
Flags Ordered Removed a
-The Coast Guards, acting about
the time the second axis notes were,
deliVered, ordered removal of the
American flag from any of the 80
ships-German, Italian or Danish
-on which it was hoisted after the
vessels were taken into "protective
custody" last week-end on grqunds
of ardual or prospective sabotage.
The Italian and German ships
wilL fly no flags while they are
In custody, the Coast Guard or-
,dered..sbut Danish ships. Me which
skeleton crews are being permitted
to remain may fly the Danish flag
when Danish officers are aboard. •
Although no explanation was
given fee the orders, officials, said
the ships still belong to their for-
eign:owners pending any forfeiture
proceedings that may be taken
later.
May Delay U. S. Answers
There was every ilidication that
• 'new-wfle-porterta- would oritY
delay rather than change . the
American answers rejecting them
entirely.
Arriid these developments in the
capital, a federal grand jury at
Boston indicted Captain Ernst' R.
Heltzmann. four officers and five
members of the crew of the Ger-
man tanker 1P3uline Friedrich an
charges of sabotage.
The men, held at the Boston im-
migration station since they were
taken off their vessel during the
wide-spread week-end seizures of
axis merchantmen. will be placed
in custody of the United States
marshall pending their arraign-
WM. United States Attorney Ed-
mund J. Brandon said.
- Rejection Deedided Upton
Secretary Of-State:1V. indicated
clearly that the grivernment's an-
swer to the protests would be re-
jection. In response to a question,
he scald he had not heard any sug-
gestion In government quarters
that the ships be released or that
the government's stand be modi-
fied- in any way.
Instead. it wits learned that gov-
ernment -agencies
sabotage of some of the axis' ships
wee seeking to deterifie Whether






Reservoir Will Furnish Resorf- SO—ot5
Here are two scenes, made porible by the TVA. With the proper development the
will ipso become popular as a summer resort.
• . On top we see-a boathouse in Pickwick .Park, 1.700 acre wooded recreattonal area on the south shore
sd, UN lake at the Tennessee Valley.4.uthority's Pickwick Landing Dam on the Tennessee River in West 
Ten-
Me. This dock is equipped to supply fishing tackle, bait, and refreshments to visitors to the park. ,
' - The lower photo is a picture of Big Ridge Lake, made podsible by the construction of a smaller dam
across one of the arms of the Reservoir at Harris Dam. This project,was developed by the CCC in coopera-
tion with the TVA. d.
Coming of Dam and Reservoir Writes




With the construction of the Gil-
bertsville Dam, Calloway County
is certain .to see-Merited changes
hid Only fYtj-
geographical, and physical features
but also in its industrial and eco-
nomic life.
It will be bound on ore east by
the huge Gilbert/wit/iv reservoir
which will cut a strip approximate-
ly I to 2 miles wide down the
Tennessee Valley.
Fishing, shipping, commerce, and
recgeational activities will augu-
maid the agricultural industries
now eijating.
Messed with a moderate climate.
suitable to the -growing of all
kinds of crops. Calloway County
is ideal for home-lovers, industrial-
4s, pleasure-seekers laborers, or
visitors. Among the crops grown
are: tobacco, corn, cotton, clover,
wheat, fruit* .and vegetables:
Calloway is rated as one of the
most favorable dairying sections,
not only in Kentucky. bin in the
United States.
Clay-ball. wad. saucer, and full-
er's earth-have been partially
developed in the county. Compe-
tent ceramic experbe have asserted
that the future developments along
theft tines afford • definite main-
bilities. eipeciallY' in connection'
with the production . • iff eltetip
nobler by the TVA.
Historical data on the 'Count?'
follow: .
Calloway County is sittlated In
the southwestern part of Kentucky
in that patricular section known as
the Purchase. Its northern boun-
dary is hfargrudre_ennty and to Its,
west lies Graves, while sloping
gently northward on its east is tie
beautiful and pgeceful TennesSee
River and it mouthern line is
flanked entirely_by the state of
Tennessee_ _Calloway is almost a
perfect rectangle in shape .and
covers an area of 395 miles - or
252.800 acres.
Principal Streams
The., __nth/di:al _Arta of the
county are the emit and west s
of Clark's River and Blood Ritvrz...
East fork heads : in the 5090 -
*astern part of the county, and
Howe. a northeasterly course
through a well cultivated district.
Ills a stream of considerable im-
portance. and receives a number
of' small tributaries. all of which
play all important part, in the
drainage of the county. West Fork
rises about 12 miles west of Mur-
ray, flows a northerly 'direction
through a rather flat and very
heavily timbered region. Blood
River, in the eastern part of the
county. is a very sluggish stream.
It receives several small tributaries,
flows An easterly course and
empties into the Tennessee River.
The seventy-second child of Ken-
tucky- in order of formation, Cal-
loway, was born- in 1822, being cre-
ated under the jurlsdiettor
roan Cowen,: •-133.it long before ifs
actual birth there was an influx
of settlers Into the country .now
known as Calloway from Virginia
and the Carolinas. These settlers
located in the northern part of
the country because of the fact











































Mrs. Reynolds To Re Guest -Speaker
At W.,tnion's Pub .Meetim.  
ply Favorite
- RECIPE
tr'llteonoids of Paducah 
• ular-ineeting---4 Woman's Club
will_be guilt opeaker. at the :nig- Aggy
Ph Thursday afternoon. April 10. 
'it the 'club house. A very short ar-
business periol w-41 be Conducted
by the president at 2:30 o'clock
followine which Mrs. Reynolds wilt
•- 'bring an interesting message.
A banner president of the Ma-
tornat - Federation of Wilmot:ea
Clubs, Mrs. Reynolds has appeared
before Murray audiences oP Sev-
eral occaIona. ard those-Who have
'heard her v.oll pot miss an, opikw-,
se& again She is a 
- tortoni:lining-
rrftlink bet s are -Orged
\promptly at 2:30. • • *
• • •
Sega? ciiXj Society -
Meets Illaseh -Seventh
The Woman's IdissionanY SO-
clety of Sugar Creak met Thurs-
day. March 27. for -the regulero----
Royal Service le ara.
members ware present Xor 210 tel.
lowing program:
• *Th'C'n-Te "for the yebr
World's. Dire, Need._








Sias presented for "next year! Mrs.'
W. J.-Gibson, chairman, Mrs. Boy
Shavinett. ewe-chairman, Kin- Jahn
Miller. secretary, Mrs. Wells Pare
dishs;_treasurer.
Two intresting papers were pre-, ,
„**stil
ject was "Period FurniStre
Present-Dase -Heroes." and Mrs. E.
Howtod talked ain "Antique
Mrs. P W Ordway
I Social CaleurAar
  • now. met fr._ 
The Mother-Teacher 'Club
seeded, meet at 2:30-o'clock at the First
Christiat Church. Everyone is
urged to come prepared to do
some Work at the church.
A social hour. followed during
which dainty refrishments were
served by the hostesses. Ihdivid-
uf Murray and the County- If You ual corsages were presented as
didn't win this week, _don't get favors,
discouraged. The judges fairly and
impartially decided that Mrs. Love's paeo Eeessawents 'gr. AM
recipe was the best for this season Mrs. Reboring,
of tho year. Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Robertson.
So haul out your QM recipes. who were married Sian-day mornn
your 'favorites -and Wha will inn at the liazaidettiodiat Church.
„reicipe-- ler next week, were- honor guests- en luesday
Ws getting close to Easters and ening when members caT the choir
,nre_luarow many of you ladiee.have of the Murray Methodist Church
....."Det recipes" for fixing eggs, or gave a party at the Ninth of Dr.
chickens. And we atio know that ana...x.r.s-a.-T-Iricks.1 Mr. Rob-
:Jar vuu :like  to go to the shOw. ertson has been a member of the
This coupton entitles '
Mrs. Ranter Love
and one guest '
to free tickets '
•RMears
Our first prize goes this., week
tu Mrs. Huntel Lovivo.y S2..ainore
Street, fur her most excellent reel-
'pe for leineapplecriewire congeal'
Salad.
She didn't win hands down, how-
ever. as there were many good
recipes handed in by the ladiee
Smuts- Theatre
7.1w -Bra•Y mAY Be Kiknyn PIG "The-besemoila wire embroils& a Friday evening, April 4•
• -Berth- Thy -Salaams. Alluvia All bow mese e•ees-- deal& Pleaappid Cheese Congealed Sided
Nations" Psalm 37:2; 'Bible study. 1 small can crushed pineapple
W rep sugar 
choir for a number of years
After a shurt rehearsal of Easter
music a basun:hi gift was pens
tented the honorees.
Saturday. ADM 5
The Mozart Music Club will
meet at 2:30 o'clock at the home.
of Bobby Wade on -Olive St.
The Children of the Confederacy
will meet at 2 P. m. 'at the home
of Miss Joanne Fultdh on Main St.
Monday, April 7
The AAUW will meet At 7:15 p.
m. in the little chapel on the col-
lege campus. At eight o'clock Dr.
Our W. _Dyer of Vanderbilt 13M-
Versity will speak in the little
chapei--FM-"Tfie Industrial South."'
The public is invited to attend the
lecture.
Mrs M G Cal man will be
hostess to the Monday afternoon
bridge club.
to see
Tuesday, Aiwa 3The g.uests were invited into thei ,,t 7:30 p.
 in, the Woodmen.
."13Iond uInslthsitration" dining room where the lace draped -
table held a centerpiece of 
spring Circle Grove 128 will meet in rug-with 
`bielioa 
utar session in the Woman's Club
and ssrs.41"1613- Individual cakes 14144-nitiard 
Meuse 'on Vine Street. The pro-
Grey R_and bell shaped sandwiches- ear- 
agramtheis 
society.
tfesi ire Ow Junior wuck
at the ned out the wedding motif_ Mrs. 
All Junior mern:
Gvorse ratan,  pre:eded iii . the, hers_ are urged to attend.
together and let come to a boil „eatt4, Ltgrjaiagttie_lotteotgipo;r,_4t.' Wilwn was hestasi tr43(r)not ..simunnanenti,' at The hUnksici.e4of
casee,znikcities and _hot en=finer.. lef Iwo years prior-to his gra:term;
• -
bine
mrs-Zik. 4144Eivillire 11.-sommee, h°114 11111'""
 High
 361°6' '1UI package unerib with 1-2 ealla her bridge club and two midi- V-1937 lie has a Most pervasive per-
 Psalm 1071-16 - . 
• Ilk. iiilit erns Witt .
.•,home of Mtn Luther Garland; ̀  Ai and
- Ithe eruselosion of the iknitram the store, in this, city 'for PasS Si
' McCarthy. naen'ile clothing
'haste" sehled- .ritralithlents clifyears. having worked t the start
'  Tars HO Matillin. Dirt W. T. me.' acinality:-Rs. warmth and friendli-
••.Ctww....Was Obas• Hale, Mrs. Mil. crown_ ack. 
jnointaneous re_
------ Invii v‘trlillbt Lague Tta- . ciag all who are in con-„sponse am
oangar .weeris • , 1-tact- with_ • '
benediction.
Mrs Livia Sornater gave Use cii itty la mummy wee reeegstuted
-1-- i•
- - by hie ems clientele that he has
up during the years"-- 0
- e
_
. .MT,O and Mr; W. -11. 'Elburtand Roalmilemia. IMisienwhiews Club . , A. - lir - Wilma Jo Looms arid Evelyn
• • gmitader. Evelerns to:- sugruse_l_-_,Tew pritertonn_ •
sannounee the Marriage of_ „their -iliSe-riaftnifiraaftE presidr over ' 'A -atide-r" languages• Ahem A vocal duet was rendered asati Vial-Iasi- amiss- S"nit-W
- ' - try. Hazel Heed and Evelyn Ahern Jardins sous la plume-- ItounIston - of Maysville: • HY.-- . ce . Club . held. its regular , monthly. Prot 11,_. !IL Caiidilr vaine_gutit e pep„(Ws 'the ere " ee. *gm* Ppliemeile-lRachinapinoff. • -
The following kb a etippirMlalbell 1 2a, at the' home f
1 nisitin.g ThurniaV aternongs= le Gieakeressibni , tee wsdkashtit ii=1 wars given -by- George Wtost. if-"---.--7 Solo de Concoters-Genalge-
e Jkofrr the. Maysville paper- , ..-0 •;•,.„ I Hutchens, with Mrs. I. *--- Out: Mks -a. B. 'Houston who iiid on !...._ nale. Were 
enjoyed s • • • •following
' 43Ai. Pregilinl Mild delightful re-We-teamed home last rug= after .. land. . president. presiding. • the topic of our n4wly acquired 1 Presbyterian iikereftiery Meets
solved. . Mix jellce With pineapple and Mrs. Irvan Norris. Mrs. Gingko
-sibuttIialin-ind- leave_ tn. .reir,ifterataa` "Wallii received thee ltib prize for
luentiniallealshi. Shinn' the grated high score,  ark Mrs. Norrisand whipped cream. Chill guest mu,. • _
and sessegnren lettuce leaves. ' A dainty ice course was served
• •--14ra• litulter 'Awe e at die Foriergsion of the name
the Junior -membership of the
Mfrs Edwards To 'Represent Wosidmen Circle:
. Murray
• • • • --
eiamics Exhibit This Year's :Easter Fashions ).
.11e-Dainty,Nery FeminineIs Planned Soon  _
Miss Elizabet Ray, gradUate of
Ili Riese,
to the 4iRitray Resident project
March 22, to conduct the related
training courses hefd for the youth);
working on the ceramics PraieS$,-.
1n,structing the youths on the
processes and methods of the types
of work that' they are to do on the
ceramics project., will be Miss
Ray's chief duties. She also 'in-
tends to aid in the actual construc-
tion and designing of the articl
to be built on •the project.-- -
According to Miss Ray about two
months- from -new-se_ramics project
is -Rimming. on having-- an exhibit
of the process of making dinner-
ware. Tlaia. eithibiL inehl
every, step that goes into . waking
dinner-ware; starting with the. pro-
yew of mold making and continu-
ing thresigh until the plate- comes
out a finished product.
Herbert Tepping, also a graduate
of Columbus Ohio State, is NYA
supervisor arid is hired by the Na-
tional Youth Adinthinration, -and
at present has six youths under
his direct supervision. Mtge Ray
is hired by the Murray Slate Col-._
lege and , not conneeted wch
NYA.
seltiniseigemod general mooGuest*, in adldtion to choir mem- ' - -
bets, Included the Rev. -and Mrs. eit 
Women's- Society a chins- Protests 1.1"WriC •
a-., _ _ _, _
rthodiaSientice will be held at ttatroitior)f__Iciothets.____Churik- at 2 p. re.
Wedrearkin, April 9 
•-..._
. •.
Miss Mary Shipley will eater- Women should not engage' in
LAM. the Arta and Crafts Club_ at_ :italic buyint of coats, shoes and-
ether clotheabecaisse of war condi-.
tMrus *warns Miss - Verna Latzke, '
clothing'speciplitt for the UdiveritT-7.-
ty of Kentucky home economics -
sdleigpahrtt tiipernicte, _llts:st7ebut.:_may, - be' a
every effort   will-be made to Pro-
teet .. consumers- finis soaring'
time prices such ini_prevallid
-19.1749. -.-. . -a,-
. Women shoUld swetternben two
especially: -- .
Most clothes cannot be kept iii-
definitely in perfect conditihn.
Styles change, and clothes can- Er dint - polar,* trlavely and
lir. Singleton .wheise ̀ biome is in
cod hour ,t ich time t& mem- I- PirrY -Ftmtir 'vraF gerTelt Enterprion Ala.. baritone. tuba. will'members an -doneeguest, -Mrs. Joints,bets drew \ fur Sunshine Friends be accompanied at the poem by
%hell ore to- toh reveated-at --tbe IMIss Lotsfse Menem. daughter' SW
'November -
Mrs. Lula.
in her horns a the next club meet- Siesta Friday
gweicage lemon or lime jello
cup whipping cream
1-3 lb. of cheese. • „istarday Club Meets With
Mrs Wilma
Mix crushediaineapple arid suer
cold -water and stir want- dis- iional guests, W Swann
• • • • 0
The Murray Woman s Club will
qokd the regular business meeting
at 2:30- o'clock at the club house
en. Vine street Mrs. Ii. G. Reyn-
olds of Paducah will be...
speaker. All 'members are wiped
itt betasseerat,
-
And Se Club Holds Meeting sass Mary Elizabeth Roberts and
The Sew anti So Club met last John ofrigelton in recital this ev-
_ A tiammithie wa,, amattint,,,,n, Illara_day afternoon ,.vith Mrs. ening, April '3, at 8:15 o'clock at
ihmet__.with..the-britt Teem to sr. Carrier Hendon at her home on the college auditorium. 
- ,
Olive St.mew for new team uniforms. Miss Roberts, a . talented pianist.
.,
The afternoon was spent in l .: Rituabatic Work was -reviewed, is; the daughter of Mr. and Mrs..The-twiess. eh., .Hale, served a needlework and - sunshine friend Vi. P Roberts of Murray.
deliceoue. 'tarty late during the so- gifts were e"rhanked•
drum ins,
majorette and, a member of the sea • •
n'Ir will be hostess Chaminade Music ChM
int-. and Mrs. L. R. Putnam of
Murray.
The program follows:
Mrs._ Woodrow Lehmann- Is At -- Pas- hew : *sedated a4th the firth;
• • • IL 0...
Home Ts Service Group
The Women's Society fur aIris•
tears Sseeice mat with Mrs. Wood,
tnss Richman' on niundan....
20 with -40 members and four .. .
visitors peraent. The program fol- Mess Medibeth Edwards. attrae•
-lawn ' . ' tivis daughter of ancLALM. Test
k Sum." "Jesus Calls Us, devo- Edwarcis. of Ma villa has been
r30111,111. airs. Elruna Mayes. piss CA., -A, Ini•va (I., . wusin. ......,1 rjeelici A '
Alue Wrather, song, "To the College .in the an Kentucky
" .... ragas,- liesoaspe.friesieseen-t a_u• ha
- dor klealsh - ofE.the World." was heidnit Pine Moonlit-is State Park,
• di. by Mrs Mae Paschall Pineville, May 20-3-1, - wits -
Mrs e Boyd and Mts. Leila vealed tnis weak . .
..„... Zrwie. Miss Ildsvardit - le&
•-• arssi The 
oup will hold, its Reel
.... 'allitrating iSith ibis- Mae Paidail- - YWCA at Murray State. Vfas se- mambo ciab Sears'
• - lected by the Student Organiza-
, ii=stigliggea•Weilikali ' 
non. She is a. freshman.,: - 
Aso
Mr. Eugene II _4 ton .
former 
mho ' port al the District Planning meet-
'lovely thl ing she attended at Mayf meld on
Evelyn Bouriand. whose marnage march 8. macs were made at
- wag...a. Saga_ but interesting Liu& _gazadb,  far a meeung served, delightful retreehme
i dlest week end honer:win. WICre ... oar, ..imartai enonana za„. a re_babe& Both -speaker, thesamenta Maw served.t
unniglit a -thought-provoking mes-
sage Mrs. Stewart Is Club Hamar'
During the social hour the host-I Mrs. Charles Stewart was at
eitersilAy_afternoon to mern- ZrtSaturday n at Frank- be held at Hickman on May . u members and one gate. SM. bers of lit, W ed - - -linnesdajr dge
Every hoesemaker who can pose- .Vr- 63, Eclat) and Mrs E G. Little teresting prow am was given by- The wedding took 'place at attar- . •ibly attend this ineetisse is urged •••••-- s eorrnencham. add ipea. 54. G. George Baker. She dealt
Sleet. Friday' 




Rev A. C. litroaks. pastor 14 the Mrs Rox_soaremitnt reported on Mrs. Veroon qiilefietd." Jr, Mra.,ReWeY NelsallalMilt-R7•tarded
a the officiating clergyman. gram has been arranged. 
Strannfort_Cleristaan. dia___Larittangar. Gardening proteet_tbad ;wads -for bridge at her home the Prue ibr hAglts=and Mrs.
- - read thefraprestive sersiee'in the.....end,,es.she,ppsiertzwen ;dhow ti7idise Friday afternonn including mem- n for .
presenci- of- -ally the attendants, yar4 woven erxwii,--&--aw-vii-64•6emsaelF -her bridge clue etwi 
stra, A_milad course ewe
The Chaininacte Mune Club met Concerto in C Major. op,,. 15,
. Friday evenuig„ alarm 28, at the Alli-o con brio-Beethovere Mr.
lateesting Program 
' home of Carolyn Carter on Olive MeGhttern at second piano.
The Magazine Club met with /,),,,, swop ware played by 
GrandVarii:tionCsontescertz-ThernGrafe. try Han.
411e.-41-gAlhhaGh-e"Yr ham41-9.1' Mary lane Kennedy. James SiniC6. dal: Cffitt-----W----51137131tha-Thursday afternoon. March 27. Jane Ann Giles, Carolyn Carter. Stedumo (from Oboe Comer..
toe- Telemann. Serenade- Schtz•
• aaUrItiso‘teni_tra Earle 33;12=..Prsdect..the_ Members 
Phillips of Richmond Va. hfallalmt 41 the Cett 
•
ehleielLeetle5 • .". -was E. I' Beek receitla the 6801.101. - *the' sehool istruse-Iftgaday titter: -a • a. 
ether-in-law and _sister of the now, march 25. And. tiFing4tower prue. for 'high score, Mrs. E. S.D' 
Id. Jr, for second high, an P-1101 Mein Ilbseinas
•
,_
-=- • 0' .a„..
•
- - 7-teriam. - - ---- 
-:- seeds, bulbs. huaultaas• etwifico- :•er nee been ap. um plataipa. was presented a gadt1 The executive' committee of the.
.
*
Murray • High &lido! P-TA metA dainty salad plate strap served- Wearing a stunning ensemble • premed --t ha irman set the Potter- !Monday afternoon -at- 4 o'clock at.lor her wedding, the bride cons- town Mattress Cammittee as the at gee eereclusien of ihe_game... . . the home . of Mrs. Carne,y Hendon__ - . bused _ beiluer witb..tinartnele la....., -. f. former thaleriaan. Mrs, Fa?- Rob- - ----no : . . Ten membees were present. After- navy blue •regingote, the fitted errs on, g,,m, to _Detroit_ Mrs.
Coat of light weight w.nsil Iiitbeing non oody an ct Mrs. Wade F-1::".40r 
Firssect ie4Ciselsv rti4oussaa, taereser!anTseie weary the business peCiod a social hour
--Caught at the viaist with narr.Pw , were appointed' prop's= ConcitC7. Tht., ,,c,„,,„,,--,s Missionary societyItaisde-i0tich tied lister a leave tors _ • at .the First Christian Church has -. The April meeting of the Mur-The laCC ir OVIPark7In -dress "-was of • Mrs.Hansford Doritir7iiteit Planned: their onservarice eit-liteer re? High School P-TA was held-turquoise blue slik- Her hat was' of the Calieway _County- Home- Easter Week as foi..„ws, in the auditorium Wednesday after.a semi-sailor of saddle tan straw , makers. Made. a most inspiring -Moods)'. 2:30 p. m,-Prayer ler-. :won. April a at 3 o'cleck.. and her accessories_ were in navy. : talk trig, hope an! riattit da soon vice at the church; - Tuesday. 22I1 Mrs. Ray Treon presided over a• She pinnegd to her shoulder a nor- - again, • p m.-Prayer service and • restrain lifier busfies.s session - at whichsage of rones. . , . monthly meeting: at • the church: the following OffiCers were elected•Mrs. Thompson -the matron. of ' 
In •responee to Mrs. Bea_ Melu-
gin's request. Mrs. Dallas Wicker ben. W. B. Moser is prog_ratn-ked- for:,,,next, year; , . • •honor was attractive in a- sPring , hen:, been appointed chairman of or Mrs. James Overby. Mrs. Mary- Mn, A.. D. Butterworth. presifroc of rose beige crepe" -With ' a group of club members that willk . ' Churchill and Mrs. Ray Maddox, dent; Mr. id Filbeck, vice-presi-Weer peitennaccessorisi and Mind- reseier'llfid sew for the:Red. Croes. tg....„;,„1,_ afeat-Qwit,„3„,,waght_se_dehe__Aue,4„. .11... Wilson. secretary;
• -der-norsagg''Or TelWrrah --rrellas";' • - !' The -, ..malcr•:•Orgect 'raison- was-T.30 Cclotik - the society will lead Mrs..jselna,Carter, treasurer.' Immediately after etre- ceremony - given-- by Mres,Maynard Ragedatie. the prayer seeirkit ativing a -:) -._rians rpr bending delegates to
' 7 
--jikTrind• MI s. ThomPson enter. - She streesed the importaskieebrlhz jai 
p r 




er2rialffarr-, air on Apr 4-M ae anailtari.-- -1-- home.- 402 Madison street contains titii:. :,datAiasi  -astsiarriNe -their l - of' .by-iattmartng---were discussed.rratilifort.. ..
1 ' . ,
Of nutritive substances off single the union Good Friday service 'at , Mrs. Ronald Churchill -yrVisaged -upon returning - last -night Mr, fbod materials. . Milk can used thi.-.chui ft _ ",;•--: . the following program: • -lks. litettstufre ' Stmeit--.-ts-the-i-M the- pregneiwesan. of ---, ., . . .Grourt singing led by H. R. In-some of his .parents. ar; And Mrs, thot Uit easiest Way to Friclude-IT • - ' --7:2-r-- -t * -' 9-- sighs; -"Art As a Vital Pan of the-• Charles •H. Boughton. in Lexington ot. the- dot :is- to iritinir 4..  ..---..--, -2.6 . - -losimar_
______T- , aoraFilt 1.„101hile waiting for thel were ieyiv.-ed. and ' the chalreatfre_- Mrs...11fritey. _ Si- ow Mid J
.t.---24c-utriCulum -• Ii:,- Vhoses. -- e•iiies- trIcl -Al MY tese_: The -161.s.a.oix-for-tlie :Pim wiliffrier.. SOS* MS S'NUMWSirS .'"1"he Part -of Parents and. Teachers
. -8 ik in- 
is*---Pet-s~ing 1,e..M.f.c• n flw3" 'llaNWleasstr In the i retool:ninth. d that we '' erfer often ° lisitiard were in tar-iitecLin mania •- - for ', -heite.;46-41*- ArkiMeri-4 proper_trinAgsrritribittrerOgrIN -.71esstletx,_arx-rgeer - 
-_. CiTI_.  , _.
The • attendance prizes were wonto be made ready for them. I month,- „ -.. the .Elcit.;. _Stucker .. reading the 4--,h1 rsi --Patterson's Thorn and--. ':- _Tiiic bride Ls .the secorul claughter-i-- - Refre•hrnents . were- "served try ceremony- at .his home in Frankfurt. 
twielth :grade:" . , -, .• of Mr. •and Mrs Wiliam A. _Boor- the hostess to twelve members and Ky. The single ring ceremony was 
Rgireshments•were Nerved by the' -lend. ei-ittihiese,-ICat., -,aiicl-a_g••4•,i4b,,ht_..__aii:abP. lianatord wiled. ' 
ccf 1113:13--Altre complet oe lEnda Fitts. Wk.- tlStswr.AisrLand. Matsk• 'Meth Mr. and Mrs. Lynn
la a course of study at, the _Wes- Mes. Frank . Wrye, Mrs. Mildred Parker. --.- 
mother'In the clasi• . _ -
and-10118llinarade Home Boons
: - -'
torte of the MiliTSF-Nigh. SC i.DoraTil Mrs. Lela .Nopson....Mrs. ?hey west atten e y
tern U-Olon Telegraph school in Guerin-. -Paw Vielisr Garrison. atril The irridi -wore navy blue with
Eithomfiela. N. 1.. she iN,tie-it an Tne--- Meetsitt;ri,--ika. - l'itiurane refer letessotics. ̀  Her corsage
operator for the company at its. Eldridge. Mrs • Ecin. 'Yer... Mis's was pink and yellow rosebteds and
office. in Stearns, K:-. Six„ months esaLey ribriand and1JfAso.exJene limo of -tree v444% The, -groom
/titer she was tt-ansferred to , the wee, ssiea Ail eibyer was wel- was attired In bit%
Carimilten office and /firm' sheik lb opmed is ri new member, Mrs. Howard was formerlic_of
- Paris where she was 'assistant roan:- The 'neat meeting .will be held Cailoway Cdurity- and the daughter
'1 -age. fv. -a year-arid a heti. ttle. Thur-day...Apni ii, as -use mane or of Air, atfe rare e. L' Thurreond
,, eyyste.•to jelsysetne iii Oetotter- ISIS. Mrs Peter Kuhn:, . • .. of Mures* Route
Os- aiiiitsant manager of the Mays- . 41•••. . „ • . Mr. Reward is -a -native of AM-
rile office and plans M. continue
- with-liar 'work: -. • . .. - ." .. _- ..-- .ileesie ftwaster Sessile* .00 ...oc
• sic' Although she has- . been in Illay • , The rWoodoien Clpeld Meets - •
vale a comparatively short . ti ..rh.. Jessie' Houston Serene Club
• this btide has been - a favorite_ from of the Woodiden Circle met in
. the sfirst/ . with s'the neer-lotihd. regular session Monday eight,
trisnds she Made so easily... Sha is Match 31.- in the. ..home of Mei, - ' a
f I' atemielt _charm girt beau, -Ohre-, s . likle.: Tht-Ieitendance Detim. Meet Tsie..y Irian
,ty, IL trItts Mgt eyes and fair the best iri. theftistory of. theele . • Cita'''1.• Prehtill Na, ' FA • Misses Imo-:Chi Di r 1 ., a Dt .,- , en.t._.sii___the.
.eatigoi ....s. i.- _Ai..... - ann.hhr_i_tirs_ 'a • . . •. .-"_ntan amingloof the; and  Jae •aage-iiteraceale
': - ' it is • er 'cordialtts was absent .., - - se of sickness.. ot . • vnay - -nreg,-Werki . Delreous refreshments- • were
. ...-eif_mariseir spill_sweelanramouspesh blirs_ "TtlaihrliA preeithid.:_.•_Misa., B. Win .11- WriktlIt1, Presidifig. -Host- Se"e'Cl- - 
- --
' '.  • .1.1.11• cause her associates to have lirsiom,. 're:threats after sr-- loreg etses for tht occasion were MIS, ' -
gavot Cainpbell, Mks. W. J. Gip- Mies Roberta And Mr. Shigleies --jilw affection they 'do-'for her. • ' ilinese., •was greeted by the club.
' -'.14r. BoUgitton. the youngest_gon The progrerr7 for ---rierff--i-kiffilar 0 -Mrs. D: Etutterfrotth and - Tee Preened Recital . " • •
of' his familY,_has been Connected 'Gkove meeti .muwareensiiiir •The. itr Lasiiiter, ,- --- - . The Fine Arts De-parts:neat .`e4
" with the sales -staft-lat,,jilunsicker program hjeth.17"1* - ' toll..liville-aalri--.0g=sirffleSrs WirraY State College will. pprient_
• . - ' -.,-- .. , • „' .
-.. - -;-.'. . • .
...._. _- , _,.......„._....__. ....._.., ...12.....-__ '._____. •
- • , . -
'4 t*ra•;440-Ilhai.allkim. -- - .,---Ii•..--,••
•
-








MaeD•well Mask Club Mikehr-!'
The MeeDe•ivell Music Chifromiel
March 29 at the "'home of' Kw
Martha Bell Hood with Miss Madam
h/tarborovith as co-hostess.
The following program war pre-
sented:- ---
--Pieper MT-
Miss Marion Sharborough; March.
where they- are both finnthyea. olieetems of Viteme-aStrauss. Miss 
limner surface of the santistone root 
figure is properly proportioned whenof the Dwarfs-Griete, Miss Mary
you have clothing fitted, alterationirrantis MCEIr a th: Laill a bye -des son Coanty.
Thampson..High School Trio. tier.=-They war reside In Prankfort
without, them. Shwa the dirtiest
ettn --bo done---with Feiti----toR'ef inde den„. . '
Irish spirit. . . ItheeliPE at the feet
those made of rubber'. Synthetic
tak" or t144"di and manicure& . t 'Thirteeiv cif the 
filli•einsi
Materials are now being used, 
too...the deathless ec ar 
gners of
sto ei at ways., Well known are
which have the advantage of belx
' Asia-. and . was wrought. Heel Gaits* bonded
pendepce were Irish or descendants
of Irish! The Irish were in the pub.-
W realm before our government'
cleaning fluids and other strong the Mercury in New York in 1775,,,_
substances. Some gloves are of John Dimlap published the first daily
-tobber, which makes newspaper in Philadelphia, and John
tinem -easy to draw onTund oft. Daly Burke founded the first daily - .,.-abillly, when properly fitted, to re-
Other. Oilmen- are treated with a In Boston. In 1784 Matthew care?,. _
hand crearn".--which gives the hands friend of Franklin, established the.
a leeRuty treatment ' dining the pennsylvania Herald. Horace Gm...
These, or course. am limkted
the_.,___wvalt Is ben/ dbnai ley established mid edited the Writ _i York Tribune.
difitribute pounds so as to bring a
new high in grace and attractive-
ness.
r: Howard his -a reeponsible &rya Retie Chufmart; Seherzino--
position with National Distilleries. Monlerrwski, Miss Marjorie Arriett;
Prelude-skachmahinoff. 'Miss Elea-
nor Hire; ,Pier.as* Duet. Mises& Mar-
jorie "Fooithce and Marion Treon.
Mrs. Joe Clarbier • was hostess
Tuesday afternoon to 'the Presby-
terian Auxiliary
The devotional Wits conducted by
Mrs. B.-F Scherthus A very tn-
briefly with foerign misions in
Korea, and_ followed with an OP-
lightening discussion on The Amer-
ican Indian, illustrating with plW
to:seraphs and pieces sal Indian art
Delightful refreehrnents were
during the social hour to
number present
Beauty Aid-
Heusawork is sometimes hard on
hands, there's no doubt about it.
One way to keep them smooth and
soft is CO have a bottle or jar of
your favorite hand cream or lotion
bandy in the kitchen. and use it
frequently during the day and
especially after your hands have
been in water. •
Perhaps a better-way is to pro-
tect your heeds from wear end Irish Tomtit/sr Freedom- -
Leer by wearing household gloves . the Irish threw their fortunes,
Oncentitt7g.clearig.yruti get used td them; wilshing. and .thesi. 
their spirited energies, and them"
selves into the flaming cause of
wonder 
hi* "u--"" did freedom. The spirit of '78 was an
v
not always be altered to "look..,
right" after a year or two.
While stories or defense hialliar
have emphasized that they Will _
rank first, it still remains that the
United States is rfeiritralt-neeese-
sary products. Bona-fide scarcity
de-thing is extremely unlikely
in any event. There should halls-, 
tie reason for prices to go up.
much.
Women's cloth/0g is made qt
wool, cotton, nylon, rayon or silk.
and shoes ot leather or plastics.
No shortage exists, it. Is pointed
out.
aliens the wisij_beyer win-
try to keep enough good elotbee
on hand, and not let her wardrobe
"get down" or deplisted. She will
ve on han-d a winter coal. a A •
fired SALit• a few dresses,' and shoes.
"The middle way" iO buying re-





- Milr* ins bk"
Victor Herbert's greatest musical
cumedy, is progressing nicely, ac-
cording to reports from local spon-
s of the show. planned_for _
Veloric.
college auditorium, May. at 11:11
Miss Haien' Tho-ra-iottia-ainger th-- •
rector of the production, and is
being assisted by Miss Norma
ingtort senior from. Bruceton.
Tenn. Prof. W. H. Fox is in
charge-of tile-musics and is being
asisted by Frapk Shires with -the
charm- and Janne.: Rirlunan wftli"
the orchestra.
Miss Mildred Kolb and Miss
Katie Cost, both of Paducah, are
working with the dancers.
The show is jointly sponsored
by Sigma Alpha Iota, woman's na-
tional music fraternity, and, the,
Sock and Btfakin Clubr ••
H.ousehold gloves are made te- D stion of lode.
tsoruc,h„.taskii,./js oasvei.d,. kosienn, gwattheer
eardeng--er -delving, • Nonskid tfita
 They 
vlicuum- cleaner.' grubbing in the
oh some gloves _keep dishes from
slipping, protect, the manicure.; said
add to the life df the glove Tern'
down cuffs are another new idea
oms-ststreamigg" down uplifted
• originally found, protruding 
.11
• •
Footprints on Ceiling • - 
the 
---'
Footprints in sands of emit
No! footprintS on the ceiling of the
Hall of Geology in the Buffalo)'-2
seum of Science. They nitre placed
athsehecause that's. how" they
weep,.tfrom 
.  I of a coal mineenear Cedarege, Colo.,
tiEt 
after a seant of coal had been re-
: LO;-.. WORLD! • I moved: The footprints are perhaps
Providence a insure the arrival
' I i
Nitw the largest in the world, measuring
gigantic -reptile with a stride of 15' Mr and Mrs. Dee Lamb-bf 
34 nchea. in length. They are of a
of a 711 poun girt Delilah Sue.
on March 24. Mrs, 'Lamb, before
bur- marriage. .was Stlaiklora
law this- daughter et-Mr.  Mp-
Carl Hopkins.
Mr. and' Mrs. Elwood Phelps o
Murray .Route 3, announce the
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tile
which possessed this enormous walk-
ing stride, tlio Tflflb2t oti record.
hart three•toes and-Maar have ifitt7.7
ered more than 30111Itt




ifiirray. the birthplace of radish
•
suit!)
The thought that is prevalent
throughout thts season's style pro-
gram is that one should wear al-
luri inngly feminine and nattering an.
cossories. This applies not only to
11b-i-intry hats and colorful whltrisic.il
veils but also to -"hankies," which
-please take noticed :lbw lady . 4. I *Arra the pretty.pretty type,- • _.
4-
colorful array of sweetly fern-
Mire fashions for Easter. This is
definitely a year when emphasis
is on "pretty lady" trends.
There is big 'news, in color, mi-
nimally hi the pastels Ter tunic,
coats and ensembles. The whole
fashion- world is expr‘ssing erithosi,
eau, to, thersiew moeutone wohlries
light beiges, misted eseens, the-very
Tim violet and mauve tonenzikuted
pinks, and pale grayish blues. Seerr
-in fashion-first Easteis 'Costumes,-
they are ideal, 'especially for -the
long-coat costumes as shown in the
.
Fresh '11-onlere .dd lc thee.
attractive Easter outset . • 'Beaux
NICROLILS
arse-
ley will vie with orchids, gardenias,
flaming hibiscus and camellias,
vered and gilded leaves are a nee-
arel 4Siene•etive Ewen"- (*Mien -win-
appeal to those seeking the out-of.
the-ordinary.
Speaking of -flowers, milliners els
erywhere declare that myriads of
flattering little flower hats are sell-
ing in thipretedented numbers. The
significant -message ,about these
adorable little flowery confections is
that you may wear them as cor-
rectlY with your prim little tailor
suit as yon can with your dressi-
est dress-LW, costumes. (Quite a de.
parture from the old idea which ex-
acted a tailored hat with a tailored
Music Week Will 13e Celebrated
At Murray State Next eck
.CW Foundations Celebrating the annual minim
Give-Natural Lines 
vwrierik at Mscuhrrooaly mStaustiecaCi ollege. the
genies-
. tions will present several programs
during the week of April 7-13.
orter Wai-te4Gdies Aro_ _
Benefited by Change.
Eastern fashions this season ttripg
good news to the women with short-
er-1..aisied or not-so-slender figures.
-Whether by happy accident or with
planned intent. the dexigners..lhis
season have created styles which
flatter. the average woman, as well. 
asthe All. tyPe's.
Waistlines me not so deeply in-
dented, but are released -a 'bit Or
give a more natural body line. Soft
fullness is concentrated at trent and
back, with sleek side lines that mini-
Mile hip width. And "the sloping
sheulifer..- acclaimed as high fashion
In resort show.ngs. is disappearing
from the new -lines except in a f
extreme styles, because it proved to
be unbecoming to • moit figures.
Shoulders are generally . out
to the high„ wide and handsome line
that is becoming to wornen's figitrOs
because it nurkes the...waist loo's
emaller arid she hipline narrower by
conteast. _-
Designers of foundation garments',
-t-erefrelw-teikeriesthw-strevisFtfasr
miinuemts• of this- new.
Mete produced a, witte-eatiety of
corsets. brassieres-and -all-in-ones to
underline the new clotheinproPerlY
by Streamlining wornen's figures to
their best 'proportions:a:he approved
... •
itairfhttlfettol trkVir a styling ap-cl.
constrinctiqp in these new griffnents,
-but they all have in common the
_ Stylists reemornend that wenn.' a-
,
by their new foundation garments
'before they try on the new styles in
frocks, formal dresses, suits and
coats, so that they may have the
benefit of a good. figure when they
are choosing the fashions which
they can wear best. This Idea is a
.1i_elp to the clothes budget as well as
to smart appearance, because if your
charges are much less likely to
Mount up.
Your favorite corsetiere will kg:a
which foundation garments are best
for your particular figure. Do plan
your time so that you allow her all
the time she feels is necessary to
ia soreet-ot • out.
fit y.our__new_
itIl the latent beauty-in yotirnata
figure.It isn't wisi to thsist *It
same garment ycni bought Last time,,
because styles change, construition
'al the garments changes, and your





 • hawer•-nieL77f •••••-
iC ...row.
tbea series or em•
eats to the college auditorieni•.
the , large college orchestra WiL
Play the overture to 'The Bartered
Bride" by Smetana and Franck's
"Id- Minor Syniphonar.." On the,
same program Prot Leslie. R. Put-
film - A Capella Choir will stein
The .prtigram will be held at 3:15
p m.. Thureday, April 10.
The second of the series will be
faculty concert at 8:13 P. in. Frt.
day, 'April 11. Tho members • of'
the ...Murray State music faculty
will participate in this program.
Third of the series will be -the
band concert Satnrclay night at
gilt in which the band, directed
by Prof. W: H. Fox, will play two
numbers' by Bach, "Fervent is My
Longing" and "Little Organ Fugue".
Rimsky-KorsokofFs "Spanish Ca-
price". and the Haydn-Wood selec-
tion, "Mennen Veen." Also on the
progrim will be the wodwind en-
semble uhde rthe direction of Prof.
F. P. friths and the,, girls' vocal
quartet insteucted by Prof. Doyle.-
Ending The series • of Preeraffift-......
the- 88-member college chorus will - •
sing parts one and, two- of Hay-
dn's- ''The Creed° •n2--hre ari Easter
lw-beekr-a- ree
-f."-esie R. Puturen
tor of the chorus bul,,w111 be assis-
ted by heel Johnson. Lorain. 0-
student, woh will direct some of
the choruses, Mies Patricia Mason.
Murray._ seprance. Prank Shires
•OFtiort Tenn, baritone: aild Glen
Rae-Icy, Lerrain. O., tenor, -Wide
have "sole parts on the program.
My Neighbor
Says.wa
Never put leftui.er fish in the gar-
bage can during the summer. rt at-
tracts cats and flies.
• • •
that me-natio Mut'. Green monr
v'a ;ildl nog
green moss growing on garden soil
Do not think that because there is





-.11 000ked in an uncovered sauce-
• • • ,
;To wash silk C irepre•ettes__ .
art* Vilk:: ---L-1---"Wilitif' •11•412, '"'"
COe'lfit;:illanrde,tabiyn
using. only eriougii water to cover.
vegetables will not be 
lost.the mineral salts and paver ofethe
Da not zuh. but -squeeze the gar-
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eerse ••44.41, errs ge.....0.4...-ses 1/1.
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'
Your Progressive Home News /meter for Over -Haifa-Century
_
'11
$1.00 a year In Calloway,Marshall. Graves, Ilea-
---ry and Stewart Counties.
$t.50 
a year elsewhere In
the State of Kentucky.
a_piterist_any. address
lra"•`". other than above.
New ries No. 966 COMPLETE COVERAGE EVERY WEEKOF ALL CAL OWAY COUNTY NEWS Murray. Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon April 3,1941 Vol. LIX No. I
DR A U LEAVE
ARGEST GROUP TO
• GATE INCLUDES 12
MORE VOLUNTEERS
Two Under-Aged Youths
Decide That Army Is The
Place for Them
WILL GATHER AT




Twenty-seven ' men, the largest
' number of Conscriptees from this
• -"County since the act was pesaild
last fall, will-leave here temorreer
- *Friday) morning by Mecial bus
for Louisville, where they will be
formally inducted into army_ ser-
vice. the lir-draft board reveired
Tuesday.
• This group will include 12 yolun-
* teem. two of 'which are -not even
registered_ feir -the draft, the local
board revealed. They are Robert
Joseph Smotherman, Jr.. and Leon
....a....grc_itu.cal_wle...gr- wleslulett.asi
-. the draft at this time that may be.
perdirnr- --Rehm ' "from
..---- isretitteVtile_ .. 
The quota leavitsg Tuesdity i -.nn.2* promptly at 7:15 ea --that they may- 
W be ready to ..Wt Dr. Dyer' at; fulfill this county's April -quo* it
also announced. eight o'clock.'nut 
------A large group of local- MUNN is 
expected to be at the bus station James Gordon Wilson
, friday to see the group leave. ; Boyd Wilson Linn













-ssiVillard Truman Pare -i-s--- -ss -
Pninklin Baker..ilarris
Dr. Dyer to  ere on
"The4ndustrial Aah"
Well-known Lectureri KEA TO MEET
Appears on Local 
AAUW Program I AT LOUISVILLE,
Service Clubs of Murray.. The
public Ii invited to attend, and it
Another contingent of 27 men, is expected that a large number
will leave here next Tuesday morn- wsll heas slims
ing at a similar hour, but those Dy
names have not' been 'definitely
released the local, beard said. There AAUW will meet it 715 in
little chapel ,for a abotr_hus
meeting. -Met
nut cluusge_nL-cliti•urn.
meeting, and to be on' hand
Murray College Headquarters to
Dr. Gus W. Dyer, professor of
sociology and -economies at Vats; Be Established In
Univeristy,_Nashville„ Tenn.;
7, at-8 o'clock n the little chapel
twill speak Monlay evening, April 
Brown Hotel
The annual, meeting of the KEA
on, the college 'campus on a Mb* will be held this year trona
ject that is oL vital Interest to the Wednesday, April Ili through-
essisse_vt,,rrd.  Drt°4. kTe "Thei&con-sidestedinirtd*rale6e I urday. April ,19. , President
mood will announce later the cued-of the 'best authorities on industrial
conditions -in-the-South, ane dte  when Murray) 
for two years, a lecturer for a na- close.
tional manufacturer's organization., ; The first, program of the „TETA
His lecture will be sponsored joint- will be Wednesday night, April 16.
ly by the American Antociation of 4.1"urray•College. head4ters will
University 'Women, the 'oats: he establialted in the-South -Room
Business Men's Club and other of the Brown Hotel, Louisville. Ky.
Prof. M. Os:St/feather and E. H.
Smith-will 'be in charge, • •
s Thies-headquarters servefussacs
restirti place for college officials
and faculty members. It alsozerves








The annual college breakfast will
be held in the trail room of the
Kentucky Hotel at 8 o'clock Friday
morning. April 18. President Rich-
mond will preside at the breakfast.
John W. Booker, state superin-
dent of public instruction, arid-
Adren Doran, president of the
Alumni Associa will be- the
speakers. .
This breakfast Will be attended
by the college faculty, Alumni and
former students. and by a number
of invited guests. From 400 to 500
are expected to attend. Tickets are
50c plate. 'They 'May be secured
by writings E. R. Smith in advance
or by -calling at, the college _head.-
-1.1cry Sills quarters any time, until Thursday,.g
-g-ifilgar Lee Washburn . IL • Abell 11: at W*1"..s!rlekete
sOleard Hulon 'Killington ; be on sale at the dkse of the bell
• Prank Cook room on Friday mantic&
Sc











Women needing the Vitamin B
Complex and Iron of Vinol to stim-s-
utak appetite will see what a ;W.1
ference a few lovely pounds make
in filling out those hollows a n d
skinny limbs.' Get pleasant tasting
Vino'
e & Stubblefield. Druggists
7—/
• I
2000 GUESTS TO Murray College Student Dte's $35000 PROJECTS 
START HERE SOON.VISIT COLLEGE
ON SENIOR DAY
Sat. From Automobile- Injuri
Pendol,-4‘nett, Jr.,
!Ir. Richmond Announces, StOcumbs After ' ‘"
Varied Program for Accident




Approximately -2900 high school
seniors from, Kentucky, "Tennes-
saelooli5-"and MI--seourr. will Tie
guests_zdf Murray State college
at „RI annual High Schdol Senior
r ez, AYH ii, Dr- Tames
H. Richmond, president, -announced
today. ,•
High -, Schqol headquarters will be
- the audItorftmilteke, -and-othe
following program hoe: ben lean-
ned for the guests; -__-_,_-
9:00-Telle -of campus and build-
ceriduetedlerismeree
Club ad International  Relations
Club. _••••• • '
- '
_010-"ppen Rowe" in the ad-
ministehtion buildings' sponsored by
the delIrnent of biology and the
department of ph/sics and chem-
istry.
10:30-11:30-"Get-Together" Meet-
ing in auditorium. President James
H. Richmond presiding, featuring
music and physical education on
the prograns
11:341--Ltinclt,. At Wells Hall-
1:00-2:30L-Working exhibit in
liberal arts building by the de-
partMent of art- las the Portfolio
Club. . ts
1:00-2:30-Exhibit tea in 'liberal
arts building by department at,
home economics and the household
arts deb.
1:00-2:30--Visit to college farm.
All seniors interested in making
the trip to- the farm-Meet in front
of administration building 14# 1:15
p. tn. Transtretation, provided 107
college.





Here at--the Varsity we furnish you with the
best picture entertainment that is possible.
Just read this list of coming attractions and
you'll agree!
1 ATTRACTIONS COMING SOON
CHEERS FOR MISS BISHOP,
Ma.rtha 'Stott — Gargan
— ,
THE BAD MAN
Wallace fleery Barrymore .
  TOBACCO ROAD
• AtitATAit
PIE WESTERNER,
Gary Cooper 7 yialter Brennen
- THEtADY EVE
- —movsaritognweary
Andy Hardy's Private Secretary
Mickey Rooney — I,ewe•k Stone
THAT NIGHT IN RIO
Alice FAy.e — Don Anusehe 
, - NICE GIRL? ..
Deanna Durbin — Frambot Tone
1
THE PENALTY
ionel Barryinolle- Edward Arnold
. WESTERN UNION
Roheft Young — Randolph &OW
Margaret Sullavan Charles Boyer
0 rfe-:- rt ,
••12,
•
Cri—othy_Laour gob- Hope 
• THE DEVIL AND MISS JONES
Jean• Arthur — Charles COurn,, 
--POT O'OLD
James Stewart --.Paul@tte Goddard-
41.-AME 011̀ 141t* ORLEANS
lits4anif Dietrich — Robert Young
MEN OF. BOY'S TOWN
SpeflairThiCY .MICkey Rooney -
- se
, ZIEGFIELD GIRL -
James Stewart — Judy Garland
 __MODEL ww,g
Dtick'POw,elf Joan Blonde]]
TOM, DICK, AND HARRY
Ginger.Roggra — George Murphy
LAST BUT NOT LEAST . .
:-THEY'RE IN TILE)1AVY:
- Abbott - Costello - Andrew Sisters
. ,















iendol Burnett. 4r1.-.. 16-*e•r-eid 
freshman at Murray State, of May:
gala, died- Setstedey- weernitse vibes*
4:30 o'clock in the Vanderbilt Hos-
pital. isi Nashville, following treat-
ment for injuries sustained when
satrucisby -an-antomobile -4M Chest-
nut. Street near 'the college cam-
pus January 23. He was removed
to lie Nashville hospital froth the
, Memorial Hospital about
five weag
popular member of Pgayfield
and Murray's younger _set, Bur-
nett's funeral Sunday afternoon at.
the First Christian Church, May-
field, ,as attended by a large num-
ber of Murray people. The Rev.
F. F. Drowata- was in charge.
Burial., _was. „us the Maplewood.
Cemetery.
Bresa4aa-bia-iparar--:-111r.' and
Mre F. ti 'Burnett, lye is survived
by :two brothersJoe-and _in Bur-
nett boTh-of Mayfield, and two.sis-
term Mess Mary Lee Stifuett. at
horse, and Mrs. E. Dandridge
Sharp, of Nashville, Tenn.
Fendol wad a graduate of May-
field High School, having com-
pleted his 'high sehool work last
May before entering the Murray
institution fee the summer .term.
The Accident occurred when
Monett, and Miss 1.011,4g Put-
nam, daughter of Prof. and Mrs
Leslie. Putnam, were strurk By an
au. drp _f_Tl Ituten. as
'the, had started to -attend a re.s.,
citalli According to reports, Fen-
ton became blinded Isy..the rain
and rein into a diteh, smatunsi.g.
ion the foung ppople. , •-•





library building featuring a




Y UR HEAD OFF
ASK FOR
NTHOMUL ION
FOR COUGHS FROM COLDS
THAT WON'T TURN LOOSE
TAKE ONE SIP a-aleTHOMULSJON
WAIT FIVE MINUTES
IF YOU FAR TO GET ESPECTIC RELIEF
ASK FOR YOUR MONEY tACX.
WALLIS* DRUG 11T04111
Maths .IliaiRoss Atiliainharation To
Cooperate With- County, City
'in Road Work This Spring
According to information re-
, lapsed by WPA headquarters in





• ,To-hri Franklin Curd. Murray -
youth and recently of the Murray
C011ege itesSidetirlfrA project, left -
for. Revinna, Oss on the 28th of
March- to .accept- as-position in a„ '
Commissary there.
Coming to the Murray projeCt
in . September.. -i9Øs'S-Ourd hag "
worked on the construction crew
and in the laundry section.
When -Pte- Accepted the position in -
Ohio, Curd was 'a sophomore at
A 40-foot biktge-anil-doubfe con- if pre-law and commerce. 'I be.
crete box; culvert will bes-cone Itetre.the training I secured on the
strtfcted on the Ain-Co-Shiloh road. NYA will help me. in later life." - •
The-projavt iiicoontorect 133r--the-Ke• said-ebout the Murray pros-
tucky stste---Department`ot High- ject. He continued with,' "one
ways at a cost to the Department thing -1 know. I have gained many
of $.8 930 and  a co
Governihent of $6,207, making a and learned many new things that
total cost or $15.137. Nearly 45 will help -me. Another' thing that
men will be given employment for .has increases! since-J.carnesen-the
' over three months on this project, project has been , my size_ I have





ABILENE, Tex.. April 3-Harry
Cotharn. son of Mr. and Mrs. B.
B. Cotham of Murray- fa one of
the. five finalists gel in i4e_
preliminary for the annual ox ex-
tempore speaking contest Abis
lenershrlastian *
, James F. Cox. former pres ent,
presents. the winning young man
with a gold medal. He sponsors
this sootest aitntrat -among the
ministerial students in honor of
his mother and father. '
Final contest was scheduled for
April 2, Cox's birthday. The 22
Biblical 'subjectswhich the par
pants drew from had been posted
for several weeks.
It pays to read our classifieds.
Lamm filth! itecipe Cheeks
:Rheumatic Pain QuicklyII yea miler (OM thdli RI at ,
tia 
anSi-osbt WM, pain, try this s.mple
inemenaim boom wipe . that thomatids
are m ug. Get a pelisse of Su-Es
Compouod today. lela it with a quart
ol water, add the illKe of 4 lemons.
It's • ems'. No trouble at all ant
pleasant. You area only 2 :tie-
spoonfuls two tunes a dey.
4$ hours - sornetowa over.
0404 — splendid results , ire
obtained. 11 the pains do ' not
rporkly leave and if you do oot
fed better, Rii-Es will cost you
nothing to try as it is sold by
pour drum** wider an abeoluie
mosey-bob guarantee. Ru-Es




. . to bring nes&
atZta
FLOWEll
Apprysirrotely- 59 men- will..
for over -five months on
the - street project - in lifturray,. to
be started in the immediate future,




operation, is to lay concrete 'pave-
ments. _curbs, and . gutters,
Seventh Street". Main -to Elm; on
Third Street. M114.11- to- --Vialnuk and
Walnut, third to fourth. 'The pro-
ject is sponsored by. -the .city . of
Murray at a total.cost of $18,819.00,
with the Federal Government
pouring an aggregate amount of





a Pocio'a.urousands n prescription. alliaterr ter ible re-
cutirtenKeletztiailitroofncethwitizzaarsV ts, 1.•,lupgh-
ng
nature remove thick excess mucus. 4o dopes,
no smokes, no Injections. Jest tasteless,
pleasant tablets. The rapid. delightful Pal-
liative action commonly helps Latute bring
welcome sleep-a 'Clod-acrid" A printed MOTOR COMPANY ..tames wrapped around each package of .
Insures an immediate refund of ,' .fall cost unless you are completely sat-
You ham everything to gain and Phone 21 Murrayto loos under this positive money
guarantee so get Men)e from your ;
lot today for only 00c..
• d
- - • --215-thel141 -cirtizenstrip-program.
Carroll county -homemakers have
• ,
sponsoring of clean-u'p' day, and of
the- mattress program; make 400
garments for the Reds-Cross; cacti
alub visiting shut-ines_cooperation














7; FOUR COMPL4TE LAUNDRY  
SERVICtS-ANDA MODERN
A




FlOweri br.ing Easieriladness. Floiveri best ex-
rtma-the:iparkling springtime happiness that Eas--,
ler uitherit in — gorgeous roses, azaleas. -hydran.
gets': HMIs and Others. 'This year spread -Baker
gladness With flogtept. Order them-173f Youi-home
and your church —sena them to friends and tc; 
shut-ins; for flowers bring beaUty and gladness
where ever they are,
FOR YOUR EASTER FLOWERS ORDER
CORSAGES, CUT FLOWERS, POT PLANTS




• "Toll ciiii-1441-Fidf very lovell. 
pe•
..,-4. Astaniroun re:rint.4.7a:g:iidusterrsisvithnitaitth Ynsu'oloivrtwl:o.au: _ 4 i.
- 
P 14:.4141 we'll returh it:with ittv Colors:: 1
We pick.up: _, come to. life again, ths_lik5i+j-z-' -
,_ __er  actually improved! You'll ,iAe
'• just asproud this .Easter ai-..
• you've ever been. Call-. today! •,
_ •"en.. •.•
Phone. •






































-...• -- —j" Varsity Theatre. A surprise
' Published Every Thursday Noon at 193 North Fourth St.- Miarrair. KY- le,.in store for all who see this
Entered at the Post °Race:Murray. Kentucky, for .Trananiseien-as- - - --
fastmed. laugh-packed story of
- a b mg young eutacir wlie has
Second Claret Matter to write an entire novel in 24
hours, •
t i
Saturday brings to the Varsity
John Wayne in the picture "A
Man Betrased." The story of a , ,wsu so...,
Subscription Rater-1n 
rint congresmothal ,Dimiriet_mmi mean, mid yotmg lawyer svho  trys to check
- Stets art Counties, -Tena.. 51.0, a gam lientuckY. SILO. Elsewhere, 
sup. tIP eta the Initialer his -beet friend -
 and fin& himeeif fignting a ruth-
Adverusine Rates arid Inforanition about Callow" Countyst 1 
less gang of killers. Frances Dee
furnished upon application. 
plays the leading - female robs- -
W e reserve th
e right to roost.44, arhirti ettes.,4 ?=- That fast stepping, wise cracking
or Peblic Voice items which in our opinion is net wassiBik 
Ceorge. Murphy is back again with
of our readers. . 
Lacille Ball in thieerijetere "A Girl,
ai Gay, and a Gob. A good laugh
is in store for the patrons. of the
Varsity Sunday and Monday when
the sailor's *girl friend falls for
a young boss and than he tries to
  All Out"- aid to the Kaatucki Public Power League in straighten. 411112111. OM Par Apt girt. .
PHONE 55
• THE LEDGER & TIMES PLATFORM
, _ .
A TIMES, MURRAY, ICENTIISKY. THUR.SDAY, AFTERIOON, APRIL it,  •PAGE TWO THE
V A
=
.. The 'CalloWay Publishing Company
• K R lifELOANI Presadent
Publishers of - -
-7-7714E1.E.DGElt& TIMES --
'-Keettiekyle-Greatest-Weekly-N-4-r.'
coapoialiosoa of Or- urray lAdger. The Calloway Times, aria 
The Virginia Gray. John Eihetton-and
-•:- -9 -..- ' 
- October 20.'1928 Albert Dekker form the lea
ding
. . --'-'t east of the M-G.M picture. "131onde
A. Or NALL -...__.....






 thOlf t2W1M 1°V4410411415411/614.1" 4Cleit"'141''
11.777. Thank YOU, Walls
ect -you, -C-haries Wells,




worthwhile thoughts to digest. • .
_ ---------- ably we were a little too biassed in our thou
ghts- _
. conCerning the sif.uation until ytnr-tirtateritn-tight actual
.
• - facts concerning the European war:Your-le-1de 
experience
-
Diverskfied tartans for .Callowatuity.
d .990. 
Henry -ALE& j, awn .
I
with the .wboie family in -Life
With Henry." Tuesday and Wed-
% nesaay at the Varsity Taken
from the radio story. aienry Ald-
rich gives you the laughs of every
day hie of a sixteen year Did boy
--los-ter mid- +dews*. Jeckie
Capper plays the lead of Henry •
Saturday and Sunday brings to
the Capitol **Barnyard Follies".
Jetteterth Storyi y e tvi L. utee _vidDavisirayauigud
rof ",A.Irs limit that ends wen." the
4,-N ova Kisis lose all but:U.-14e
Is a new•spapermen, lecturer, carteehistr_apd•-tneveler
haye giy en those who mitneged to heir -yew lectures at egilhe L'ut 
far ahead' 
' NNW or rulliteillen•- the TIM Baptist Church of itt..the7C0:1r06.1- 1
11111$),
- vicarious experiences 'that they will Pot easily forget.., he constructed ia Car-I
Thanks, for giving to u-s that-auch-needed uthet 'in largo oseaor
 - -
• the arm". And We like the way /cm in a simple, 
.  .
straightforward manner We Bled you tieeause we •be- Nor Ewrybody-in
7.lieve V( told us the whole truth -in an unbiased manner. Calloway .county sub.
• We liked you because we believe you ware" sincere
- in what you said-in the way you said it. scribes to the Ledger
• And atiev_e all, thanks for-showing to some of us-aotif t nearly
 -.narrow-panda:chimes in erucia-l-tanes-Ate-thcose.-Viem 
•
that . ..ve but
.N.one life to lose for
14 41), country.
1144surilate
an SW!. • Sipalinalll oadeato_limwAriwva:LAW.
Srattalhe we. heated by the
llama as a aaa as September




Worship service at Goshen neat
Sunday al_ Ale ; at Lynn Grove
at 7:15 p. rn..
Yourra people meet at Lynn
Greve at 645
Bible seedy at -Goshen each Wed-
nesday evening at 7:30.
Women's Society of Christian
Service of the Goshen church meets
neat Tuesday. 'Place not Yet cle-
termutedi.
Miss Erin Montgomery. Church-
school superintendent. at Sulphur
aSnectirrigs. iisecanilling all 
that 
 the men 
mbenity 
tres
meet at- the church qext Sunday
Ito re-orgrine the Churotwebool
:to-i'vn Of Murray ewes the valedictory, "Charles Wells, 
evet—iThody reads lir- Peiase be there and do yOur part
:you've -Made us'ainditar city".
Greater Acisancement In Agriculture
Many groups and individuals play important roles in
.good state government. But none have 'ever been able to
accomplish so much as the Farm Bureau organization in
Kentucky.
Working consistently toward its aims, the organizs-
 ------.tien-lajpi_ been in the fight to the end-7-winning
nearly -every major battle ip 'which it has been engaged.
The--erganieed -for-mere of- Keituic.4-have
ed the problems of their state and have made major 
con-
tributions toward their solution. Year by year the Farm
:Bureau members have drafted an increasingly statesman-
-like program _and„ without fear or favor, have maftantly
-battled for and defended las- program. •
Among the outstandmg achievements of the Bureau
diiiing the past eight -ears the ;Auk significant stand
in the foreground -of -entacky culture.. Dealing squarely
irom the start, there was a definite tendency toward cut-
ting farm n expenditures to an Absolute minimum, and by
equalizing the tax burden this has been accomptished..Ed-
ucational per capita has been increased tErough Farm
Bureau action: -Listed among last year's achievements- is
. the institution of a research program on uele..uses for td-
bacct.and tobacco,.by-producta,. • ,
- 
Throughoutiitis=-canattitigia.:
*t,"lhe Farm Bureau. has •nevet lost eight of its elearly-
- defined goals. Working etnitinously.for a parity. of income
for agriculture. and- a eamplete espension.,ot. the 'Program
-.Of rural electrification, there is still S 10;ot- big. battle's._ . - • •
1:Witting ahead. - -• • _
• 'The organized farmers wrote their own ticket at the
:1941 Kentucky Farm Bureau cotlyention. The program is
'far-reaching and otatesmanlilse..Itaiuccessful traria-forma-
tion from recomutendations to laws--on the .Kentucky Stat-
.; tat Books depends directly on the number and actiye in-
terest of the_ 1941 Kentucky Farnt.1344-ati rrierribetall-p.-
-. We know the Farm Bureau has a good, program.
• but it has to be soldno more and more farmers. Yester
day,
:they were pot intertnted. TOday, they are. Tomorro
w.,
KantuckyStitross Will Sell State at Hon*'
To tell Kentuckians at home hat Kentlis _ky shduld tell the world
outside about the attractions_ wine her borders, tieanbate M UR Iran-
tucky Press Association will. betw noir sadr Nokernller, publish a
series' of pictures and news-stories . 
_ 
with principal scenic and
historical places .of„.interesLuttlike anything which has previously been
done to attract visit.3rs
At Louisville. last Saturclay. final touches were given to the•KIII's
oregram fuenualleaung Kentucky at home and scam the newspaperasof
the 'state. and very probably a number Of dailies in eines-of bender
Isat_s which have lerite.cirenlati9Intaft.KentnejeY. as a/nil tbsir sssm
r. onwaalths. will be giving- prominence to information-abate-Main-
moth Clive, Cumberland Falls. the Bluegrass region, the Lincoln Sheik,
Ploneeeldeualtial State Paris.: lay Old Kentucky Home, Audubon Site
Park. totacco days made darn .the Mountain. Laurel, Festival 'helm
shove, grass berry festosels, county fairs: singing festivals, and numer-
ous other colorful events which take plate annually in many towns,
Xarkt.itna cities throughout the state. -a
The outdoor season of 1941 is certain to be the greatest tourist Pe-
riod -in all history, as far as the United States is concerned Already ag-
ificials..qf tottruag bureaus, the AAA. the United States Travel 'Burette
and other algencies which have correct information are forecasting MIR
theliirevioue all-time high of tourist 'business. $5,000,0013.000 in the year
1939. win be surpassed by at least another billion dollars
Domestic touring will maintain its boom proportions, say theme
authorities, and a material in,crease will conie -Ai treed' to and frqrn
Canada and Mexico. The South American Cohan*: also will send their
• 
r. saa-trarlsourery and there-ts-every--reason :vets, -Ifserthielity,
den and unsurpassed seenic%beauty. should ;get a very greatly increased
with her notable background of heroic tradition. her gr,e..at,_. natural wop-
share of this trade. 1, • ' .
Theaiehtucky Press Association - has taken a step kithicti Will go far
towafd - ittiking-anerr-tilintir at the state cimsciotir• for thr first time.
Of a-halt-Kentucky has been missing, especially inl-eicent years. by not
doing A niOnia stractive job of selling her attractions to the world; ter,
whereas the U S. Travel Bureau estimitted last yew that Kentucky ob-
tained 06.250,000 of the 0.000,000.000 tourists spent in this country in
1939. she should have aaceived $250.00000. • .
,'Newspapers ocKentucky alwa2.a have .been very generous with
their etreee-Ier-overy project which sought the state's advancement. 'ran
year. through the KPA. they will go further, and prove to ltentOcittalris
: other 'people wilrbe. Securing Farm Burette me'hibers 
iti-T"'"4" 
the state's IMO auger her appeal to million
;cooperative campaign. The Farm Blirciu it the best or-
'round the world, should no longer be tolerated as typical Kentucky an-
ganizatien of its kiurl. and the hope of the fanners fors, chikru"''
Soundei *cons:Petit statue.
_ join ilte-Farni Bureau?" e,ay-"BECAUSE AL-L--OF AG- t '
In- answer tie-the pe.renniet question trf- Why should
•!- • RIGULT-URE'S INCOME IS TOO LOW_;'.' Thr
ough It),






• wan thift Ironies the advarreepten
,No militarywiuthority in thiweeuritry Whims& an M-
.
Flynn in the leaciliff article of the current ea er s ige
Flyne• appraises tlitc question 'Tan Hitler luva
'America?" -end rcacheai the eonclusiori that' America
field Aisahose_taeniselegs of .the panicky illusion that our family physician and I very life.
they must help Britain because a 'victorious MOST 'Weitid 1"1113 49etise Ft'ufmr
-rtnuttier• America -Ault. - and
. Hitler turifeg en:Ragland. Flylin say?. "there nag. He the








-- -Planned hien is tait pecond-in.
a 'erase of laski-timer" pieturee
, which the Ledger 'lc -Tuned' is. pay -
drig Ir. for the most complete idea-
t dicaticar, • The entry must be in
this Oftice not later than Monday
of the week following publication
, date- .,.
The prize last week, taken from Scores •iff entries. re,given IL H.. .. .
. Melton. Murray insurance agent, hit his description: , .
"Merges %.-11felain. s former- school Meitner and •aruggist•of •Mug.
e.-. Tpaintiera_ofahe dritifireisir ale d Martin: prtireinent
- ih s_14..'h i'Leh-rWt iivr‘ IlFeorle. , ' fiRtirihR4I0hilla--kiler. , .
and died there about ling T... ,••• . - • •
Congratulation& to cur first winner. and Ow ntst• of luck' next time. ,
to these who were not seiVictpd. Mear.got the connect rilosse..but tem-de-
scription of Mr' Partin, as givenby Mi. Holton, was the anoet COmplete,




• • r•-•'• • •
• •
President Rielemos&Gete A Lotto Fun
Out of -Lifek With Reminiscences
-
--"Ot course, wer nicht Robb?
By VIRO11.13VVAIM"
faihrlY". ' coptalea
Murray. State's azwiaaile chief ex-
ecutive to the Collerge.-Kews re-
porter in an interview which re-
voided Dr. Richmond's love tor his
tam ily.
Al-waYs a ilcaeinna host, Presi-
,dent Richmond delighted the re-
porter with his recninmzence of col-
lege days at the University of Ten-
nessee. Knoxville, and at Lincoln
Memorial University, Harrogate.
Tenn., neer Cumberland Gala
Dr. Richmond is a many-sided
VraenaldY• Hift readTng habit is
:reading 'tilograplues of great •men,
hich explains his own personal
tatel priatessiorail success. With ras-
i eyes fixed On some distant objectas On 3 goal to be attained Dr.
Richmond assterted. -The greatest
stories of the world are not 
tion: they are stories of great men
and women".
As for his personal or recreation-
al hobby, our president likes SD „,
*idle, tit • 
- play professionai-
In - stother-proveria Ws, Upon lea
An enthusiastic booster In all ing coliagp. track.
spectator and competitive sports, baseball.
Dr. Richmond confessed his low
for basketball. football. track. and
esseeially baseball.
think that competitive sports
Inn-1W a con-7.-rinildon To the
 ,in
vidual that is worth much in pre-
paring him. to pley the big gime
of life" he assured the reporter.
Dr. Richmond engaged in base-
ball and track while in high school
and eollege. "Believe_at or not".
he confided in his trandly man-
ner.,"1 won a letter in pole vault-
ing, -led at that I was about-ant
feet under the present recoed;
I wasn't so hot".
Dr. Richmond's sports career
was most successful in baseball.
Re pitched an,d played in the out-





SP1111141111 James H. Richmond
Dr. Richmond dated. -I plikied
better baseball than any other
sport. When 1 .drive by now and
see baseball being 'played on thew.'
commons-5a players black  
white, I am always tempted to
stop and watch".
The greatest calamity which be-
fell Dr. Richmond's college sports
career was a sprained ankle, suf-
fered in pole vaulting practice
Just as he had made the record
of one foot higher than the buy
-Who won the event. This, to ad-
dition to putting him out of the
running in pole vaulting, ruined
his baseball that:ices for the rest
of his college career.
One _of Dr. Riateutellis hobbies
Ls 'golf, which he has 'been forced
to neglect because oe• the lack el
a gulf course in Murray.
Reentiescing. he said. ."1-- once
shot an "57", and I'm still bras-
ging about it, but thata the only
tigne I -trier stet Under
"I played tennis until I got 030
fat", Dr. Richmond • smiled. • "
think could .still play a I.
game if I could stand atiff altd not
do any running. ,.
*-101:4,- Mee los nr Sun",, be
mused. "I get - a-big-kick out of
it!" - And we believe he dam 
portation Of food. •
-,11-1.1orm.---n Chunk lit The compliance with . this law is
ei ravage:la V. . very important from . a public
Beilth stendpoint. No one knows
Wedge about his physical status unless he
hee physical exarninatiosLystm-
'early Many df .the verieral and
After 'the two months' stay ip
hospital mentioned in my fast let-
ter, I am regaining streitaittenfialser
slowly. I still have to use sticks in
walking But I am thankful to be
able to sit at my desk arid ppund
the typewriter. Am still ramie
ing letters [roan. your realm ask-
ing me to continue to write. So
here goes again.
Mg . recent experiences ean to
mind some of the long ago which
had almost passed out of plemory
-ftlfal---inetstanrhos. Ofbli that
of having diptheria when quite a
small boy. lay life was almost de-
spaired of, but the Lord brought
me through and has preserved me
through all them years.
Another experience was that of
splitting a foot open one day when
cutting wood in the wnods to beta
to the house for firewood The ax
went clear through the foilit MY
tracts to the house were Marked
by blood stains all altIng the way,
On reaching the house my mother
removed the shoe and sock, took







„Aaur. 11--Eirra LA Zed
. bast», iikle
Random Harvest - - •
, Romantic interest and well stise
• tamed suspense will insure popu-
1 honey for this story of a
n English-
man's efforts to penetrate the
mystery of the years that were Iced
to him through shell shock. Forced
against his inclinations to salvage
the faintly business, he became a
successful industrialht, but his
personal life remained loriely and
haunted by a sense of loss.
Farson, Negiey, Behind God's Back
An account of a seven-months*
needle and thread, and bound it up trip. through Africa just before the
with a paste made or brown sugar outbreak of the present war. This
idly 
teandrPe'naztinepe-rfecIttlyheaai: healed  "4 frrst- ntnetcross-coueeneetryythingjo_ueneuytoi.initrincaludphesy.
flees iiihnevo.-had dreamed -•.*- 41 travel, -- history. wittiest reporting,
was four miles to Murray_ our hunting, plettiree of African na-
nearest peinna,q_e.doctor. rfewteie- aives and of the men who are
phones to call one any way. While making modern Africa.-
was confined to the house by
this accident my mother taught
me to knit, and I knit a pair of
suspenders for myself. Home knit
suspenders were quite the rasa at
Thal time. .
!-Acting Poles" • were common
when I was a bey. We used them
for all . kinds of _performances-
-skinning the cat.' "Chinning - the
pole," "jumping the pole," etc. In
trying jo excel" in jumping one
day I threw my feet so far ahead
of my body that I fell backward.
In doing so r dislocated an arm
eta the elbow. The teacher who An absorbing novel, about a boy
was M W. .Martin) .had me sit brought up in lower middle
down on a bench, one" Of the larg
boys put his arms around me, and 1-going fami
ly, who re-
solves So get on - in the world,
the, teacher manipulated the dis-







. manner, a touch. for florid senti-
ment,  avhwle votth sese46 ea_ and
 unceasing application to
ottpt to ,atiar raa a germ aaiatattibustness. he eventually. becomes a
cm:deudyteroczn-raind -"Thew tityrayt" 
about 
wealthy _ ausieated Nati
pse 
Labor peer. Althoeith he wins ma-
nilla Frtile . swa_y„ to lee a doctor.
-Mee west- I.-. -fteighlmetia bare
rowed a horse, put me on it and
Storied me ofFaTrrionely treck to
find a docter. Old Dr. *Dalt was
 sincere
..
. The stY1e-fri lively, dramatic, andhim at home. He sat me down on
tha--poar and IOW sat Wien beside• the 4-....ewelerizatiolui are accurate
n „fttok.  kali of my,
hii-and of my
1 rowest point. Ten -months after •Freece felt, he SUB hid
t, wawthe Englioth Chantigi-,only 23 mites wide at.iti nar- heel -erIfh one of  - .--. ; 
•
etbuw with the other Hhe pressed Dexler Bible -
not even .attempted to .crom that narrow strip of :tva-r t. 1::: tie than 7dTallnesct to tellInititalte Will Begin
with 44Oldiers- or tankre.,..When -he, attempts to invade tie it he had my elbow in place He
United States-or Can,aita-he waild, face the- proble biruacLat up and I was back attn 
April 9
tbe way.o crossing with his armies 3 014' ma" 














180,000,000 Peoplv and resources.fir-exeeeding hiii'Own. 
,
• ',:_C•ermany,_ even with the British fleet, would not ythared8'. - "if thl waestm tic:PI:1st:kr- Drn; WH°- S
have complete command of the Aeas, The American nary i had my full share of accident'
would have to' be wiped out. Two things must be rement:. when "I was a boy. Wbens going
bered. First; at. the encf of this war the American navy
of th house had to entiary
from the dining foOnt to ate rttli
Would, be larger than the Gentian navy- and the British e we _goout of
ftiVSI ‘cotabiheal. Second, Germany would have to .110 its 
doors eqd screen an 
openspace. last of thetountry hOITIPS
iiiikalligif‘ing on this aide Of. the ocean," were built with the kitchen and
. ._ _Quefing-4teefOent -Roosevelt's. message, to Coegrees chhieg rosen entirely detached Awn
he, rest Of the house. In making___o-f January _611,..Litat•LTvan it there were no Britieh nary- this journey- one sleety, marreng I
it is nolfrfobable any enemy would be stupid -enough to len and dislocated am ankle. .This
lista#4tt' itte-bY 451rtilngi-lrgele~tlife•iiiiftt•divBflitaii•Trolla t trit:-, (SI - cTiatehsa-tai. gluts I'
across thousands of-Miles of octan, untti it had.-Acquited while I Appose the- kitchen t and
• strategie:-.taasem from - Which to operate." Flynn cites this
tra complete 11111Illiditilikt1 that Invasion is iMpOssilile, froin
'he lips of a•mari wh has dime mere than any other to
;tighten us with the f ar-of inerisioh."-...-41eader's Digest:. lute, mold-nag any wily.. • •_ „ s
A .• ,• •
•
..
Mr. Farson has a' fluid easy style
and even though the book is not
particularly well planned, it con-
tains a great deal of pertiAsent in-
formation. •
There is more actual ert the
continent in this volumft_than in.
a hundred of the usual African
travel books, and no person' whois
intended In the war. or wishes to
understand the tactical strategy
of the armies and navies, can af-
ford to miss
String, Howard, Fame is the Spar
teruff macaws, he luses his youth,s
frit httejettle.....cis;ena his Pld-
radei from tits acquaintance. At
last, very old famous and lonely,
he treente-to-caanze_ahat ,fame is
not the-most important thing in
e 15ex tliaptifit
hold its annual- Bible Institute
April 9-13. accordingRev. C.
Wilson. pastor.
The first- •PiRi011 will begin-Wed-
nesday evening, April 9 at 7:30
ceclesk. Night session ord will be
held during the first three days,
but .three IMIVVICCIII will. be., held
Sunday.-rnorning, afternoon and
night.
.Speakers are being secured kff
each service and-the -ptibric is effr-
diaRjr. *riled to attend the insti-
tute,. Bro. ()Sven Bllington has
promised to lead the singing, the
ReVerehd btr: Wilson said.. . „ „ .
Modes•y is becoming but it
dining room were off to themselves slows down going.
hi Order to keep: the odor of the
victuals from., the living rourps. In seyeral cases, pregnancy di'




'Mein, °nicer • ....al_ _
f rota nothing"--Fullw 
cortiesemee
APRS
• The State food sanitation la*
provides that it shall be unlawful
tor any employer to require. suf.
ter of permit any peentistoAtto is
AMAZE A M INUTE
SCIEr. -1FACTS BY AITOLD
SHOOTING
STAR
, EATALITI ES -
IN SPITE OF ThEIR
NUMBER, NO ONE HAS
P1/ ER SEEN KNOWN TO





_ TION OF TIE
ATMOSPI4EIZE,
MUNCHES ARE REASONLESS









Fame sometimes hark (nnised,passediiii, _a. 
liaPonce di Liao ands:red
mark Awr.senti.J512
alfecred wart _
. sin delegation viineral disease to work, or• any Person so affected to work, in
WIDA bead aisked Cose- . a building, L'00111l, basement, in-
11̀ 100'01-1910s-  preseame or- labiate oats-
pied or used for the production,
$" 3-TFseda. Be's", ic'ird " preparation, manufacture, packing.
-dittellicitibti Or ttanSe
AUL mera, 1940. _
•Piaaitmewa2-arastaaisti are t'aosiocred
. by direct or indirect contact The
• _- handling of food is a very common
 *Sy that these dimeme• see eon- -
*acted •  '
- One may MON* en .eaamine-
non either by his own private phy
racian or the county health affuser.
Statistics reveal that even cases
of syphilis and typhoid carriers
have been found working in food
handling establishments. This to
very detrimental, not only to the
individual's health but to the health
of the general public.
'Besides the proprietor being li-
able for punishrneet for working
an individual with physical ex-
amination the person who is found
working and has some contagious
disease is idea liable. The Pro-





in thei restablishment. This is
not only a protection to-the pro-
prietor arid. his Stainers, but an
advertisethent to his cestomers, If
you desire a physical examination
from the County Health "Officer,
report on Monday. Wednesday and-
Saturday mor%ii...ng.
1.21 ..fri Time Flies! 1
April 2, MSS-
H. C. Broach. well-kik:wit Mur-
ray and Calloway Counties, tam*
istrotyes.
American Legion starts' drive for
founds,-..or efforts to get 110111e sort
of clubhouse - for Murray
Tennessee yalley Authority (de-
spite of some local critical, recom-
mends Immediate construction of





 „limes H. Richmond.
and Supt Harry W. Peters address
students at Regional Musical Fes-
tival here
Program for Nation&
Week is announced here.
—0---




After a survey. County Agent R.
H King of Carter county mys he
has found only one case of a scrub
treading a dairrherd or beef herd.
However. • he reports that several
other farmers probably use 'scrub.,
but most expect to get only pure-
breds for next year.
tablishment is urged
each of • Ws- employ
• thorough PhYsiesi
and the health cern!'
•Not everybody in
Calloway county sub-
scribes to the Ledger
Times but nearly
_everybody reads it!
cran ston I s












TIClif _a._ degree as, Bachelor of
• art-tha -University of Illinois
to a oscura iasee in die borsisvoro
business in Murray describes the
way alma Frances Sexton, efficient
ung county treasurer -and •
member tat the firm gextori-Doug-
ss  Hatedware _cempana%
climbed the rungs of the ladder
in' Life.
Miss Sexton graduated from
Murray High .in 1025. and after
two years at Mprra-y State College,
went to the University of Illinois
where she got her degree in '29
with a major in English.
She taught sehera the. next year
MoNew Concord •Righ„...nut traits-
kited. •her,-instru-ctiva,--440ata.. to
Murray High. the following year.
where she seep head of the English
deParthienj---Niere urea 1937.
At -that time she-4eigrted and,
bought. an -interest in the hard-
ware store, and has bvri connected.
wilas sthis firm- freer - it;
She waa assiisant -county trees-
titer to her father from '37 to '39.
but has been county tresserrir since
that tinte,..siedatfiember of the
Methedist Church „a• member arid
treastirei of the' American Asis-icl.
••
HISS PRANCES SECTOR
ation of University Women:- slid
treMiner cif the MUSIC Department:
In the Woman's Club. '
In fact, she has been treasurer
at one time me.anothei liTnever-Y
organization she has been a mem-
ber. Which all speaks for her
eann?' busineria judgment.
•
. - • T •-
--...--...--,--..... wn-••••••••mals•••••••••••••••••enieummid• IL ,...-5%.6•211,11U 41.. i1 1 1.4....--•••••  •
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We hope everyone is looking for-
ward to the Bible Institute which
111 be held at this church begin-
Thuisday night and continuing
through Saturday night. Bro. J.
J. Gough, a former pastor, will
preach Thursday night. Two ser-
mons will be heard at night and
four at the day sessions
Mks Margie Wilkerson
spent the week-end with her
brother, Tom Wilkerson and fam-
ily.
• Bro. and Mrs. C. W. Lawrence
were Sunday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Roy D. Hartsfield and daugh-
ter, Roy May. The group attended
preaching services at South Pleas-
ant Grove rend visited with
and Mrs. Olin Winstead during the
afternoon.
Millie Ralph Armstrong
la improving nicely fruh4- a serious.
head operation.
Mr..and Mrs. Earl Taylor
and sister  Mrs. Leila Hopper and
children. Marnye.--ra-CV and -Neva
Grey of Si Louis, Mo., were the
guests of their father, Burnett Tay-
lor,. and their brother, Floyd Tay-
lor and family and other- relatives
, recently. Martha ,Lou Taylor ..re-
turned home with them. '  
Eva Wilkerson
visited Sunday with her grand-
mother. Mrs. Daisy Hill who is ill,
Mr. and Mrs Thurston Taylor'
weri. Sunday night guests of their
parents, Mr and Mrs. 011ie Bran"-
don.
Mrs. Dell Adams .
o has made her home with We
V. Miller for the past year, left
iday to make her home *with
r daughter, Mrs. Rudy Orr.
Mrs. Martha Ansi Stephens
visiting her daughter. Mrs. 'Lus.
--Metkey of Etna, 
Bre. Tom Skelton
near Hopkinsvi Ile, preached
ays,ntorning. The wonderful
on, "The' Tiro Natures." was
dyed by the large crowd pres-
. One hundred sixty-five at-
tended Sunday School and many
more came for the preaching ser-
vices. Bro. Shelton's family were
present as also was his sister, Mrs.
George Coles and other relatives.
His aged mother, who will be 93
years of age April 7, was present
and rejoiced at hearing her son
preaert agent.
Bro. Richle,
a young preacher attending Mur-
ray State College, preached an ex-
, Jaellent • 'mon at this place Sun-
\lay night aftei-:-Training Union...
This dinrch made a special ofi
feting fee Mrs. Kate Vaughan and
son. Roy Vaughan and family
and daughter were 'the guesti of
Mrs. Chesley Fairris fourth Mon.
y.
Mrs. Da Mae Orr
and daughter of West Murray were
in the home of Mrs. Lena Orr
last week.
Owen Fairris
was in Murray fourth Monday .
Mrs. Charlie Myers
and ,Mrs. Ovis Teras and little
daugliter were in the home of
Mrs. 13-trt Moore last Wednesday
afternoon to see Mrs.' Moore who is
suffering with a sore hand.
Mrs. Bob Moore
has, been quilting some" the pest
week.
Miss Edith Myers
returned to St. Louis with her
aunt and uncle. Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Styles to-nieute work in that
city. •
Those In the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Myers Sunday
were Mrs. Luther Fairris and chil-
dren, Mrs. _pena Orr and children,
Ceylon _Myers aricr'raiiaDY. mutter
Fairris, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Myers, Miss Mettle D. Vandyke,
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Styles and son.
and Mrs. Homer Cole and daugh-
ters.
Rod
was in Murray Thursday.
. Olin Sheridan (42
is improved from an illness.
L.W. Cosby "
transacted business in Murray
Thursday. '
Abb •
is slowly improving- from several
days' confinement to fala room.
•—•Lean Orr
has . volunteered tot.iiiisn
and will testi-re-Friday:April 4.
Mr. and UM Windt Pinball
Visited In the hiene.-4-111r.-Pas-
chall's parents, Mr. and MrsioRob-
ert Paschall, Sun-dly.
Mir. and Mrs. Ebe Lyons
moved from west of Hazel to Mr
L. Robertson's place.
J. H. Parker,
Mr. and Mrs. Bowden Cole, Mr.
and. Mrs. Claude Myers and son.
Coelman, were .in -the borne of Mr.
and Mrs. Lee Myers Saturday.
• Kra W. W. Perry
was in the home of her sister,
Mrs. Donna Moore sufide3i after-
noon.
-Mr. -and Mrs. -Homer Fairris
Were in Murray Saturday night,
mills at Paris and Murray which
means "drunk again". I saw my
good friend "Puckett" of Dexter
who is deaf but by no means
dumb. I wonder if he has made
si our. _mind. what _I 'should_ _do
about it?
Cliff Gupton has a large red fox
hide VI inches in lehgth hanging
above, the counter in his grocery
store. Poor old fox—but alas in the
"last run" he played heck.
tonight on the old camp
Now. I. C. U. later.—"Ole Eagle"
DEXTER WOMEN
ARE "ON THE JOB'
The Dexter Homemakers Club
sponsored a supiaer for the Wocid-
men on Filday night. March EL
Several members made very inter-
esting talks Which were enjoyed
.After the banquet they
muse and every one joned in con-
versation. Those attending the
supper were Harvey Copeland.
?Ash. Puckett, Paul Darnell, R
Walston. Huie ;Roes, Hugh Ed-
wards. Dewey Hopkins. Qalen
" "-I Cope, Aaron Puckett. James D.
Cope. F. M. Ernstberger; Robert
Woodall, Roosevelt Mathis. Cecil
Elkins, Galon Moller. Cecil Cies.
ver. L .A L. Langston; Max Hurt,
Carney Hendon, L. Neale, Edgar
Elkins, Rod Brown, Mr Tfetwery.
_ Caft_lfaley. Elmus Parrish, and
G. A. Caldwell.
The Homemakers Club set up a
lunch stand at the bie sale at Mr.
Dunn's Tuesday. March 25. They
had a successful day for those
people sure were hungry. The
Homemakers are doing good busi-
ness now -and hope to strike an-
r hungry crowd soon.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Edwards
and son. Mr and Mrs. Clinton  Ed-
wards and eon. Mr and Mrs. Ralph
McDaniel spent Sunday with Mr
rd Mrs Jeff Edwards of Kitties
Mrs. Rossi* Robinson
Your Spring wardrobe-starts with your shoes. 
ill at this writing
Mrs. Guy McDaniel
wad Saturday with her mother,
-1°' And we have Rohl hoes-at your&rigt4  4ge 5 .teccrweli.
cleaver
Some Roblee highlights for Spring are shown hetelVehlwaving for the army Apribt&_
lots of others — for sport, business, or just plain loaf:ask seriously ill after hasiest__his
Tzler, who has been in
hooPltal, has been removed to
110111e and is slightly improved.
- • - Mlá Cto1a zrainey
and Mrs. Lewis Paschall was in
Paris Saturday afternoon.
Olin Sheridan
has been on the sick list.
Mr. and Mrs. I.. W. Paschall
spent the weeksessiLliitit his math-
er and family. - -
Leland Paschall
has been helping Fleetwood Pas-
chall repair his house the past
week.
Mr. and Mrs. John Paechall --
and James Miller Deering were in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Sleet-
wood Paschall Sunday.
Jimmie and Partin Ades
In the home of Jimmie -
il Sunday afternoon.
John and Lillie Pandigl
and Mrs. Sarah and James Miller
Deering Wera-in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Grover Deering Satur-
day night.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Deering
and son, Capitoba, Mrs. Martha Pas-
chall and grandchildren, Max and
Winnie Kay and Tom Lampkins
were-the addsclay -guest.- ,sit.-John
Paschall and family Sunday.-
Daniel Paschall
has returnee from Detroit where
he has been searching for work.
Mrs. Erma Jones
visited in the home of Mrs. John
Paschen Friday of last week.
RMIL--Rry----- 
and Miss Clessie -Cochran visited
Mrs. Jimmie Jones one day last
week.
• Mrs. Lola 1401.000a
isTostAie sick Hat - •
' Jbansfit






lir. and Mrs Chesley PensbIll
were. guests in the home of Mr.
Mrs. Dallas Lasister a few
days last week.
whose home and contents was de-
stroyed by fire recently.
Mrs. C. W. Lawrence,
Miss Wilma Hartsfield,_ with. _the
tor G. -A.'s-- attend'-a- Meet-
ng at Benton Thursday. .....
Par. and Mrs. WOW Paschall
were Sunday visitors of Mrs. Pas-
chairs'snother, wry; s.-v: miner.
. Mr. and Mrs. Tom Wilkerson
family Were Sunday.-afternoon
visitors of Mrs. Oche Wilkerson
an dchildren. • ,
Jerry.,
the small son of Mr. and Mrs. J. P.
James, Highland Park. Mich.. is
quite ill wfth diptheria.
"Uncle Johnnie" Myers
was able- to attend the Sunday
morning-church seruiees -here.
Mae Prances Taylor,
Lila Myers and Eulala Lawrence
were Sunday guests. .of Martha Ett
Myers.
. Jettye Jo Winstead
Ire& the week-end guest of her
cousin, Sue Jane Walton, of Mur-
ray.
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EAGLE RACKS HIS
BRAIN BUT CAN'T
SOLVE, (?) PHO 0
WEATHER BUREAU
GOES PROHIBITIONIST
Sailing up 121 -Black-top 'trying
to solve the picture problem of
WHO? N. T. (Nat) Hale, dry-
goods merchant on north side of
court square near -'Diuguirl. Crad-
dock Allen & Co.; reigned supr
in latter part of last .century. He
and John McElrath were competi-
tors running On high. Mr. Hoe
was an elder in the Christian
Church until just before the
"split-. May be Irvan Barnett. I
give it up. Really the picture may
represent G. N. Cutchin.
The Ledger & Times has a new
business counter which is a won-
derful improvement. Three times
have I been "in" to see R. M. Nall
but alas! he was busy in the rear
Prey with "Ole _Eagle". However, I
have his "pho(o--forehead and
large ears. It looks like me extent
40 years too young. Paul and Ed
are my. referees, in case . . . ?
Will Guthrie finished planting
corn (14 acres) March 30, 1941.
rad& -4/111- did--you -plant it Mal-
lowr . Sid Broach told me 45
years ago to plant early corn only
one inch deep. Mrs Broach was a
finanper. Right, Professor?
,Tha -city of Louisville bas all
told "t5 churches. Beside § the
Most prominent are Christian Sci-
entist, Jehovah's Witnesses, .Uni-
King Daughter, four kinds
•Sitrictified, Sptrittrallat, Can Help
It, and Can't Help it. Half mil-
lion inhabitants, three-fourths of
whom do not go to chufth. The
-idea of sending money to
the heathens! It is apt to make a
mud turtle dance a horn pipe.
Mule Day, -Fourth Monday" in
March 1941 • in Murray was
GREAT! - Never before have I seen
4_71)qter eithibition of fine, sleek,
_fat knules and_horsei on the broad,
paved strees -on court square. E-
mus ' Wilsork's over-large black
mules and Dr. Mason', beautiful
sorrea• horse standing proudly with
head and shoulders elevated above
all others, of his kind, seemed to
realize his superiority. I insist
that the City council ordain NO
Parking on 'north side next to'
the business places. frOm Corner
Drugstore to Benton road crossing
at Texton's. 'then a nuisance would
be eliminated. Why? They (?)
park there and' toot auto horns
loud-- as thunder to make folks-
jump.
Weil-sir, the Weather Bureau
hat joined_ the Prohibition party.
Scarcely any rain fall in last 7
months. March was almost -'bone
dry" and yet large truck loads of
barrel stave timber for Whiskey




West Side Square Rheas -1011-VI
Come in and sec them .soon. 
- toil removed.
Marion Jane said Raymond Cope-
land spent Sunday in Paducah as
• the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Rddolph.
Mrs Clint Daugherty
Is here spending a few days with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leo
Lrrnstberger.
the Dexter Homemakers Club
Met with Mn. Roosevelt Mathis
on Fridgy, March 21. The club
___ • ' • and other 
friends presented Mrs.
Dominic Cleaver with a shower.
'-'Those attending were Mrs. Flo
--Mae Copeland, Mrs. Euple Mathis,
/ Mrs. Ella Edwards, Mrs. Kathleen
McDaniel. Mrs. 'Olene McDsniet
Mrs. Mac Mizzel, •Mrs. Lucille
Haley, Mrs. Louise Tarry, Mrs. Ella
Mae Walston, Mrs. Tommy Pritch-
ett, 111111. Carrie Reeves. Mrs. Clara
Thorn Those sending gifts In..
Mrs. Ida Starks, Mrs. Alma
Lee, Mrs. Fred Pritchett, Mrs.
Lucy Ernsrtberger, Mrs. Dare
Brown. and Mrs Ruby Brawn.
—C. A.
• Sotorl hoods soy,







-pretty dresses you want for Easier fesii<ities.' Exquisitely fresh
Thigerceitairies and blacks happyPolka dot-and-plain combinations
.. wonderfully flittering .prints! Try the sturihing jacket "suit" dress-
. ea,"mats!' for Spring 1941 ... the new-as-tomorrow basque fret- Its ...
the inch-subtraating baler° frocks . and all the ottker suctress styles
headed to)' s-tat40,_ ITO see-Oiein he-re the newest,.prettiest, meet Vet-
aatlle String. dresses . . they're only $7.95..
AND TOO. . .





You don't know what. comfort
a n d youd fit is — try these!
year? Rightnp front v. here you belong - you
wear a ibid. wthorts handliercli;ef such
U you'll fted-iii ear Arrow Aretown Ensemble.
_The abiet jiiashe latest-14*as idea...Sae
unbalanced striped me wide_ sport- on be.
So have the shorts. kiiiindllii&litiCrintitivi.ng ire
monotnery:Thetanditerehietwith rstistions of the s'hirt
theme adds iffinal.tosich. A choice several colors, and
the Arroa collar style most becoming to you.
shoe it Stmrt.




, 1••••• - -
PAO'S roux 
FARM 1ABOR FACES!
JSi  OR sluff
Unempietymi and -under-emplm -
eel" farm labor which has .been
nenehiein,g asmmodities for ex-
port must either be absorbed by
industrial -plek-up" or must shift
. to produetton. of dai
• poultry ms. wool.
vegetables because of 1
quired -for twisters who shift
i- 
froni production of cotton. tobacco,
wheat or corn. And unless Indus- .
- -try absorbs a part of the 'under-
' employed" manpower wtuch has
•-•.-, has been producing the* etimmoch-
- ties. increased competition with
W' p-: Areas_ulrnadg. _1110.cit?4 
a.
,4_ 41 -Pio"
duetion of dosses. slty .. •
• products is in prospect..
War Harts ..„41I1
t'Export outlets have been great-
•-•
shifts will be evidenced
r. g However, the'
of the -shifts and the mi-
med enmpetitiori with a areas
trendy specializing in the produc-.
brought 
o=o=to====o=tor.‘—go=io=to o
field. The alteflieOaeseeting starts the individual and the community. ish conclusive evidence, ots the
at 1:30 p. in .3. Development of mechanical value of the seed.
7- Everyone in th-gitinty interost-fakills_oh_the 
thoee remain- _1)&111e/tont of the tat the  kr_iLY
ad In -controlling. men Argoion and UM in. the local communities
'* and gerinination percentages are
protection of the soil are invited to. Wif Its of Mete- being fotihd-: on the back of the 
tag the --
go on this tour7 Farmers, club military ClUtlf. • • • total percentage of weed seeds ais •
inernbers. bus fnan and professional Practice in and ented00011 given and the noxious weed.. 9eeas
tLers ist democratic procedural * per ounce listed. Let every farm-
r
1
inocratic way of life. el- through -his reading of the 'sear
• .Mielopment of an tuidertak- tag be the judge of the quality of
lng of the secial and econOrniC the seed he buys.
iforees at work, particularly in the
'Western Hemisphere, and steps to
lltakei •H. 
We Agree with the policies of the T.V.A.
* M _Wieng th It7Dam Building, the ilf.V.A..g_mphatjcally Stresses —
/ 
.
4-Pasture Improventent:_  







illUinliergrr I t 0 ry
•




• nwekets. according to iM January
t'• "Agricultural Situation" published
: by the ttureau of _Agricultural
Economics t.of the Department of
Agriculture. .
Both farm -111111144111
may receive .100146iiit '
from them readeiair
in better hying., it
_ temporary assistance. may -be -re-
.
- ly, diminished by the war. and for
some agricultural products are
likely tcl - remain. small for some '
time to -come.' according to me re-
Port - -Cotton and tobacco ih the
South.. west .tne Great Plains
and Pacific Northwest. lard in the
Corn, Belt, ,and fruits erel-ywhere
formerly produced • for exhort-all
preset-it -da71-5-ticar...--nT:zur-dentand- -
picture. for farm products. Bright
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Cua.
fruits and. vegetables tbsevrffl be
taken from the Market isi-gerater 
Quantities as the defense 211.-°1fraln needs Of our Conservation work produCts- from the r W.* but in-
TnTátee ?;611-1rid-tiber:efuTtiraf
Generating tail at Moon Dam.
Electricity Serves_the F
In the kilowatt thela tensiliendTetinellre Valley the  
that eliminates much of the drudgery In farm uk and
Increases prosperity for the farmers.
Low rates enable many farms to use electricity abun-
dantly, both for the money the farmers make out of a
and for the convenience and comfort low C011t power
brings.
In areas served by WA power, electric refrigeration
keeps dairy products and other perishable farm produce
from spotting and thus adds to the farmers Income-
Electrically operated poultry equipment increases egg
production and reduces losses from poultry raising.
Electrically operated hot hods speed the planting of
tobacco and make possible the We of early sprouts such
M tomato vines. Water pumps, electric stove', water
heaters, electric Irons, radios, etc, provide the farm
family !nth the conveniences of city life.
throughout the country. budget: cities created jobs for those cis-
-Adjustments by farmers to meet ' placed from New England farms./
these changet to demand-are bound A lathe Probl
enk
lo the present situation, so long' spite the dry fall and winter. For
to be widespread; for all major "'Me basic problem% real* one as an adequate amount of non- the first time ̀the Extension Corn-
earnmolnies . will be affected to, of Maw many people nfust find farm employment is not available. mittee has approved a tour of Cal-
.. some extent . . . A shift from cot- their support in- agryeblture. the manpower backed up oiC t9 ay County cover crops, which
-Mgr and -tobacco to-mitic-fruits. . -"pick-up" ii-ould furmi
vegetables in 'the South would isti enough employment to the 
. presses toward more rat h des-vetch. crimscifl clover, bar-
-,
a • le a much better fCmultne.01:01e. nInemPleY-ed 
than less intengive uses of land. ley sad skaffa.
..it„,121,40,1  ivili 17. 7 
a. in. 
in.o. ,zno„.... ci.:eii,se progranttio the stanznuinnis-
Office 
3 and ptoceed d ing the morning-
underaurished_Ast ptid WILAA.LIAS tea
ttet region A shift tem nheat•M ports. theu no addino
liffnock .oh the Flouts would probt other products would
Cov‘r Csop Tour.
frdir= April 3
/This year Calloway Count has
excellent cover crops growing de-
Electric stoves Uke the above are now replacing
the Woodbarning Range shown Mow.
Kentucky 1-H club boys and Seed sowing time for many crops
girls, as a part of their work in in Kentucky is approaching. and
the national defense programa, are the question of where and how to
supporting the following.. seven- purchase seed is confronting many
•Potne Program. -.farmers. plod seeds._ th
ose  
1_ Interpretation of the national high in. *slay. high 'in germina-
tion and low in' weed seed con-
tept should be sown, says a state:-'
mein from the State College of
IJ 
, ably „not .kiver our cereal inaltnea=--partial empIo _ 
to outstanding fi de of the coun- and home furnishings for 
better. Agriculture. • •
. Jest would add io our zneat
sad help conserve the mil. • Shifts a slacken:rig of the interinty
-1X4)Ple "414-11/'111.. 
e
 ix" • try .piesetnets/ meats and -wool, continue to Makfield to the Field 2. Conservation human and sarity good'seeds. ' ore 
one
el• fruits and egetables, and, timber Day on eceiser crops at the Ken- natural resources on the 
home cannot buy iiist on the Auasis 91
nittli-.4' arid wool would meet
in Corn Belt to le;imeats• farm
land could be a band o ned: less a
Production ,• Souse' 4., the products. /The long-time ads-ant- tucky Experiment Station field on farm and in
 the local community. price. Only the informatiod on the
and non-farm families tffe Fulton -just beyond May- 4. Development -of 'the health of tag attached to the bag will furn-
"Direct' assistance v . be re-
sh..ft.5 to-- mnred -temporarily to assist farm-
ers who shift from 'cotton. tobacco,




• ;,e.fleslals,,a• anal:WM= sielena. 
-'This.' tYlae of 'solution would bo
the mane. as that of other perk Alen of these products may pre-•' rawas.inVis"re'Le.%;!'rlwes ater national history. Lan lie,sent citificulnes that should be-
, nein DOM
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IIlSa"s _nutt.. Kernels ,
re p4pd.4. Seed Corn
0 The irregulatUihipod butt ker-
n oeis produce as good corn as the
Viet kernels, says prof. E. J. Kin-
ey of the Kentucky College of
iim Agriculture. Their shape. how-
II" ever. presents a planting problem.
11 
, If they are so :shaped that they go
' through the planter evenly, - num '
there is no canon why one skintikl
ran buy "rounds." Many pro-
ducers of hybrid corn sell "rounds"
for less than they quote "flats."
Fulton Farmers
Grow Vegetables
-Low prices of cotton and dark
tobacco are stimulating interest in
commercial vegetable growing .95
Fulton coinity. Kentucky. County
Agent S. V. Floy announces the
following acreage contracts with
a Tennessee cannery: 430 acres
of green garden peas, 200 acres of
sugar crowder peas, 200 acres of
black-eye pem,, 400 acres of green
beans, 400 acres of lima beans. IQ
-acres of spinach Ind 500 eves' a
tomatoes. One hundred and fifty
acres of delta land has been,reoted
for the production of tomato Mama
Boone Farms to . .0
0
 Grow More FoCid
Plans of farmers in Boone coun-
ty, Kentucky, to grow more .of
ask their food are reviewed by Coun-
ty Agent W R. Forkner. Gardens
arc to be bigger and contain a
II
greater variety of vegetables. There
'aro to be at least two bent for
each member of th family, and one
to two cows per famity. The meat'
supply 4„. to include. pork, 'beef
and larrai, all produced ' on the
min farm. The family fruit garden
will. include 2$0 strawberry plants.
0
50 -raspberry Mane six grape
vines and six -MY- 12 bunches of
' rhubarb. - -- ----,---
Coop. BuDifion
And Potato Seed
Fardi activities-1ff Laurel coUnty.
as reported by County Agesn. P.
G. Grirnwood, include plans to
mow about 100 acres of potatoes
arid 20 acres of onions on a com-
mercial scale. The Laurel County
Farmers' -Coot:endive, Inc.. has de-
livered 482 'bushels of onloti sets to
farmers 'The crops will be graded,
sacked and sold by the cooperative
association_..,...,.,
 _
The Italian forward advance con-
tinues backward.






Lcii4es That May Destroy
YOUR SECURITY!
\ •• • • 























Perfect Easter choice for women who 'want •
in the fashion spo. WOK . . . „
semble. Smart dress, sse as +1*i ctepei
with matching full length coat. For the thrill
of your life time, try an ensemble on today!
Faillion Favorite
We have • with us this season a
-vogue which is spreading like wild-
e throughout the length and
of lashion's domain. It Is
the use of gay prints with monotone
wools. The possibilities offered in
this new movement are almost
limitless. Then, too, there is - some-
-thing nattering about a costume that
Uses a print for the dress and a plain
,fabric for the coat or cape. One of
— the charms of this happy alliance of
print with plain is the opportunity
it offers -for eye-appealing color ef-
fects. Here you see a brown, beige
and white print teamed with peig_e
• wool
••• ••••- O. ••• ••••• ••• •
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Southern Ladies To Talk About
'1,-679411 GPRefiliOlisi at Special Conference
--3tx ..-aarepAssa411a„ counselor of . the Mexican
;er stiles Whq arrititetesttlif‘44:117221141,40011. lap C.. from
the viewpoint of the Latin Ameri-
can countrIts. Mrs. Albert E.
Hill, NationaL Committeewoman of
Tennessee, and hostess to the reg-
ional conference, will preside. Fol-
lowing the banquet, Mrs. W. H.
Cooper, mother of the, bachelor
governor, and his official hostese,
will hold a reception at the Cen-
tennial- _cIutr-for Those attending
the 
confereqonly women who actively partici- At round t e sessions on Tues-
iett.k,
pate in the work of the Democratic -day morning, diiteusston of the Sin
Party, but all women ihterested in
government are invited to be ores,
.••••• 
Already Democratic women are
at work making sample surveys o
typical counties from a defense
point of view. These samplings
from a number of the conferring
states will be presented at the
opening session of the confeence,
at the Hotel Hermitage, Nashville,
Monday morning, as examples of
what Democratic women can to
toward building up a complete and
accurate defense picture of this
nation.
-Mrs.. Charles W. Tillett. of Char-
lotte, N. C., who. as Assistant
Chairman of the Democratic Na-
tional Committee, is ex-officio
head of the Women's Division;
will be the principal, speaker at a
luncheon at the Hotel Hermitage
on the opening day of theconfer-
ence. Mrs. Tilletimillizliscims_the
Women's Division, known among
the women as "The Reporter Plan."
Governor Prentice Cooper of
-Tennessee will „. introduce the
speakers at the banquet Monday
night, when' hymispheric defense
again will be the subject. Mrs.
Thomas F. McAllister, of Grand
Rapids, Mich., retiring director of
the -Women's Division of the Dem-
ocratic National Committee, will
speak from the viewpoint of this
country, and Senor Don Luis Quin-
good government will meet in
NaslAtflle, Tenn.,' Monday and
Tuesday, April 28 and 29, to dis-
cuss national defense, from three
angles-their home communities,
the nation, and the western hemis-
phere.
They will attend a two-day Ins-
titute of Government, sponsored by
the Women's Division of the Dem-






FRIDAY • SATURDAY' -Met ,poople want a laxative to do'
APIRIL 16 jte; IR . Ilane things: (I) act punctually,
Point Program of the Women's Di-
vision will "be led by Mrs. Tillett.
A session on- blicit will be pre-
sided over by
kok, former midwestern news-
Paper woman and later reporter on
the New' York bureau of the As-
sociated Press, now Exeettive Sec-
retary of the Women's Division of
the Democratic National Commit-
tee. Mrs. McAllister will present
Speakers and Radio. Other ses-
sions will take up twp main points
of. party interest-Finance, and
"The Democratic Digest, maga-
zine., published by the Women's
Division.
The conterrenc,e War witid-up
with an old-fashioned barbecue at
"The Hermitage", historic home of
Andrew Jackson. Senator Claude
Pepper. of Florida, will be the
principal speaker.
For many of the motorcades
which will converge  on Nashville. 
the visit to. "The Hermitage': will
be climax of a patriotic pilgrimage
which happily will tfldlude some
of the open-road highlights or .the
south . in the....apriugUine- hianY_
will be motoring through the Ten-
nessee Valley, past gigantic TVA
dams and through newly-develop-
ed mountain Parka-. Others will
be enjoying enro,ute the open sea-'
tive Natchez, Mississippii,-
gardens, - Nashville itself is the
"iris capital" of the country, and
the early iris will-it is hoped and
believed-be showing. LIITE-TUIlris
will still be out. Motor trips in
and around Nashville have been
arranged between afternoon and
banquet sessions, Monday.
The States represented in the
region are: Alabama, Arkansas,
Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisi-
ana, Maryland, Mississippi, Mis-
souri. North Carolina. Oklahoma,
_ South Carolina. Texas. - Virginia,
West 'Virginia, Tennessee:
.a. Rickets In her baby chicks was
stopped by addition of codliver
\ 
oil. by Mrs. Hattie Martin, Powell
, - 'county.
-
It's here! Millions ofilwifty shoppers -
}lave waited for it. P4ser they will get r
these great values. It's our way of advertising-
we make new friends
. .. you gee the values. And remember 
there is no better quality




THE DRUG STORE FOR BEST VALUES IN TOWN
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS • SHERININ•WILLIAMS PAINTS
Handreds of Photographic
COLOR-SCHEMES
i• 00-ort 1.bproughly, (3) AO:gently:.
Rere'a one that usually 6111 all
three requirements when the easy
directions are followed. It's.an all-
erectable product whose principal
Ingredient has medical recognition
as an "intestinal toniclaxative."
That's the ingredient Which en-
ables BLACK - DRAUGHT to help
tone lazy bowel muscles. It is the
main reason for the satisfying re-
lief from constipation that gener-
ally follows next morning when
BLACK-DRAUGHT is taken at
bedtime. Thf millions of packages












faded Way to Choose Colors for Year- Entire Maud
Just phone us. Ask us to lend
you, Free. a Sherwin-Williams
Paint and Color Style Guide. In
this amazing guide, you will find
hundreds of beautiful interior
and exterior photogra-
phic color schemes -
each over two square












And to you. people
wha,..plan to rent
people—




_Lciclk to fashions for a tidite yield
-of vitamins! Fruit hie Uciime an
outstanding inspiration for design in
the-_alaoarel field. Many_ of _the
smartest new prints are patterned
with colorful fruit motifs: hats are
• 
trimmed- with realistic looking
fruit; lapel gadgets are replicas of
frnit, and buttons that fasten our
dresses and blouses, coats and jack-
ets, are copies of fruits. The beige
wool sport jacket here pictured is
-vitamized" with fruit buttons, new
this -spring!. A miniature dish of,
polished wood gives the button
form. There's good news for tired
clothes at your nearest button
-Counter.:
These novelty outtotia'aredurable,
as well as attractive. Vieing tut
honors with the fruits are vegeta-
ples-carrots, onions, lettuce, etc.
Yeah': moderns are all enthusi-
astic over fringed play shoes that
take their cue from Western cow-
tear fashfons.
The inverted pompadour is a "last
word" hair-do that is exciting much
interest. The hair is brought down
over the forehead, the ends turned
ander, which, when deftly done,
gives every appearance of banal.
Not only is this ever so flattering,
but it ii very practical, for it stays
neatly "put," with minimum care.
Something new for the bridal.
-gown--white Nyjen velvet, -said to
.be very A:harming to the eye, arid
highlx„satisfactory In that it drapes
beautifully and yields pleasingly to
fabric manipulation.
Very hew f9; spring are navy
coats or capes that have -small
shapely collars of white caracul,
broadtail or 'similar fabriclike fur.
Other models innavy have simply a
cluster of white ermine tails at the
throat. White hat and accessories
worn with these coats and capes key
to the white of the fur.
To weas-with your fpring and
summer print dresses, look up bead
or flower necklaces, bracelets and




You must wear a jeweled "wig-
et" of some sort on your lapel. It
may be as romantic and sentimental
its -your mood dictates, or it may
be humorOus and delightfully whim-
sical. Its every event, however, it
willba a masterpiece of good work-
manship, for even the novelty types
are exquisitely wrought, One of the
amusing sort that le extremely pro-
vocative is a huge question mark
all set In brilliants, with a dazzling
solitaire rhinestone suspended from
the base.
You might wear a glittering gold
fish, a spray of colorful flowers
worked out in elaborately set stones
or a bright patriotic emblem.
.---=-You can buy 1E111086 1,
This is a year of years for
navy.
Red .for viols is new, alltali
color trend,
Ask to see the neasedlegginfig
erthkled cottons.
Navy, pastel plaids, beige, flow-
er, hat*, veils, frilly neckwear for
Easter!
• HAVE 'YOU HAD
YOUR CAR TUNED
UP FOR SPRING?
If not, bring it to the









Wondering 'oat to wear for Easter? Of course you arts! Sq ae've collected thessmarteleof thelsevr
dothes that artaiated-forAig fashion success! For instans, the jacket dress ... the daeasexatii-li• • •
. •_. the new long Lacket unit the costume ensemble. And we we the righi quickLithattige accesso-
ries to wear with thei. SóbIiUr about the success of your ,Easter wardrobe'. .. choose 11 here
where high fashion cornea. to pin at low prices!
DRESSES— •
_ .
Right for Easter-Land -right for through Spring
a Nelly Don or Doris Dodson dress! Universally
figure-flattering, they give you that FRESH look
. .. and they go everywhere smartly!, Cohkrs, sizes,
inaterials to please jou:or yia. Have
Spring's prize-winning dressmaker jacket suits in -
,navy or black. Stunning -longer length jackets with
man-style necklines atop slimly flared skirts. Sheer-----
wool and other popular materials.
COATS—
The new Easter coats yoU've been reading about in
the smartest fashion magazines! choose •yoUrs•here
to' day . . . "ensemble" it with all Your dresses. See
these new Redfern coats—dressrnaker-belthd, reef-
ers with back belts, many others. Finest ,Spring
fabrics. Have your today!
Stop hunting farther tied asiter-itat-ier:-your took,
turne . fla4 ft 11.010 jetty
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T 7-71-7‘, w-m-wY-er T 
FIRST CHRISTIAN Canal( If
Charles Temnpeasi....Paster
Bible &tool, 9:30:1n. • A. B.
Austin, superintenele, "
Morning Worship. bkbt1/4 a. in.
Sermon---"The Kingdom* - -bit God."
• -- Chr%tiaii Encle;avcite-4116=•-p7
Miss Ruth Nall. director.





Tricia*. April 11. 12:30-3:00 p.
Union Gwd Friday. service will.
held at this church with tl
A
following pastors us charge: Jank-t
*ns, Harihg, Lax and Thompson.
Music will be furnished by the
combined choirs. Christians who
hold these hours sacred are urged









1170DIST : I ;
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN ceeetioge.  
Miu-ray, Kentucky
genre Cannier
- ay-school. 0:-30 a. m.Max
B. Hurt. superintendent
Meeltieel Worship,. 1050 o'clock.
Meetings of young people and
children. 6.30 o'clock. with Mrs.
Shelby Haciden in charge of the
children. Miss Geraldine Hurt.
superintendent of High Leaglie. an
Charles S. Robertson, president of
Senior League.
'Evening worship, 7:30 o'clock
every Sunday evening.
Prayer meeting Wedustadlie night.
^:30 -• .
lioniaisas-Seatete of,
ice. first Tuesdity each month
It 2:30 eeclock., Circle meetings
when third Tuesday. 230. •




e will hal;i- our Conumullen
rvices at Temple Hill and Inde-
pendence next , Sunday at -the
usual worship hours. May the
Of the risen Christ genuine-
  _at_ -these services.
Prentice Douglas. pastor
PAINT STORE RECEIVES A HUGE DECORATING GUIDE
- - ralni Sunday •
„„ am. — - - 
-iS- ar ni. Church Schrl for all.
ages.
11 a. m. Morning- worship. Pre-
lude. "Nazareth". Gounod. Solo,
"By a- Lonely Forest Pathway".
Griffes-Miss Ruth Hepburn,
peen°. Anthems: "Legend," Tchai-
kowsky. "Jesu, Friend of Sinners". -
leg. The Saefament of' Baptism -
will be administered. Sermon
Theme: "The Meaning of Chris-
tian Triumph". Postlude: Sonata
No. 14. Allegretto, Beethoven.
-7 m. Westminster Fellowship 
for cci ege students. '
. Leon A. Haring, Jr., Minister
1 Kirlcsey_CircuitL T. MIMilineldp, Pastor
Qtpirterly Conference
Our second quarterly conference
will be held at Mt. Hebron Sun-
day, April 20.
Rheumy •__
Church 'School each Bundgy at
*
iqg service next_S•thApj
m. The Lord's Supper
observed at this hour.





Church ile.hocti next -Sunday ot
p. =—
mg serviee -at -2:11111a-105:
'Two new drainage demonstra-
tions have been Started in Mc-.




WWI- YOU .I WY ..LUXINUOW
`rt..
trestir fact that raise sensations/ newgger. roomier. and .410112 power-
fiti 
_ _
ty mill retain gas and oil _economy 4:1 -
Inst reCord 'high/ UI
,3 War te ADDY TYPES. 04010E Of-11X OR EIGHT Hi ANY 111011111L1
\-
e.,
111kryiklk. 011167 tilElleY tnWarter ness. '1.6taitaakaii7, NSW
  Mara lowiraillas lisettagia eagles width are new Wsolls011 here • - -
All SERENE AT
CEDAR KNOB
"7latUng Vii auks Tao
Thing To Occhpy Attendee
and nate
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Wieehari
were in New Cuncord Sat ay.
Flatten Lewis anti sister, Mrs.lreel-
nle Mitchell, and Miss Lucille Sim-
monefriars. Mary McClure an
-Wieshart were in Murray
•TilesdaY.
Mr. and Pent Aylon McClure
and daughter, Mm Otis McClure,




Miss Liteille aid E. U. Slangtons
and Hafford Brown were the guests
of Mrs. Reva Hatfield and son,
Kenneth, .and Mrs.' Mary McClure,hidv4







those working at "Uncle Baly"
Meatire's Tuesday. They reported
good 'work and a fine dinner.
Mrs. Aylon McClure
'and daughter, Miss Lucille and E.
H. Simmons, and Mise Hazel Bur-
d attended the Bible class at
Mrs. Mary MeClure's last Thurs-
day afternoon. They reported a
nice time.
e Joilanle Simmons
and son, E. ti., spent Saturday at
. Murray -AS' the guest of their
daughter and sister, Miss Pernie
. ' "WORLD'S LARGUT COLOR BOOK" Is Loaned bet lorcar Reehiiiiiti:—.4---- -.--- • •• :, . ----
-A new tett square-Jól isoitroilo aeviintieratilig-how a house can be furnishings. They also the* Iliew
re.-.styled with modern pafnt colors, certain colors can make a room
according to local paint man. seem _larger or smaller.- lower or
Shown -in the photo above In the highef, warmer or cooler.. cozier or
lap of Rita Hayworth, co-star Of more • formal:- All --or The to/Ors
Warner Bros. "Strawberry. Blonde", used, according to the local paint
the Color Guide, as it le called, man, are attainable in., ready-nulled
consists of huge color photos which paints. ----- . -
were taken in some of America's The decorating guide was coat-
finest homes. They show how piled by the color experts of the
American decorators now are using Sherwin-Williams Decorative Stu-
modern paint colors to achieve dios. who selected the photos from
-__ ne w*.elfecte-and-backgrounds anicajg_ two thousand rooms 'and
shows scores ot-teme exte*en- foe both meeetin and classic style homely submitted - • -
,
-_ 7 -. ; ----- ------ -- - ,-..._. • . __ .__ _
of eolor photes, showing hundreds
roosiis_•tyled by leading Amer-
ican decorators and color experts,
is now on display at the Murray
Paint and Wallpaper _Co., North
Fourth Street. and will be lent to
local residents who are planning
to redecorate. In addition to Mere
than a hundred* photos 7igr loam
_MUST. 1154117181L-4:1111111C111
,Day: lb1e sinb-1714:45
-m., snip at 10:45 ft, m.. and
730 p. M. Young people meet at
p. m.
Wednesday: Ladies' Bible class
at J p• m- pr-aver Meeting at
C. L. Francis, MOAK
Extensive dfalnage, proleets are
, 
undertaken in Owsley-










_ PRYOR MOTOR  COMPANY
0 =0=I001=011===l01=0=0=IO2:==10=I
Serving Entire Jackson Purchase and Lower




The Favorite-at Your Fountain
Tarts sire Plenty AL.ctioaeat Why GOLDB1o04 has beistesi
ray's favorite ice creatn—r-... why, four out of-five fountain feipi-ture
it. The quality, deliciousness and wholetoirsintena.of tisk. tie amain
zolits4hollisitteid of fastidious people throtagistnitjim
chain. Skip. in M the Fountain displacing the Golditiosise_
d !scent the telltlitting Rooth-leas Mod is a Coto/thew gprjL -
TVATUPLOYEES, you will aggroey'74-11s-ey.tra-itairoir as wiR as_









It's refreshing . . it's delicloua the family wifltKII to
the Aoyinright goodnesrof GoldBlocusi Ice Cream, Year around
menus call for the healthful nourishmen1 of Ice Cream to Supply'
the' energy yteeded for attiie folk.
Year,iFiFrorite fFisowee Alit- Bulk, Aria Pack/sac
A3
- ----
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Misc Ella Gardner. recreation
• specialist for the United States De-
partment of Agricultine, will be
guest speakeewt the annuli] district
0 meetings of the Kentucky- _Home.,
II 
makers' Federation to be held
Aped 28-May 3, _it ia.announced by
Mies -Myrtle Weleretw Male-
of tionee,demonstratiorr.woek.
blefeitigs have been. held ovet
the State .„to plan the year's home
demonstration program, with coun-
ty home • agents, presidents of
O county homemakers' assOciations,arid chairmen of state committees
cooperating .with district presidente
ih de-Vele-ping the Week'. The com-
mittees represented include citizen-
O ship.publicity.l. speakers' bureau
II
anpcliallati..aihtsgo. • w.ere-.-:: •-•ma... de f •o'r--t.he
surrent.r - homemakers' vacation
camps, which will be - held as int-
lows:. July 1-4 at Quigiesand for
the Menintain districts, 3'iily.7.41 at
I.Columbia 'Belmont Park on the
Ohlb river for the Purehase dis-
t% trice: July l448.at the Blue and
ay Gray State Park in Todd county
for' the Pennyroyal dteertet: Any
2I-2S-
w 
Central .thet Se istriet; 
riatigh at Crestwood, /or the North 
MY 5 efilEDREN-
ot . ethe .d




With plenty of tiff* for rest as
• tie,
will he carried. out. at the camps.





Well, this begins a new month
and it is all "fools" day today. I
wonder ,how many there will be?
-We have quite a dry .0eirlif this
year. Very unusual. We never
thought -of not having enough
moishire for our gardens and either
plants to grow, but this finds some
fanners -watering their plant
beds to make the ,plants finish
CUMMg Up.
We still have some Sick folks.
Mrs. Lina Paschall has pneumonia.
Mrs. Porter Charlton is, some bet-
ter. Mr. Bethel has recevered from
an attack of pneumonia and is now
about his farm work.
A number of people idelbls COTII-
munity are getting fish,.tningry.
But seems as though they are
having no luck in getting ,fish from
the river this season.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Camellias&
who recently moved to the! Hunter
Wilkerson house, moved, to a
tenet near Osage, Tenn.
. Adolphus • Lammas - -
returned to Kentucky lest Trap
to got his wife and children They
left -for Detroit Sunday morning.
Citlos Kelso returned with them
to purchase a new car.
• . Frank Dalton •
visted home folks Sunday. Frank
A. • working at Louisville.
The. women north -.of
Store are very busy thete
uilting.
Newt outland
of this neighborhood will leave for
camp this Week.
Leslie Dalton,
it assisting Porter Lassiter in put-
ting a •new "hat' ntr his tobacco
barn.7-Clatter Box.
Ceorge - S. Wright, Daviess county,
has seeded 30 acres to orchard
Gawk as a eeed-prnducing enter-
0
Bob Alibietten
and Andy Hendon' were In Murray
Saturday afternoon.
CharUe Malmo
Is Mauch Unproved at this writing.
_ "Mint Nom" Wilson, • • -
wise-has twee eixolinod to Her -had
with Ulm* for miletime, shows
improventemiL ----•
Clyde, Deter *ea ovate sII
spent Saturday afternoon ID KW-
Tay
Rev. L. C. Ray. .newly !elected
and one of the Most sillurrdeleessi
manager of the _Weepers
pastors of -the South, will supply
the pulpii Sunday morning and
Sunday evening.
Susday Services
if Sunday School. 9-.30 a, m.: morn-
ing Worship, 10:50: -Baptist Training.
Union, 6:15 p. Everting Worship,
730.
Mid-week prayer rvice will be •
asild AK- tneI 7• ' _
Jiesday evening. • -
Tlie public a cordially intrilted
amid urged to attend Any ara,d all of
our. services. It












Mid I use ADLERIKA when Deed-
• L • kept It on hand for 20
" (C. C -Mass.) ADLERIKA
with its 3 laxative 'and 5*carroina-
fife Ingredients, is just tight for









ors from which to choose ...•The
stator4 net,* 4,thirs ANT witt
bring gaye.ty anti tife. *to your-horite.
MURRAYUEMBER CO





L. P. Stishhireleld eehiSed.
who has been in a hodelitel at
Memphs for the past few days. re-
turned to his home Wednesday ev-
ening.
We were sorry
indeed to learn of the death of
Will Winscott, near Tennessee
River, who died March 24. He
leaves his widow_ mei_ eight chil-
dren. Will was a good-man
a  tine neighbor, to evoyone thee
ktteW
Mr. and 'BBL WavelL_Osbren
and children were Sunday after-
noon visitors of Mr., and Mrs. El-
's-sus Mitchell and children and
Miss Pat Weatherspoon.
Mrs. Jahn Freeland
was the guest of eerse'Clay Mc-
Clure Friday afternoon -:---:
Mr. aii Mrs. Truman Lama-
and son were Sunday afternoon
visitors of their daughter and




Minor Roll re, rut Six Weeks
kt Aaasatiosit by
Raid Darnell
The following pupils took part
in the county luid reeiecal speech




speaker. was ra superior in the
regional tournament and will go to
Lexington to compete for the State
championship Friday, April 4.
Angie Dean Myers won superi-
or in poetry reading and will also
go to Lexington to-.compete for
State championship.
Agnes Greenfield rata good in
discussion. La Verne Edwards
rated superior in oration in the
Calmly -tournament and good in
the regional. Laura Radford rated
good in interpretative reading and
James Hoden Washer rated good in
radio speaking.
The music contest*nts received
a much higher - rating in the
regional .tournament than in the
county.-• Ola May Cathey won
superior----mr- vocal solo.- All the
other numbers presented were
euted excellent.
The debate • club compose▪ d, of
Mildred Dune, Sue -Johnson, Ann
Barber wad Frances Miller have
finished a vere successful year of
work. We won second Place in
the 'county tournament and won
---and---Paeron - in -the
regiblial tournament, losing to
Lowes arrti Heath who both went,
to the finals. -Mrs. Patton express-
ed herself as being much pleased
with the hatitstudy. and -complete
cooperation given her during the
ri•hat• seiggag,, • 
Juniors, Familty'Eniertaipi Faculty
The junior class and members
of the faculty entertained the
senior class on last Tuesday night-
by taking them to see "Gone With
member of • the Juniof and Sence
class and all faculty members went
on the trip. This was first time
in the history of the school that
every member could be present
on such an oceasion. -
SIX Weeks' Boner Zell
The six weeksf honor roll is as
follows:
inen-Tva Nell Armstrong,
A. C. King, Albert Lee Stone, Eu-
gine-Stone, Jo Workman. NOvalee
Swift, Rosie Workman, Vanetta
Sutherland. • - -
Sophomores-OW --- e, Lar.
raffle James, Virginia Marine, Ba-
ron Palmer, Mary Lee Perry.
Juniors: Brewnie Parker, James
Earl Cochran, Mildred Dunn, Eliz-
abeth Jones. Doris Wpriunan, Pran-
ces Miller, Jack NorswOrthy, Angie
Dean Myers, Clara Suiten
Seniors-Vernon Riley. Ann Bar-
















RE-TIRE YOUR CAR AND
TRUCK WITH
PRYOR MOTOR COMPANY
A complete line of truck and passenger
w •veminir- is!aartma....enemos....
car Tires and Tubes. Drive your car in
now. We trade for your old Tires. .°
Pryor Motor Co.







































































































































































By Jae. T. Cochran
.Gardens ane fruits hove been
mentioned MC this article in the
past and this time another of the
things farm people should do is to
prodtice all the eggs and poultry
needed.
For each member of the family.
there should be five hens In the
floc* for example a Donny of five
should have 25 hens, which with
fliir care and management should
lay enough eggs for one egg a day
for the family nee _end preduess
enough to set ample and leave
me to sell. Such hens should lay
eornething over WO eggs per year
per hen.
To get five good pullets to go
into the Laying house in the fall
15 chicks should be started not
later than April 15, depending up-
on the breed. This will allow for
the loss of one or two, half to be
cockerels, and still be able to
cull another one or two pullets
that did not _develop properly.
This method "should put five good
pullet* in the laying hoes*.
Gelid feed should be kept before
theslehieks -et all time 'and plenty
of cleatie. writer. Chicks should
be ready th jay in not iniare than
5 to Pe months and it takes plen-
ty of feed anct•svater and celan
management to accernplish this.
The lamp or lanten brooder is
suitable for 50 to 100 icks and
is cheap and easily operated: Mr.
and_strs.- a: -ht. Coleman, Penny
community. put 50 chicks in Ow.
5 weeks ago and to date have not.
loot -a - ehieltS Clean ground or
ranges is, important, too.
To do hest in the laying- hduse
the house must be dry and free of
drafts with enough light and yentT-
lotion that the hens can be kept in
a on bad days, _Alloys 4 square
feet of floor spice per hen. For
example 26 hens would require
125 square reef or a ),12 ft. house.
This .ta_rt_icte a wriUesp_siettit Ibej





As a national defense measure
silisetnet meetings have been-
held over Kentucky to plan for
a state-wide program of -"making
the farm feed the family," accord-
ing to lalts.s Myrtle Weldon. .state,
leader of home demonstration
work. Attending the meetings
were county home demonstration
agents, county agenta, and one
man and one woman leader front
each county.
Among factors considered were
the following..
Only a quarter of Kentucky's
farm folk produce at home the
food needed for ark adequate diet
Milk, erearn and other dairy pro-
ducts are sold, and than butter-
subentutes are bought as wel las
vegetable compounds in place of
lard.
More cows are needed.
There is not enough feed pro-
duced to feed poultry and live-
stock,
Lack of a year-round garden.
Problems of tenants.
A specific ,40.-na13esPriadram far
solving the major portions of these
problems was worked out, includ-
ing a survey by. counties to find
'needs, and havine a county com-
mittee to plan to feed the
lies from the, term. •
Incidentally, Mies Weldon illus-
trates the possibilities of living at
-home by the story-of-_a
county family, that at the end" of
the year found their grocer "Owed
these $18. ...This story mead' be r-
pea%4n cotintlegis Oaten shesays:
Not Etferybody In
Calloway county sub-




to women who suffer
WEAKNESS
70w-woree5 today are free frets some sign
functional trouble. Maybe you've noticed
OURSELF getting restless, moody, ner-
s, depressed lately—your work too much
r you —
Then why not take Lydia E. Pinkharn's
Vegetable Compound to help quiet weary,
hysterical nerves, relieve monthly pain
(cramps, backar.he, headache) end weak
dizzy fainting ipella due to funct,onsl ir-
regularities.
For over 60 years Pinkh•m's Compound
has helped hundreds of thousands of weak
run-down, nervous "ailing" women to go
meting thru "difecult days." Why not give
Ittia wonderful sworesn's friend" a thanes









By S. T. COCHRAN
lisoveatoe Yield
Aireordng to records kept, by
 seven TVA Phosphate Dernenetra-
Reeommendatiene fee the Control
of Wildfire and Blackfire of
Dark Tobacco
During the past few years wild-
'fire has been very destructive in
plant beds in certain areas in
Western Kentucky and, following
toptehg and suckering, biackfire,
caused by the wildfire and angular
leafspot organisms, has destroyed
much tobacco. In 1938, a wet sea-
son, fully 60 per cent of the dark
tobacco crop in large areas in
Western Kentucky was thus de-
stroyed in the field.
Control in the Plant Bed
Wildfire and blackfire
sninpletetly controlled in the plant
bed by two appications of blue-
stone-lime mixture applied (li
when the plants are just estehliehest
in the bed and producing te first
true leaves and (2) ten days. liter.
CAUTION: Apply early Or the
treatment will be of little benefit
after the -crop is set hi the field.
WI. wet .seewen apply at the rec-




I. FilVa' clean 50-gallon barrel
drum-- three-fourths full of
strained 'through a cloth.
2. In one container thoroughly
"-Aspoisnds _of commercial hyd-
rated lime in 3 or 4 gallons of
strained water. Hydrated lime is
the. powdered lime in paper sacks
commonly gold by lumber dealers.
- 3, in a separate container, pre-
ferably a. wooden bucket or crock,
dissolee 3-.emends of powdered
bluestone"cht about 4 gallons of
water. I f --powered bluestone,
which diasoliMisitedily. is not
available, beet the crystals into a
fine powder before trying to dis-
sgee them. Hardware dealers
MT- get powdered sbluastorte for
YO'u.
4. Pour the lime paste into the
of water and stir thorough-
11,s et the same time adding the
blueetene solution slowly.
Se. add-enough water to make AO
galons.
6. Stir the mixture each time this
sprinking can is _filled. CAUTION.
The water, barrel, and Other con-
taienrs should be free from bits
of material which will clog the
nozzle of the sprinkler. The noz-
should be easily' removable for
ceanirig.
-"Z. Dry Bordeaux mixture is not
recommended.
.How to Apply
The mixture is applied to the
bed without removing the cotton
cover. An ordinary 10-quart
sprinkling can is used. Logs or
boards used to frame the bed
should also be sprinkled. A 50-
gallon container of the mixture
will treat 20tr square :yards,- or
68 linear yards of bed 9 feet
wide. or 50 linear yards of bed 12
tion farmers the yield of hey was
increased for the 11M9 crop year
145% by tieing lime iirtd, Phos-
phate This represented pa in-
ereasessitnam an event& of 1492
etuadrof hay WI acre to 01 aver-
age of 407 pounds of hay en epee.
Lim? 1.taed ldon increased the yield
uf bay by 5/ cs4 and PhesPinst used
alone mereseed the stekt of bay
by 114%
By comparing the increases ob-
tained by use of lime end pleos-
phate alone waiØt. the increases ob-
tained where, lime and phosphate
was used together it becomes OP-
parent that these two materials
must be used together to get beet
results. These same -farmers also
report that grasses and legumes
"-Made up the larger part the hay
inixturees on the treated land-
A review of the tricreases listed
above would seem to coetirrn
statement made by Professor
George Roberta, head of the agron-
omy department al the University
of Keetualry. Pelefeeser Roberts
statement is as follows: "Results
Limn the soil experiment fields
in KentuetY show clearly that
unproduenve mils can be made
productive at cpmparatively small
core by the use of lime and phos-
phate an tithe. proper use of le-
gumes and miieute."
JP•You can gris,rt--*tetilunlity
cromikyou ,can groW :latter yiekli 
on the acre; you can grow a"fatter'' -
bank account this year if you- use-
these finer saKtures that have what—
it takearconlake crops really GROW:b
And thereefi V-C Fertilizer tor
every crox.on .every farm. -See
the V-C Agent, ,now and place an .







feet wide. IShis is at rate of
1. quart per Square yard.
CAUTION., Bluestone-lime does
not injure plants se do net -at-
tempt to wash it off after applying.





piing the past year we -have.
bon .confrunted with more repro-
dillFttilre disturbances in cows than
i 4 
ly ever noticed in Yearn be-
t. No t only Sias this been the
Ciallowey County, but also
out the whole state.
tittle realized thiai among
eausee the feeding of the eel-
:th "ght have a good deal to ao4 this. As higher and higher
prod ion performances are sought,
the bons of our present feed--
ing thuds is being recognized.
For ears we have known the un-
ce of certain vitamins in
uction. . We have known
that deficiency in Vitamin E will
cause sterility, and by employing
ite nue many breeding problems
sonnet
Blue now we have startling- riewM
It his been learned in many cases
of rility are due to the lack of
in that was heretofore be-
atiaixtessiary in the a:lettera
diee ffor the animal was supposed
to'iiit capable of producing it in
its own body. Suspicions were first
areieeed that this conception might
be teSong when it was.learned that
a 'Leek of this vitamin la bulls
w. breeding- The success met
cauld sterility or slow and un-
se 
in its use -111 bulls led to.its-
I gation in cows. Sterne
*NI It and irregular totem**.
Ett„e., ere found lacking in towin-
this ivitamin. and treatment --with
his -resulted in about -Wee-rata
ref those cases which did not have
enitnal rellroductim has Just been iMurray Debaters'
an entire revision in th theres .in Birmingham
discovered, and which will. cense .
ef slim chemists, physiol ists and
embeticinists, is vitamin C.
It sidled be clear, therefore, that
the Complexity of the problem
necessitates a thorough history arui
examination of each case i norder







Only 43 yeers ago On. 1897) 130
out- of every thousand hogs in
Ameriren .dZed D.f -hog-cholera.
Farmers were faced with extinetite
of their' swine herds, householders
With a meat female and
Meat prices;
Then scientistit,ln the Bureau _of.
Anknal_endistry,. piloted from the
start by' veterinarians. discovered
and developed anti-hog-choler
serum.' The veterinary PrOfesston.
with nation-wide unanimity. or-
ganized to assure its proper ad-
ministration. Today the disease
could undoubtedly be wiped from
the land it all swine-raisess would
but so-operate with the veterinary
prelessien. As it is, one hundred,
million hogs which aveuld othef-'
wise have- perished .have --been
saved, "food prices havee/Yerd in
check and an amides-supply of
whatemene meet riegured to Ameri-
ca.
• Sir
lb, relief from itch or-new. *EON
!lingo".all..f*NV
adieu's loot, scabies, rubes sat War es-
-terukterseed iiti• troubles, use eveid-freeme
.liquid D.D.D. Prescription.
stainless. Soothes irritztica end
quickly stops unbese itchteg. 35c trial botde
al=er-vlil amin, whose new rule in today lca n. p. is„ peuceirook.arac.ar reason for sterility, proves it. (*.Vogt money back. Ask your
e.,
In addition to debates and pthee
lic_speeches the Murray
Seater. Ceillege students will par-
ticipate in a student legislative ase
Sembly_epsi discues and Ram there
model laws pertinent to the South.
a
Members of the Murray State
College verses, debate team and-
Prof. A. C. LaFollette head of the"
Public sneaking department end
debate coach here, left for Birth-
ingharie Ala.. ' and the Southern
h _Convention held there
April 14. •
Those making the trip are Ray
Mofield.Hardin• Rayburn Watkins
BentoriSWitTapferdSMurray; Wil-
liam Allen, Marion; Adroni Whip-
ple, LaCenter: Sind Ralph Crouch,
Lynn Grove.
-The debate subject for the South-
ern Convention is "Resolved that
the United States should go' to
-immediately on- the side ofrat-eat-Britain."
01-wortaut
'Facts
The price of funerals
Id often a misleading
factor in selection of a
competent funeral di-
rector. We, lu the 50
years we have been es-
tablished here, have
earned a reputation for
making possible com-
plete freedom from con-
seen about prices st a
Uwe when such free-
dom is worth more than
anything else.
. What this means to
you is simply del' Our
repetation for fair deal-
lag the same fair
petce to all tthotn we
Perve is your protection
that the services you
request will be render-
ed -with dignity, fever-
-enee and etememy. We
Invite your inquiries at
MI doses.
- 1,41, Churchill
Two dairy-Aim. testing associ- Funeral Home
lions, eupported cooperatively by Telepanne 7









Watches by B Elgin, Hamilton
iamond SetsPea_*-Pen
Silverware
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the RIDE.that s Winning
Car uyers all over the country!
The BIG NEW FORD has brought a coin--
pietely new RIDE to the low-price field! —
SOFTER--LEVELER—QUIETER than ever
before! Try it today!
TH" year the BIG NEW FORD steps ahead ofthe leading low-price cars in a dozen big ways!-
with roomiest bodies!-greatest inside length!-great-
est total seating !-biggest doors and windows
and windshields! And there's thrilling new getaway.
And massive new beauty! But most important of all
the big news is the BIG NEF FORD'S sensational ,
new RIDE—a RIDE based on new SLOW MOTION
SPRINGS—longer, softer, slower acting than ever
before! -a RIDE made still softer, leveler, more quiet
by a dozen big changes throughout the car!
Here's the car of discoveries for '11! Here's the "BIG
Oarribe '41! Before you buy any car-See anti drive
the BIG NEW FORD! And get a great "deal" on
your old cask





"No Jolt—No km-lice—No 101Inee
The RIDE-GRAPHS tell the story!
NEW FORD RIDE
Slow wavy line skews how the Ford's Sett-
satioaal new "Slow-Motion Springs" smooth





Showing how, with stiffer, faster-acting
springs, effect of bump on passengersin the car








And you g.t the LONGEST SPRINGBASE at tow price! --BIGGER, GENTLER
'Mk ABSORBERS —NEWLY DESIGNED STA,BILIZER!-100% STIFFER,







'''.4.9.•.,,.,_. ,,, • .





STOKES-SMITH MOTOR CO.;--- 
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eservoir Will Provide Sportsman's
.Paradise When Completed  
Fishing, Hunting, • Cutchin On U. K. Kicking 'EmBoating Are Few. . Grid Squad
Of Its Attractions -   Around •
Upon completion, the
tticky Dam Reservoir w11,1
tot -the-lower Tennessee River
Valley. into a sportsman's para-
dise, with a lake that will be
swarming With fihh, antra game
reiltage• for the thousands qt wild
animals to be released by the con-
servation department.
TVA' officials at Knoxville have
lid Murray representatives time
and again that the reservoir here
is certain to eclipse the famed
Reelfoot lake region for its fish-
ing posoblinies. Boats of all
kinds-sail boats, yachts, tow-
boats. steamboats,, canoes, barges.
---tionlateeibeeMs
with a rod and reek or just sit on likely wilY be represented at Usei Li/Center- anon . And 'that
•_ _ We're just hoping that this
of luck won't continue to dog
the Tigers footsteps . The guy
that "Trailed The. Tigers" through
football and basketball season last
year-Ggorge Weeks, is doing all
tight in the Army Air Corps.
, • 
um would be appropriately - heave/vs te- be -Sadie Hawk
nected "Carlisle Cuteltin • Field"land also the night, of the 24 Cite
Folliet of 1941. The Follies: in
the college auditorium is scheduled
to, start at 7:30. ,
Business Manager Jakle /nman
the 'One that Rice 
Moentjoyfindshasn't hesitated to predict that
himself reposing upon . . . 
is  this Ywar's show will be the nut-
nearly impossible lo duplicate 1 tiest 
and by far -the best of the
Cutchin's record, but we believe 
series. And he even went so far.
Rice will come as nearly feline 
as to say that at least six laughs ,
Ito shoes, than' any other man we every minute 'could be clocked in
knew . . . —_
Icase anyone is intersted in sisteb-
- • -o— 
ing the dial of a timepiece.
. The show wilt be built in two
Abut" 11111° acti-VitY-in-the patts—esii -a condsinatiors ef-ntit
Skits and specialties designed f
rib-4601*n: g from the opening -cur-
tain. - The second will be an awe-
inspiring little night-club ' se-
quence that ill le-inure the Fain-
ou 
swil P m-
r Follies. Beautiful tableaux
have been planned and exquisite
eevealiiig costumes will make each
number here the very thing in the
entertainment world
mong----die helailiners on the
will be Murray's old friends ,
"Brenda and Cobina". -with Bill
IdacMurray and George...410th still
'handling the 'dialogue......end .011d,
fashioned mellerdrama . that will
bytdo anything any' other club has!
_ever put on at the college. musical Pictured above are the
linnibees featuring Ortglrlal a011)P0- thins elect of the 1942
anions by Teneny Husbands, and
borrowing frdrn - the faculty; Dr.
"Private" Forrest Pogue. Coach
Jim Moore, and a few others.
The sets . have been ready for
some time, and the sound-effkts
and lighting will be done in a
Committ— ee. Discusses 
ziegfleldian manner.
Tickets have already been plaid
on sale. end reserved seats havePromotion of First been going. and space in the
Aid in County , - -sered v sections will be at a prgra-
re,
- tom -Inman added. There will be
plenty of general admissiosi seats
_ - to take care_ooe. those
-41inobers ofiths- rinit Aid
zaftig. 
 cm-
- Calloway. County met
Thursday afternoon at 5 o'clock in
Judge Pons' off ice in the court
house. The group discussed plans
-American Red -Cr
r.. -Aid classes in" Murray skid
various Community centers in the Pik 'n 'Whistle
county.
Ls A, M. Wolfson was named
to contact_ the different groups of
the Women's Club of Murray; State
Patrolman -Gayle Stinson. with
his associates, will determine
locations for First Aid, stations
the highways in Calloway County;
Mime- Rachel Rowland, home dere-
Onstration agent, will discuss' the
with members of - the 15 Home-
makers clubs in this. county the
• possibi 1 ity of organizing . ciessell..
First Aid: W. •Capiinger. will
take the matter up- with students
Of the Training School,,,• Dire
Garton. Miss ?Arent Johnson. wedge- - ._
and John fferrnin TrUiter- were
rianied_r.LL tO _ s-t* •
late plans for the extension of r nntnSIciring-
the work: and Ralph Wear.. ehair •-
man Of First Aid in Calloway Race for 'Jailer
co•.ty,.. will contact students - ,
aturt4ty High Statiipl in regard to Jake •Dunp. Murray., well-knhWit
-1177 taken . Catila.-*-15 seriously
lent First considering making 'the_ race for
The- cornn .‘trill meet this jailer in the August_ I primary.
aftletnn to giye- "1 .am giving the matter
reports on its, fin . The meet consideration at present,' and - my
win again-he held Judge P ocrnecment will appear in thli
office in (gig court vispaPer soon-.IL. .1_
make the race:" Mr. Dunn
It'pays to read our classifieds„- clear,
who care to see the bev'aolbostha.
ties ana carload of cuties that Will
don skirts instead of football togs.
swimming -trunks, or basketball
uniforms for.that night
To Be Re-Done
Wade Davis, owner of the Plg'n
Whistle, announced thi..ia_week that
place of business oia Highways
'WI is being - re-decorated
and Will sosge4be one of the most
Modern places of its kind in the
Having just returned from.sas
barna with his 'family, Davit plans
numerous -interior -.changes, and








terested in flood control. the Am
' thorny has already made sur-
veys . and general plans to the
conservation and development of
the natural resources of the lower
valley- . Among these natural re-
sources receiving special attention
  are the fisheries and aquatic life
•  in the Tennessee River an dits
U•ibutarieit Close cooperation
between -those it • charge of 'this
division In the ,A' and the, Stt"
Of „real; Pt_ Fisberiego
States I:tenant:tient Comnsierce
have aided in ',better., =dere
funding.. and a_ clearer. vision_
the completed objective.
Not only fishing, but. buritinS.
swimming, boating. arid all • other
forms of recreational activities
will be made possible in the Gil-
bee -ama, and---Miarray.
reason of its opportune location. •
_ destined to become a. rendevous
for sports-lovers throughout the
nation.
It is quite conceivable that
Murray State college might de-
velop a rowing team. Certainly
the Reservoir would provide an
ideal Course for any regattas ..that
might be staged. _ - •
Wett -e--develogred--trertenarint
beaches have already caught many
a Alteditionist's mix at Watts Bar
and Pickwick- Landing, arid pho-
tos released by publicity ajtencies
. A lot is being said these early
.-L----nt-getting-Ili-IMIL-eoUrae for
aminspe giu.nited 7spor.',"0.grabout the chances
fur
r the
. ray. i• Certainly this project
'much-needed to \take care of a di-
•
i• -- Them is a int\ Of .interest in
• -ethia- sport in klutegy.' - lack of a
linksis the chief drawback. With
work by one '• group or an-
other, we might be able to secure
Phil Cutchin. Murray, aor, of a course 
speedily. _Sounds like a
rsorto,, tip for the Young Business Men's
Olive Blvd.. 
-. 
Murray, and a Clah
111._e....g.0 
—o-
4e,t4 Arts 1 t_
and Sciences. University Of Kenel___Tips froin the
tucks'. Lexington. has reported for lot of old faces, well known to
spring football practice.- Murray sports friends were on
A' star on the Murray High hand for the fiesta-four of the
team. Cinching later attendee!, boys Mt his _first _team here Ty
Montgomery Bell Academy in H011and. Warden Gilbert Hugh
Nashville and steered his, team to .May and Hal Houston; representa-
a Mid-South Prep School cham- lives from each_ of his teams ex-
viewed-Op accent
He was red-shirted last year, in this was Ms best with Burdette,
an effort to give him three full McKee', Magruder, JilLand. Hurley.
years of --competition on 'the Ken- Murray. Carioca". -Mc.); ' Willard
tutaty earsity. COW* .A1? Kirwin Bagwell. Hugh May; Jim Miller.
-depending-Theakilyr--Ore 'hint is4- Willard Ca 'rait--Mid- . of cow-se Itte
hie-triple threat Man newt year. great team of the past season .
High point of the dinner was
al annolincerneot that the
Amu
. - Edd Keth4.)
FUNNY BUSINESS
Eddie Bracken and Jackie Cooper; cooking up soaething
in Paramount's hew Aldrich Family picture, "Life With Henry." which
comes Tuesday and Wednesday to the Varsity 'Theatre. This time.they
cook up soap, but are forced to wash their hands of it when the neighbors
complain. Jackie plays the title role of Henry Aldrich, His leading lady
is a nevecemer to the screen from Broadway, Leila Ernst. Other featured









Claud Winslow really . gave Sam
Livingaton a good ribbing for that
164..win Cutchin'solitayfield team
gave the 481g Blue, ....The larg-
,ot mot ever known in history is
Sadie Hawkins Day Is Combined
With M Club-Father
Gugs as gals, and ,gals chasing, -
ys-all over -Murray Will be more
n a Tad Tuesday. AprIl
Invitations will be issued shortly
to old members at the Purchase
Baseball League.__-- and all new
of the TVA indicate their ever-JP- clubs Interested in becoming ames-
creasing popularity with the tour- hers to attend a - re-organizationi
1St meeting here Mendey event
Then too, excellent boating-, April 14. it Waa announced this
house with cabins arranged Myron.'; week
fiskiesman's delight will be  .1 .rh,
structed along the 'eServoit. Tbe_onforrnation will  probabbr  Pi RIMifnereservoir will be stocked With al I,_broaderied etcdugh.in scope to ta- 0 • •
kinds al- game fish, and furnish an -I:elude eight teams from eight,e0WIt- somebody just. us that Bay
excellent importunity ,for the Izzaci titiefi'ef the purchase, 9. -aggoner. bUketbalflittermars atWakens. whether they like to cast • Asumme.--gisuse. who more -than Murray inch, 
will be 
=rant
the bank and wait for a nibble. meeting are Pine Bluff. Murray Palmer outland may leave school
organizing of a snappy independent
baseball loop to brace the tottering
Purchase League . Crowds at
the Murray Nationals' horne-fernes
last summer clearly showed that
Murray was ready to sispport base-
ball . Provided. of cow-se.- that
they can see some good games . . .
At present there are only 'three
'clubs clarnmoing , for a baseball
-Tall tales- from the fishermen , Nationals. lliturray Juniors. Hardin,
who have already wet • their linesiBenton, Paducah Eaglet.. Pfi-
near Pickwick, or other TVA pro- Elks. Clintpn. Bardwell, and grabs
wets have already started getting ably others.'
the conservationist's and angler's 1. _Anyone intented in particulars
'Liget'''. around in this lection. is 'Urged to get in touch with Edkl
KeTlow. District Baseball Corn-
se :"-airs. Alfred Moss_Hart county, is rrussioner.
berioding 500 chicks in, in electric ! • 
7-  brooter.
e-
It pays to read our classifieds
It init always what you pay
That tells you what you get.
ht spite of Marvels' modest price.
It's quite a cigarette.'
C ARIDGE
IS PREFERRED
The Claridge is tise only hotel ill St Lows vile
tab, siwitea and circiihnog ice water is every
rooms A superior total oft=selgiallisi SC-
coasesocletioas sit ofclistary aim s,
and ose-hall blocks Iron Delon %deserts's-
,essent to points oil interest ..The Marina
Diem, Room - ;meet le sows. 111Ef
350 ROOMS FROM $2. pAtKING










The_ _lid Will .be pried off a rusty
bucket Friday afternoon at 2:30-
college baseball in Murray, with
the lJniveristy of Chicago, still a
(member of the Big -Ten opposing
Thoroughbreds_ on the athletic
field.
Despite bad weather, 'and. few
workouts, the. Racers are expected
to round into a fine club, accord.
ing to Coach Cutchin, but it will
tete time. In early practice, they
halve looked anything but good.
But it takes plenty of limbering
f
t
iiipde-of the plate will aid the Race-
to get those rusty arms to
creaking just right, and those bat-
siing eves sharkened.
• -A---deliiiifr----p-ciipier on The right
us- ali-sliele-banies..
as a short left field fence, makes
plenty of homers possible.
An early survey of material puts
Hyland Grimmer, promising soph-
orqere and lusty swatter on first;
Leslie McKeel. who can also pitch,




 Tommy Wray, at sho nr4
Jakie Inman at third base. Carl
Steffin, Georgie Whitecotton and
Gene IdcGarvey will patrol the
outer .gardens. '
Millei,. a hard-hitting younipter
Goln liiiid: will start be-
hind the plate._ but help_ w1)1_-_arf,
riVe from Bob Perkins, .
Spell - -and Carl Ferrara - When
ispring football is completed. -Charlie Clift, a southpaw witha dandy curve ball, or George At-
kinson. possessor of a baffling
knuckle-ball, will probably start
on the mound. Others likely to
I. we mound duty agai,nst the Dilliz-
d roons are Bill Mac Murray, Cobble
Lee and Vincent Taylor.
; The complete schedule follows:
April 4-Chicago here at 2:30.
. April 9-Bethel. at McKenzie.
April 14 - Illinois Wesleyan at
Murray, 3:15.
'April 15-Bradley Tech here 3:/57
April 24-Tenn. Tech here, 3:15.
April 26-Eastern here, 3:15.
--A-Oril aft-Western here (double.
-header) 1:30.
May 2-Middle Tennessee (double-
header) there.
May 5-Bethel here at 3:15,
May 9-Middle Tennessee (double-





State College Thoroughbreds bas-
ketball team, which placed second
in the National Intercollegiate Bas-
ketball Tournament held at Kan- I
sas Ci litty. o The' team lost to
there.
May 23-Tennessee Tech there.
"CUTCH" HONORED AT DINNER
HERE SATURDAY EVENING
They dug out the taeord
Saturday night-and deep' under
them they unearthed the "great-
est coaching achievement In the.
South"-and they paid tribute to
the man most responsible for put-
ting MurrayeState College on the
athletic map--darl isle Cutchin.
The banquet, staged at Wells
Hall, was undermin mthe ooplaren.ning - of
Athletic
Iaoawall
Director Roy Stewart and
o 
Then to climax the whole'even-
ing. Dr. John W. Carr read a let-
ter from Dr. James H. Richmond
announcing that the Murray sta-
dium (unnamed since its comple-
tion in 1934) would be named "Car-
lisle Cutchin Field" in memory of
the great records -established by
the retiring Murry cage mentor.
Over 275 in cm-abates'
in school;' his early associates at
Mayfield, where he produced
strong football teams: his early
athletic products of "Murray Nor-
mal", on down through his 1941
KIAC championship squad. all
-Were there'l- eray honor In a
whose record is unequalled
d tty Capt. Carl Steffin
in behalf ofIthe 1941 teatit (canniest
be Many. as his greateatl- were
given tclitens of appreciation.
Toastmaster A. Y. Yancey. in reto
cognizing a few Of the Stores of
admirers present, presented "Claud
T. Winslow, of Mayfield. who told
of "Cutch's" record while a high
school coach there; Sam Livings-
ton, spotts editor- ol the - Pachscah
Sun-Democrat, who told of his
great ireoed: "Dub" Feotee former
Murray , athlete, spoke of "Cutch"
as not only a producer-of athletes
but also a person who's influence
was felt later in the lives of
players; Joe T. Lovett, who told
of Mr. Cutchin's .ability to develop •
athletes under his guidance; Dr. -
James H. - Richmond, wile- -corn-  -
'mended Cutchin. as. a , true gentle-
man and an ideal mentor--one that _
eould take rival coaches' most - _
ter outbreaks with a gleam of-sym-
pathy for such persons. "Cutch has
a place here as long as the sehool_
exists.  if he Wilif:it." the. Mur-
Dr, are
emeritus °lathe college, and a man
who has seen mem athletic team
that has ever represented Murray
an- the gridiron, hardwood. in the
pool, on the diamond, or cinder-.
paths, reviewed the amazingelt-
lits of e Murra teatn-s under
"Cutch." "Never having a losing
team" and' "A championship in
every conference" are two of the
veteran Mtirray - *whit outstand-
ing feats. _
His average of 2111/ hi IS years
of basketball for - itself,
while in foothill/ he won 41 out of
games in five years that he was
-coaching.
Gifts including a cabinet radio,
an electric clock, an easy chair
and hassock, and a gold plaque,
San Diego State-36-2e
Left: Bob Salmons, All.Ailiert-
can, All-KIAC. All-SIAA. *Om
Beloit. Wis. Salmons is a *Mae
at Mureay State this fear. Tv-- -
Right: Durward Culp, Honorable
Mention among 25 best out of 320
players. at Kansas City. from
Sharpe. Ky. Culp is also a junior
at Murray State.
joy, newly-elected coach, paid ti b.
lite to Cutchin as a coach. He re-































task he was now ilbollt to un'r-
take. "I will need Coach Cutchin's
advice on many occasions and he
has most graciously consented to
come to my aid."
Mountjoy, who is colnipg here
front Danville High School, has
an en', tablerecord. Before going
to Danville .he coached at Kava-
naugh High SchoolT-of-Lawrersee-
burg, and at Frankfort High
School.
- The deli-C.10Pa -banquet dinner
was serest] ho student waitresses
and waiters, undershe dierction of
Mrs Annie-Young- :The menu_ con-
siseed at Mile cocktalL--.trimato-
salad. creamed-.chickap-plate. cof-
fee, ace cream Stselseolie. Programs
were made by NM' students.
THE BEST TRADITIONS OF
THE OLD KENTUCKY
•HOME
are ever observed in. the_ Service,' Citifore
and Convenience -pf the .
-
Louisville's Newest and "Up-to-Date in All
Appointments and Most-
Reasonable Rates
Write TURNER MILANI, Manager
for Reservations
-1.4;wer Floor (tax included( ____ 
'Children 
NIGHTS SUNDAYS - HOLIDAYS
Children
Balcony (tax hiciedod)  has
Lower Floor (tax Included)
  1111eVARSITYAnZaN' °C)146 ...;. leg -Balcony (tax hicludedt  21e
TODAY AND FRIDAY' SUNDAY AND MONDAY
amommomJ





JOHN WAYNE • FRANCES DEE
EDWARD ELLIS •










NE.N1 1 HURSDAY AND FRIDAY
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
Wort., 6.











her innocent prove it?




TOM CONWAY • 1111(9111NESCOIT
101111 LIM • MARSHA NM
IIARMOIE MAIN • MARY 1110011.1
Dew tea by Norman Z. liputecor4011











































(Continued from Page 1)
settled in the same vicinity. Soon
'came William' Smith and William
--Derringion who also settled.
farms near West Fork. Among the
early setters of the northern paff
or the County was the Duncan
family.
William Chester was an early
settler on the creek which bears
his name and opened one of the
largest distilleries ever oprated
__in. the -coonty. About 1822 came
William* Sutherland. with his tam-
_14._and William jetties with his.Jones wa sthe first school
in the county. In 1821
arp settled in the county
it 1822 there set.led on Dun-
-
ca lc, Creek, among others, the
tam s of John Swift and Luke
Lang ton.
Wadesboro's firat settlers were
the 'Jones. Stewart. Sperry and
Wade families, while the Tay-
lor family settled in southeastern
Calloway and the Wyatts in north-
west Calloway. The early settlers
of the interior of Calloway. near
Murray, were Charles Linn. a Mr.
Crow. who made some improve-
---14444%48 on--en
b. River. a Mr. Farmer and a Mr.






















April 4 and 5, Far--
Heavy Hens -Ma
Leghorn Hem. ___ .. Us
*meters  
1111119  Ski
man Priam Are 09919
•
retts, Dunns. Skaggs and others,
all of whom located within a radius
of Fix miles.
, The original boundaries Of Cal-
loway County, which included the
present county of Marshall, were
created by an -att of the General
, apiiroved December 15,
1821, the territory at that time
-1Ing a part of Caldwell and Liv,
trigston"Caunties. In 1822 ° the
Legislature passed an act establish-
ing the county, and January 18,
1823, the appointed comthissioners
met in the town' of Wadesboro
and effected a permanent organi-
zation. The cdminissisners were
AtiVesi Davis,
Thomas Hill. Nicholas Col/09nd.
Wm. .Short, Tlianeater Wade, Wm,
Rowlett, Lindsay Whin, John
Hodge. and George Tucker. They
also constituted the first county
court with Mm. Curd as clerk.
Wm. Duncan was commissioned as
the first sheriff by Governor Adair.
First• In rallossaY
First paper in Callaway. The
General Baptist Banner, edited
bf John Elliott.'
Murray Gazette was next, edited
by Jn. N. Bairn.
Murray Journal established by
W. R. Sinclair 1877.
Calloway News establshed
W. 0. Wear as editor in
First minister is -thought to ham
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THE KENTUCKY DAM FROM THE AIR cessful season with seven wins, onetie and one loss, even winning the
final game in spite of Gilbert's
fatal injury. One member of pie
---=1 ,
Murray State ('ollege opened DB An aerial view of construction activity at the Tennessee Valley Authority's Kentucky Project on thedoors September, 1923. Tennessee- River in Western Kentucky. The partly completed navigation lock may be seen at the left, with
outlines of a cofferdam in the center of the picture. Kentucky Dam will be 8.850 feet long and will rise 160
HI •  • a •ci;
• - rating equipment will provide &Verity _if_1249_,K,W,_ installation of gene
team may be quoted as saying, "He
played the game fairly and square-
ly but he also played to win. Gil-
bert would hal been proud of
us for winning.'
The following football players
< (who were his team-mates.) and
coaches formed a guard of honor
at-his funeral:
Dillard Holcomb, Henry Cham-
bers, Tom -Chamber., "Cotton"
Leak. Hyland Boyd, Tracy Karim.
Ted Sanford,- Irby Koffnaan, AU-
burn Wells, T. Sledd, Preston Hol-
land, Voris Utley, Erett Starks, Low-
ry Rains, Bob Chambers, Gaylon
Lamp, Robert Reed, Dick Melugin,
A. Thragmortin, Jess Holland,
Chapel 'Wells, -a Hawks, Burgess
Parker, T. !Thompson, Vernon
James, Cromer .Arnett; "Bo" Ed-
wards. and Clovis Wallis.
./ feet above thg bed of the rffver.Ets 256,000 e reservoir area wstretch,111_ Rules pstrearn to Pickwi
PONT
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We Pay Highest Prices For Eggs
TOLLEY &CARSON
FOOD MARKET






--Top Most PEAS Green 81Jlig Fellow
-11C•WOY Monarch
LAD DRESSING
CORN FLAKES Kelleg',. 21c
-1g13)‘BY FOOD Bce)::7atieinblartbayis'fctfd.°1 5e.
--FRUIT COCKTAIL
It Most PRESERVES Any flavor 23
CHILI °r TAMALES 'f ron.1;17'asn
lAWN RAKES 49c AND 73c
G SOAP 4 BA" 1-5c_
-CLEANSER 
Lighthouse 3 for 
10e
BROOMS ."ICED 
FROM 25c TO 45c
CHOICE STEAKS traneir Beef 30̀
LOIN VEAL CHOPS -Pt,."4 25c




















TOMATOES 2 N°.2 cans 15c—
CHERRIES
The Tennessee .tfalley AUtharity
announced today that --ft -11115-de -
veloped a factorrbuilt portable
cottage, six of which have been
produeed at - Muscle Shoals, Ala.
They are for use tit' Pickwick
Dam, southwestern Tennessee, to
complete a license agfeeMent Ins
-connection- with the Operation of
reservation facilitiet,- The Au-
thority has such \an- agreement
with -the Pickwick -"Company, a
private corporation Operating faz
'eddies at Pickwick 'Park. '
The portable cottage was de-
veloped 'be a result of continuous
studies conducted by TA almost
since its inception to work out the
most economical. means Of hous-
ing workers temporarily eatployed
at its construction camps. tarlier
the Authority had experi nted
with cinder-block construction., and
dwellings built by' that met are
in use at Norris, Tenn. .
The new cottages are built
\sections, each of which contai
one complete portion of the build
Mg-floor. walls, ceilings, and
roof, with electric wiling, light
bulbs, plumbing, with bathroom
and kitchen fiXtrfres in place, wip-
don's, screens, doors, kitchen cab-
inets. electric cooking plate, and
refrt-oF--gready installed and
painted, ready for immediate use.
The smaller cottages are in three
atections, the larger cottages in
four. -Each section-ix- Vrs 'feet
, wide, 22 feet long, and 91/2 fret
l
ugh. and weighs about 3 tons.
The sections .are fitted together
with bolts. The construction is
wood frame with exterior of
weatherproof insulating fibreboard.
Four workmen can assemble the
sections into a completed cottage
within 4 hours. The only parts of
Trrldnitges constructed on the
ground were the supporting cinder-
block piers. Dismantling can be
carried out in as short a time as
the assembling, and a cottage can
be transported to . another • site
with no loss except the ',tit cost
of the piers. - -,„. ..
The single-cottagemodel consists
of. a combination livir• ig and bed
room, a kitchen, bath, a small
bunk •irpeos,- an da screened porch.
For vacation use it wil laccom-
1
mpdifte four to five persons. The
larger cottage is a dupiei_ancl. on
each .side at -the central partition
Is one large room, a ktichen, and
a bath. The cottages are styled in
the modern manner, with flat,
wide, overhanging roofs, and either
of two exterior color combinations
are used, buff with tan or env
,,,_with green.
. The six portable cottages pro-
duced by TVA-four of which are
duplex-were turned out ip the
Authority's machine shop at the
Shoals, Jay production-line methods
.common to industrial mass pro-
duction. All equipment used is
standard.• to the average wood-
working .,abop, lumber geed, --and
builder. __._____:- T. _. ----




, .B? Bill Utley .
--fle - was- the first and only man
ever to lose his life in any kind
fof athletic cOrtipetition at MurrayState -College. His sport was foot-
ball and he loved it to the end.
Gilbert Grave.- died December
5, 1924, of injuries which he had
suffered while playing football on
the,' second Murray State Normal
1
duplex cottages can be manufac-
tured simultaneously, a total of
eight sections. Every section is
mounted on. small wheels, which in
turn are mounted on tracks,
that the section can be rolled Dan
one point t, the next in the pro-
ductiop process. Twelve to sixteen
ours' working' tune is requfred to
mplete a ,section. The cost, in-
chiding transportation and field as-
sembly; promises to compare fav-
orably with the cost of ordinary
Construction, the Authority's an=
nouncemeht said. The cabins were
produced by building trades crafts-
Men .working in their appropr
-jurisdictions at prevailing-
rates.
The portable eottag go far
erected in Pickwick Park have
been transported the approximate
60 miles from Muscle Shoals, some
of the distance eiVer rough country
roads, in a standard - truck tariler.
one sectioo at a time, in from 2
to 3 hours, with no evidence of
rackiog. No special permit is
needed for hauling the sections,
since they come within the usual
legal dimensiohs and weight of
load.
It is thought that the methods
used in buthline the portable cot-
tages might have especial value in
connection with defense or emer-
gency 'noosing. Large groups -of
low-cost houses built in this fashion
could be quickly an deasily re-
moved from a location after the
need for them had been satisfied,
and maed available to areas where
housing deficiencies existed or
where hoisaing was below stand-
ard.
Development, of de poilable cot-
tage was originated by Louis
Grandgent when he was connected
with TVA pi Chief of the Archi-
tectural Section. It was compelled
by. the Authority under the super-
vision of Carroll A. Tovrne. with
the alsitsance °faille architectural
staff, and of the Thnstruction staff
Under W. 'B. Richard/gin. Mr.
Grandgent, now on the architec-
tural 'staff of thq United States
Housing Authority" at Washington,
been retained. in • consulting
'by TVA for the portable-
cottage development.
Ilialick'S7trocm
PIsaair  375 Prompt. Delivery
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The town and the college cam-
pus. were severely) --shocked and
hurt by his death. Funeral ser-
,vje,,es..IMPrP rnmil  ,by_the Rev-
erends Taylor (now deopssed) and
Ahart at the Murray First Baptist
Church and the auditorium' was
packed wish friends 811•tt reattets.
He was survived. by his parents
and his two sisters, now Mrs. Dick
Hagan of-Eltzal5ettitown, Ky., and
Miss Margaret Graves of this city.
The church was filled with a
profusion of many-hued blossoms
and his sombre casket was opened
in the midst of the flowers.
Gilbert was widely known for
his noble nature, goodness of char-
--
1 'Gilbert Graves
School (later. Murray State Col-
lege) football team, as quarter-
back against Memphis, Tenn.,
Teachers on November 27, 1924. at
Wells Field. The .-accident occur-
red ill the first 'quarter of the
game, when two Memphis grid-
ders tackled him. His father, the
late Dr. Wildy Graves of Murray,
Ky., and Dr. Rob Mason. also of
Murray, rushed to the scene of
the tragedy and carried the tad
to the William Mason Memorial
Hospital, where he died a few
days later. The sixth vertebra of
the • courageous lad's neck had
been broken, surgeons said
Graves loved football, and each
member of Murray State's first
football squad and student body
found 'in him a true and faithful
friend. Returning from the :Uni-
versity of Kentucky to play,. foot-
ball for Murray Normal, Gilbert
planned to graduate from Murray
and then to. complete his college
work at the University. The team
that year of 1924 had • ,most suc-
twann's Grocery
24—•Pliones-25
swim grim* Turilsep Greens led
Country Jowl.
New Potatoes, It.  is
Fancy fresh Tomatoes. IL_ • - 
Nancy Hall or Vain gums(
-seed. vapid,-
Cobbler-Trlunspli potatoes.- -ilk,
Seed Garden Peaa. pound 15e
Reed Butter Beans st Ream lb. He
Large Popeorn. pound  Sr
Arbuckle's Arioaa Coffee.* MIL 25e
American Ace CO1188, geed as the
beat, pound 25c
47-oz. can /truce's stie eserweed
Grapefruit Juice 
Grapefruit Juice. No. t, can
Lax or Litekney Telletliesp 3 bars
for  •  lee
Rinse, 3 mall packages
Rinse, large package  .
Spry, one pound
Spry, 3 pound can
24.1b bag Ky. Rose flour ___ 85c
24-lbs. Red %empty flour firie
24-lbs. Beauty Biseilt Flour 85e
(If you boy 2 you ret a 4oe
Blifcher Knife free)
!Pimp. gallon Red Ribbon 45e
White
Nice dry Apricots. lb.  15e
Fvsporated Peaches, lb. 
 13e




• SPRING FRYERS • CHILI BRICKS
  1 sc Nice yellow ease *lama,• LAMB 'LIVERS • COLD MEATS . 100 34.!°  ese.K. C tqaks.uittaiVot, Dressed Ilona and fgei__:a.,. il p...q...,§w Aida.
- 
____
Count Hare ' -, - 7,5 lh •st Ture   Sfaii
PHONE-37-,. - t-k- BRING 1/S totiR _ Haus AND EGGS1 — .
, Tender 
r
Beef ̀ 942.4411 yerlt
Deowd elthisaiiil
-1-.* ,st IIIIIIMMIllgiligilin  .11..7 In trade for Ern r:'••••;•:
PROMPT-DELIVARX._
• •
Matches, Soda or Salt, 3 boxes 10c Oats for chletens, 6 pounds 25e
Frost-proof Cabbage PlantsGrapefruit Juice, 46-oz. can  15c 2 bunches 1118 ss. 15c








MIllses-saisasses..4refeggagfr'',-c- 3•247-1 '7=- •
?-0.44.•••
- — -
acter, and sunny smile. His moth-
er has stated that she could ask
no greater tribute than his Hie
gave her. _Perhaps ,she, more
than anyone, realized what he had
really given to Murray State. Is
it any wonder then, .t,hat brawny
football men Sind friends who stood
before' the iopen casket, could not
conCeal their tears while taking
that last, never to be forgotten
look, at the clean countenanced
face of their friend, for they
would never see it again except in
.11hOtagraph_nr a cheriabed .mem.
ory. -. •
`• He was .buded ulillisk-
Graves lot at the Murray cemetery.
while many Stood somberly watch-
ing, in furs and heavy coats.
••••.Said his aean, Dr. John Wesley
Carr. "I ant' profoundly grateful
to have. knowii such a fine young
man. and_spleorlid student, if only
for so short a time."
Let Us Keep His Memory Alive
His-class dedicated the 1925 Mur-
ray State College Shield, annual
yearbook. to his memory its --a
tribute of their Undying love and
devotion.
-Yile gave his life fOr 241,11709
State College'i -glory and honor.
Duos- not thetsoniebow sot an-ell-
sehosil
life .is a lot to give for a
Woolcl you do as much?
Gljber‘...Graves is one
ray's grandest and dear
tions. That tradition c
PAGE THREE
The rural electric program is
being . pushed in Whitley county,








ewes no losses. .210EHOODIDE
23 lambs,
---a4 a r
No gift equals a photo-
graph of yourself. It
means more than any-
thing else you can buy.
After all. TOUR PlitY:
TOGRAPH IS VOW'
• V
It is bnportitnt. however,
that it be a true likeness
. -a- recent one.
•
..44ja-St. Pima:4W
SOFT BALL Nut SOFT BALL UT
WITH T H E PURCHASE-OFIACH
BOY'S Suit At  Tii
SEE THESF nISPLAYED:ThibijR-Vattiiiir-f- -
taios
  CASH DEPARTMENT STORES 
. Especially Deralopeci..740,,,, ,,
So Cork so Gives The
Resilient Step Of A.-7
Deep Carpet.
"They Corry You Liiat
A Magic Cara•C
GRACEFUL ARCH
Why resign yourself to the miseries„ -
of tired, aching feet when Cush-o-
mitiC shee$ littetreieerwor man -
can afford) will bring catk -all the' --
-joys of walking of your girlhood
days? Cush-47-matics have all the cum:.
fort features of high-priced shsjlass
the exclusive cushioned constructtOs
that literally "carries you like a magic
catpetr7iletiet :yeti-Elf* pair today?
itialretRINIAINI BROS.
%CASH DEPARTMENT STORES 
a
- Locals
Mrs, Menny. jowls, ;and Mass Lu-
cile Adams of 'Murray viefE the
guests of their father and grand-
father. Burd Adams and Mrs.
Âdams .of Puryear. Tenn., last,-
-Frrday.
Mr. and -Mrs. Otto Swann were
among the many friends that at-
tended the funeral of Fendol Bur-
nett. at Mayfield Sunday 'afternoon.
Mr. and Mn, Otte filranii visited
in Paducah a few days, and alga'
visited at_Gilbertaxitie
few days recently.
Harry G. Dellaney spent the; as the guests of Whir daughter,.
week-end with his _parents:. Mr.of 1120 Mrs. Austin Van Hove and Mr. Van
and 'Mrs. W. P. Dulaney
Olive ADM,. He was enroute home Hove'
front -Boston. Mass., where he at- ' Veanosi Siebbiefteld, Jr., is
t‘ended The New Enaland Medical visiting her porenta. Mr. and Mrs.
M. "1 Shaw, in Hickrnin.convention.
30ga MIMILAM3sety._ teacher -in Inc and Meg. Edward Bradley
the . Jefferson •sehoolt„ Paducah and daughter. Shirley Ann. of
spent the-. immireend ate_dag guest ansville, Ind., .vlsited their per-
ot and Mk& W. P....41 4.0SHanadndmrslitris.1C.pdH. .LiHnrnadilastey
Dtiltiney.
C., L. shaxborousi and miss week-end. They were accompanied
by Miss Rachel Linn who had spentMarion__ $fiarburough left Su„nday
nint tor Laurel. Miss,. having the Past . 111t
been called by the suittlerideatE OIL
kgrs. Harley Williams returned
last -week from a three weeks,'
‘.19sit with. her sister, Mrs L. P.
Black and Mr. Slack- of Orlando.
Fla. White there she visited Idi-
ami.•Palm Beach and many other
points of interest, returning by
her natter,
Mrs. -W..8. Furches and Mr. Fur-
ekes.. • .- .
• .911;evolini, mumry • Rotor
Company, underwent an appendec-
tomy at the-Mason Hospital Tues-
day.
Fled • tithe. who underwent a:
tonsilecliiiniy the first of. the week,
iiperatlninwserg
Stitin-4
'and Billy Mahan are in .Lex-
ington this week where they are
representing Murray High School
in _Abe_ Kentucky- iligh -School
Steel* _Tetivel. They were - ac-
'eçiñipanled -arm B
Well, ofOmah&' Neb.
is sending several days this week
with reiaTices in Murray.
Dr. Weedfla Ihateen will attend
the annual meeting of the Ken-
lucky State_ Dental Association in
Johnson.' Mrs. R. M. Mason, Mrs. Louisville next week at which
W. H. Mason. Mrs. E. S. Diuguid,
Jr.. Mrs. John Rowlett, Mrs,
M. Wolfson. hitss Barbara Diuguld.
meeting he will present a clinic on
Nikw* Interpretation. Mrs. Hut-
11111104 ,little son will accompany
Miss Joanne Fulton, Mrs. E. J. UM. . •
Beale, Mrs. C. L. Sharborough. addrim. e. Lawrem,, siiesb
Mrs. Russell Phillips. Mrs. Hall of Paducah were week-end guests
Hood, Mrs. H. Sledd. Miss Ola
Brock. Miss Lillian Watters, Mrs.
R. M. 'Pollard. Miss Marion. Treon.
Billy Pollard, Miss Marjorie Palm-
_Mr. and Mrs. C R. MeGavern,
quist. Mr. and Mrs. Joe Garton.
Mrs, Cleo Gillis )(ester, Miss Suz-
anne Snook. and 'Miss Ruth' Ash-
more.
Mrs. Pat Morris and children of
Chicago were week-end guests of
Mrs. Tom Morrill' -
Mr. and
spending several weeks in Detroit
PAGE 
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To Have Good Horses for Calloway-Ceunty'
and Those That the Army Is Calling ft....or Must
. Have Outstanding Sires
%-46'
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Logan's Chief:
Logarfs Douglas Chief, Regi-.
ter No. 13570, American Sad-
dle Horse Breeders Associa-
• -tion, owned by Dr. Writ IL:
Mason. of Murray. tucky,
will make the - of 194 
Alexander Place just at the
F
 _at She _barn 
corporate limits of town near 
1111111k
'
Walton Sykes' mill on the
. highways Nos. 95 and 121. 
-
Logan is one of Kentucky's
Most beauty bred saddle stal. 7
• lions. He is one of the most
beautiful animals. being 'Six-
teen %sands high and weighing 1235 pounds, is a de up ehestnut-color..with'
• flax main and tail. He has a beautiful head which he holds high in the-
air on the end of a long rangy arched neck. 'He bass Short hack, deep
wide slanting shoulders, well porportioned hips, straight legs, good bone
and hoof and stands proud as a peacock, He is a five-gaited Kennicky
registered saddle horse and is sired by one of Kentucky's greatest hokset;
Douglas Chief, and his clam.is Sadie Mack, she, being by Baron
aid, by Rex McDonald. These  horses are too well known to be men-
Vona- Ite-has the most wonderiiirdisposition -OM alrEost human inte
genee. He is just the kind of ,hors it .tcf: cross. on the decendants of 'aome the former's brother, Bartlett Shar-
of Calloway County's _former great stallion& and to sire btarses for the bortAigh. - They returned to Mur-
ey
Mr. and Mr& 3; C. Caliente. and
son. , Larry Dale. of Evansville.
Ind.. 'spent several days this week
with relatIng_m__Pihmrsx,_
.. Hi. ant Mrs. nee! INIelthella will
leave Saturday Inc Louisville where
they *111 attend the annual meet-
ing orthe Kentucky State Dental
week.- -.Fifteen years ago Dr. Mc-




tut mrettrihree . five-year terms.
His-iteienthr-antictrate his re-api 
.
Antimrinhose ;front Murray who.
rit31 -
attended the concert given by Rose
Hampton Paducah Monday
• - Logan was • selected after Dr. Mason had visited Most of the greet ing -Ella Wething. Mr&
Isi-na in the-stme and with the almstance -of ittentucky*S greateSt hcgies' Anfite. H. Toting. Di_ -altir--1W1W
men. This year. he is going to rnake the season for the lowest- Price that Hugh McElrath. Misses Mary Fran-
- any ordilitify horse ever stood -In this county. See hfr. Fred Barber er ees MeElrath. Eleanor' • Hlre- a
• Mr. Houston Bay. who have 'charge of this horse, and let them tell jail .Clair Fenton. Mr. and' Mrs. C. S.
hew any man with a reasonalaly ;goesi-mare - may be the possessor of one "Lowry. Miss Eleanor Gatlin. Miss
at r the most outstanding. colts m -the state. 'Army horses...must be the Patricia Mason. Miss Etta Beale
sons-of pedigreed poet. : s Graph—ritiss-Ttifiltie Breckenridge.
Witch this column next wjek for ._agine other- advitsc--regWeling1.3Lis Leular_.Dasriss_liliss-Mausrelle
boron and what the Artny—want& ' •
. .
. Logan was brOught to Murray as a -gift to the- lovers of geed' horses".
.;_nis season before coming to Milfray was never less than $50 and many
mares have been brought to him for more than 100 miles by men who
knew grearhorses and .vraiiTff7tbe„best. He  w -breuxht,pa..Murray for
-the same reason that Dr. Wm. H. Iriasim and Mr. EVerett I:vett-brought
, Favorite Cook. by Capt. 'Cook. Mason Hamlet by Artist Jr.. The Algeri-
an by The Bondsman: Who was also the father of Colorado-E. the-Werhrs.
  chairman/1. 3-yearend-ironer and rare /34315ZE, The worfers chain-mon 4-
yesr-old trotter. Also, Braden Gentry. who was-the-son of..john R. Gen-
try. that hold ten world records at one time. Britten Gentry's .mether AssociatiOn -• which 'convenes, next
was _Kate. Braden. She apd John .„K Gentry. the, father p4 mother.
lirought the highest Prite. -tbAt, „ind-blopd-mareatittir,
brought under the niter Sprag, Tralfff.-   irimiX
tich."---Whiinilittralrs 'had the world's rei5ord oroni7
minute and fifty-five 'seconds. The daughters,-greneldeugitters-and. great-
; glinaddaughters of these fosse..es...stallions are atattesed around- this Omit
oi.the country and' itwas that Calloway County .as-a great horse center
Was riot to disappear {Mit Logan was brought here to cross upon those
mares tiff Calloway County and neighborhood might continue to have'
-the-best .herses bred anywhere in this end of the stale,
If You Are Planning On Buying Paint, This Will Be Iske. Day!
PrITSBURGH-- Vanishes, Inside and7-00tside-Paints, Barn Paints,






Reductions In Price Will Be Really Worthwhile. Come In And Get Our Prices.
- -*TO THOSE
MAKING PURC.HASES!
'• .• FIRST PRIZE, • •- SWOND PRIZE • • THIRD PRIZE •
S. gallon can of % Atleciicine - Collapsible 




• ebtipoN-1-OpPm-  IS CO O1
25C70-4---m4y—of, - .triQrtcE
F!LLtDxrr AS SHOWN. ,
• trr..
(ONE COUPON TO A CUSTOMER;
25c IT'S A `• GIFT • 25 
_to:KAI:for 25t..n.iluweace on one quart
or. more of -14-allhith.--Wall Paint orany





FREE TO THE LADIES
Ladies! Factory experts will be with list to decorate any jug, woe, -or smali ' bottle (one
• ..,.mily to i customer) brought to our store, Free. This is dosseja beautiful effects with Water-

































































itsthis home of Mr. ithd-Mrs. Ver-
non Stubbioneid, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Iielt Gardner air"
daughter. Sue Alice of Louisville,
spent several days this week with
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. V. BA
Gardner and Mr. and Mrs. F. B..
Outrand.
Mrs. E. A. Tucker and Mrs. Max
Hurt were in Memphis this week
-where they attended a general
conference of the Women's Society
THIS BANK FUR




"Strawberry leaders" for 14 coin-
munitieS have been Selected in
Muhlenberg county.
THIS BANK PLEDGES 111WHEARTIEST COOPERATION WITH
THE'T.V..A4 WPtH LANDOWNERS, WITH NEW - COMERS,






Oecotatot Styled - Reddy Made
KNITTED • -
- ure- FURNITURE COVERS
...Cmattneii and 7it that Rival euitom-madei.
Far superior to ordinary ready-made covers,
tailored in quality knitted Decorator Styled fab-
rics that look like fine old needlepoints ant floral
prints as colorful as a garden in bloom ...Scien-
tifically made to fit every popular furniture style
with snug-like smoothness of expensive cystom-
modes . . . so smart you'll be tempted to leave
them on the year'round.
'IIRFOt 
- ,
RHODES - D CO.
MAYFIELD STORE,
MOE'S P •S'sp, COVER FOR
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College Night fleheel For Count!
Farmers Award Degrees at
Illiaitigase Friday Night
Twenty-four diplomas were
awarded Calloway County farmers
and young men interested in agri-
culture who had completed either
the Evening School for Adult
Farmers or the Part-Time Agricul-
ture School. both sponsored by the
Murray Training School.-at a ban-
Id there on Friday night,
28.
he Evening School for Adult
_,Jers was begun in 'February,
•-""" et twice a week until Friday
night, and the Part-Time school
Was begun. on October 23, 1940,
and consisted of 22 meetings of
eight young men witfiin the ages'
of 18-25.
These diplomas, signed by Pres-
ident James H. Richmond, Prof.
Carman Graham, and Prof. W. H.
Brooks, idipsiffed completion of •
 atudy -of. disk **slasc,o- cultuna.,
which was emphasized in both
branches of the Training School's
program to aid progressive Callo-
way County farmerS.
Presided over" by Prot. Brooks,
the growing of tobacco was con-
from the follouing angles:
production of plants, fertilizing the
'soil, control of insects and dis-
eases, cultivation,. harve.ting ad
euring, stripping and marketing;
and building up of the soil.
Included in the Evening School
were all the' board qf directors
of the. nen(Jp.orgarrized Cal-lower
County Vegetable Growers Associ-
ation, who are Chesley Adams.
plesident; W. H. Brooks,- viee-presi-
dent: 7C-.Gu1er. secretary: and
Leonard Wilson and Harry Wilcox.
Dr. W. G. Nash, dean of Murray
State. spoke on "Adult Education"
at the banquet, and. the following
persons received 'diplomas:
Froin the Adult Farmers' Even-
ing School-Harry Wilcox. Leon
Robertson, Newbern McCullar,
Joshua Parker, Carlos F.erguson,
Ed. IL Gibbs, L C. Rule. R. V.
Graham, C. B. Gibbs. Leonard Wil-
son. Everett-Cram, Q. T. Guier, L
L. Lamb, W. C. Nanny, A. L.
'Armstrong,. Chesley Adams.-
From the Pert-Time School-
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EVERYTHING FOR SPORTS
CHANGE OF ADDRESS
The Ledger & Times is always
glad to make any changes in
its subscribers' addresses and
. attempts to -keep errors down to
a minimum. The circulation
manager of the Ledger AL Times
asks the following cooperation
when you change your address:
1. Give your exact itarne and
old address. - --
2. Give exact armee and ad-
dress of your new-location.
;la example- -
Please Change




J. D. Peate Mar. 42
115 Knox St.
Tipsville, Mo,
3. Notify the Ledger & Times'
of your change in address as
Quickly as - -possible, as every
time the paper is sent to the
wrens or old address the U. S.
Post Office returns it to Mur-
ray-and, the 1r iiTimes__
must pay 2fents on each paper
returned.
Thanks,
.The Ledger & Times
John Morris Houston, John Lassi-
ter, James Collie, H. B. McMillen,
John David Thompson, Ison, Bill Miller.
Wost Lynn Grove
Busy in Farming
liEdni-greetings to all writers (Or
the Ledger & Times. Hope. you
all didn't work too hard last week.
There was a Jot of farm • work
done last week with some few
getting through planting corn. The
ground •ia dry and working nicely.
Jim Young
is seriquirly ill at•thse Clinic with
poison of the hand. Our sympathy
goes out to the family:
The Kentucky QUartet
gave a program at Paris, Tehn..
Slinday afternoon. .•
We are very glad to know that
little Jerald Tabers, -son of Mr.
and •Mrs. Rea. Tabors, is recovering
nicely from a painful injury to
the face sustained when the
youngster fell out Of a car. ,He
been- under the rare of
sicfans at the Clinic.
Ere. James !Colson
delivered his first sermon at
home .-Church at Beach Grove Sun.
,day. We are quite proud for such
young men in our community. We
trust he tyll be the recipient of
many blessings.
We are indeed
Mrs. Linnie Paschall's being III
with pneumonia. We are glad
to. know Bethel Orr is recovering
;tom a recent, illness. • -
Visitors in the 'home of Mr. and
Mrs. Guice Tidwell Sunday were
Labe Cooper, Mrs. "Lillie Haneline,
Mrs. Elna Illaneline. and 'Misses
Amy Paschall and Laurine Pas-
chall. They reported a nice time
and a good dinner '
Leerie Hamelin. -
was the guest of Joe Miller at. Har-
ris Grove over the week-end.
Visitors in the home of Mr and
Mrs. Harold Smotherman Sunday
night included Mr. and Mrs. .I. C.
Paschall.
We extend greetingh to -Mr. and
Mrs. Adolphus Lassiter and chil-
dren of Detroit.
Mr. and Mrs. Dimps Bean
are dressing up their house with
new. wallpaper and new rugs.
- • Mid
•
Moisiibr To Sor.**114.141'``'New C9rl' conj. flgas A Vacationist Paradise sexton it, county rre-nsurer
For Fresh Play INF
The freshmen -and-- sophomores
are staging a 3-act drama Satur-
day night April 5. "The Man
Higher Up." The characters are
as foiloys:
Cecil Arlen Lewiston, age Hi,
cieorge Gibson, Jonathan Lewis-
ton, his. father, age 45, Keys Pat-
terson; Mrs. Jonathon Lewiston,
his mother, age 42, Patricia Gib-
son; Margaret, Lewiston, his sister,
age 21, Laura Farley; Grandma
Arlen, Mrs.... Lewiston's mother;
Frances Dunn; George Brock,
Cecil's "intimate friend," age j8,
Clyde, Roberts; Dolly Perkins,
Inez Ealey; Kate Winslow, Helen
Shoemaker: Betty Duffield, the
"new girl.' 17, Eva Lois
Lassiter; Blossom, the negro ser-
vant, Faye Baucum; Bill •Jenks, a
erporter, Hardeman Hendon; Col.
Alexander Hardin, director and
president at 'the United Aviation a".'"
School, Leon- Winchester; Mr. Al- Houses like those pietured above will dot the shores of the Kentucky
len, a man ebout-tersvn, Max All- Dam Reservoir when it is completed, melting the scene completely in-
britten. - • viting to any vacationist.
Everyone is invited to come. The 
admission will be 10 and 15 cents.
The s ---have-started- wee
tice 'on their play, "The Old Crab"
to be eyeit April 19.
All 01---ThF Tollawing 'Contestants
in the speaking events held Sahli.-
day, March 29, had the rating-of
good: Mary Dunn, radio speaking.
Elna Williams, interPreliatiVe i•etiff-
ing; Paula Miller, poetry reading;
Otiste Thompson, oration. _ •
Ford -Thnmas' enrolled Afrit
to finish the school term here.
Seek Renewal Of -
Section 4-K, TVA-
At n Meet:mg" 7. -a- the V-oun
Business Men's Club' Monday night
at the National Hotel, L. J. Hor-
tin; .publicity- directory of Murray
SJaIe College, was appointed as
committee to handle correspond-
ence, relating to renewal at Se,ction
4.K of the TVA Act, which would
give the TVA the right to rent,
lease, or sell surplus land in this
area close to the reservoir shore-
line for use as a public park.
President W. T. Sledd, Jr., pm-
sentecl a -petition tom the Mur-
ray' Chamber of CtirieriVerce-
Gordon Moody, son of E. G.
Moody-. was named this week by
the Fiscal Court to suoceed Miss
Frances Sexton as County Treas-
ures.
Mr. Moody will assume his
duties as of May
two Ellington originals In his finest
style with "Day Dream" and
"Junior Hop" (Bluebird 11021).
- "Day Dreams" is almost as good
as "Warm Valley" in Ins* estima-
tion, and Johnny still plays rings
around all his colleagues with the
smoothest alto sax on wax.
Ring: "A Nightingale Sang in
Berkeley Square" is not a new
tune but it's still a good one. Bing
Crosby gives it his all this month
on Decca 3584, with "Lone Star
Trail", another Crosby natural, on
the reverse.
Gal Vocalists: "I Hear a Rhap-
sody" isn't news anymore either,
but Marion Shaw helps it linger
longer with Joe Reichman's Or-
chestra. The reverse, "1 Could-I
Write a Book." is also pleasing.
-smallootthh -soiri;;Iiitar"rd,. -iS-TsPdendtif-
__Lomengtal and d am„susiiantiginop"yAILl aNsaiigeh7t
respectively, Eiluebeard).
For Lombardo tans only: "Tak-
ing "a Chance on Love" and "We'll
NI4t Again" (Deceit.); "I'm Always
and, his 84-piece orchestra of Chasing Rainbows" and "Tea for,
4Rituvpsogyay_inis_Dene_Blue, Porgy and Bess, r_Two" Decca ./ • -
triiii-isera..and abroad with varying Roses, Among My Souvenirs, Beau-
'degrees of success. Your reviewer tiful Ohio, Lady of the Evening, 
will Always reserve for first place Night and Day Anything -Goes,
Mood .Indigo, Louisiana Hayrick
and La- Compersita. Good for










Well Assorted Stock of
Anything to Wear!
Remember the Easter Drive To













years-..--age by Victor. 'However,
that rapnrding was not a "high
fidelity" teproduction._ -This month._
Victor presents us with' a fine
modern recording of this great
work played by Leopold Stokely,.
ski and the Philadelphia Sym-
phony. Despite some eccentricities
I recommend this set highly. The
odd side is devoted to a spi bakakn.
performance of Wagner's 
..ppolutte, Arit_i .reenrdCotingBaisaine, se:235c.iionhaeard
to Act III of Lohengrin". (VM.731, I ier in the year and the result is a
82.501.
Jascha Heifetz„ undisputed king
of contemporary violinists, gives
lovers of, eh:smiler music, _a_treat
by recordlug a "first" version of
sent 'to the Deparpnent of High- the lyricai and romantic Sonata
ways at Frankfort askiegflor a re-
• witd •
No. 2 lit G Major, Op. 13 be Ed- and piano) gives a spirited ac-
vision of
cadoim With neighboring' States. 
the state laws to 
• 
v ictor. Heifet,(a count of "C-hips' 'Boogie lloogie"
The-club voted not to sign. 
usual wizardry and Emanuel and "Chips' Blues" iDeecai. Noth-
The club also vpted to try 
to, I Bay's well-balanced piano tone ing startling is 'Mill Coleman
- yeave little to be desired. The res Blues" Played by Bill Coleman,
secure Dr. Gua W. Dyer, head of Trumpet and 'Django Reinhardt1
Guitar-while the reverse; "Dicky
Wells Blues" (Trombone) is pare
cord. (Victor). Hidden in Decca's
race lists this month is a pure gem
of pianistic inventiveness and
amazing technique. Art Tatum's
recording of "Rosetta" and "Be-
gin the Beguine",:is worth having.
fDeeca 8502)s - 









di . called "Whose Theme Song?'
,De•ra _
Outstanding arraagenumnisi Lar-
ry Clinton's swell version at
'Roarin' Chair" and "Nobody
Knows My Trouble" 'with Peggy
Mann doing the vocal honors
0Bluebird 0. Sammy_ Kaye's second
vertion for Victor of his own tune
"Until Tomorrow", backed by 'The
Sidewalk Serenade", and with vo-
cals by The Three Kadets
One of the finest swing arrange-
ments in months is Glenn Miller's
"Song of the Volga Boatmen" with-
it fugal middle_section.,The,
reveese- is a smooth enough .com-
mercfal tune ',Chapel in the
ley", Ray KEIREIc
beard). •
Ellagton: ̀ Your reviewer is a
wan-over for 'Ellington, but to tell
yon...,the truth. -.his latest- ViVtor
release is a bit below his normal-
ly high standard. "'Flamingo" is
saved by the Duke's', effective ar-
rangffig. but the reVerSe, "The
Girl in My Dreams Tries to Look
Like You" bS* the Duke's son, Mer-
cer. is a poor time, Ellington, or
not. Herb Jeffries'. vocals don't
help much; either (Victor). But.
-Johnny Midges and a few more
of Ellington's best men have waxed
Disivei The-Metronome Al
Band consisting of the top-n
swingsters in the bliSiiliKS Toots
Mrindello, B. Carter, Coleman,
liasskina Harry James, ziggy. El-
-mtp;-COotte- Williams, Benny Good-
man,- Tommy Dorsey, J. C. Higgin-
I ;
the Department of Economics at
Vanderbilt University, as an after.,
dinner speaker for the next meet-
ing.
Another proposal voted_on_ and
at the meeting was that., of
helping to defray the expenses of
cording is 'first-rate. (VM-735,
$3.75).
Marjorie Lawrence, brilliant so-'
prano of the Metropolitan. gives
us another "first" recording this
month in the. -4iehf-'1! German
!leder, two „songs by the late-ro-
mantic contemporary. Hans Nits-
the Murray High School debate net,. hStimme d e r Sehnsucht"
team on its trip to--theRstate--Ciat;Terrii-  yeankli
testa at Lexington- -7̀ 7, rriatie and intense appeal to an
Dick BidewelL and Paul Abel elusive loved one. The reverse,
were introduced as gursate.--------- lifiehaelskirchplatz". is a con-




The medical-neattniners of the
local draft Board are burly-- en-
gaged in checking over qualified
draftees before leaving for camp.
As the Calloway, quotas become
larger and more consistent, the ex-
aminers are receiving the boys as
fast as possible.
The medical examiners for the
local draft board are as follows:
Dr. C. H. Jones, Lynn Grove, Dr.
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at a low, popular
Yes? You Cittihdliatti-a new 1941 Wthrtinghouse
Refrigerator.111*!-Witarican Smoak" offers
ALL Tux= VALUIPI-at a Pries to at the
closest -
"FULL 6 cubic foot Family Size-standard
Westinghouse ECONOMIZER Mechanism.
Sanalloy SUPER FREEZER with 2 quick.
release SELECT-O-CUIIE Trays and extra
apace for frozen storage..
All-Steel, Turret-Top Cabinet, with Bond-
erized DMus finish and FIBERGLAS insulation.





KEY 3-isey release Elear L _
.•




IFS NEW irs DifFE1ENT1 SfE It TODAY!
hourir with "Lucie, in St. Michael's
Church Square -with the piano
accompaniment strongly suggesting
the clashing evertenes of church
bells. While not for those who
prefer simplicity in 'their vocal
fare, "thi‘disc will appeal to those
seeking sbmething different and
unhackneyed. Felix Wolfe.' is the
pianist. Victor 21421., •-•
Another album set of unsual in-
terest released -this month by Vie-
„tor is - a collection- of six Southern
prison .songs. true negro folk
songs, sung by Huddie Ledbetter
(better known as "Lead Belly")
and. the 
i 
Golden Gate Qret An
-odd a or•nitne of- it011C num
("Pick a. Bale of Cotton". 'Ala-
Tisane Round", "Grey Goose", and
"Sterwball") and bitterness ("Ham
an' Eggs" is given an authentic
-interpretation. Not for the cbillun.
(Victor set r*-so).
For' anknalkst
Pleasant enough orchestral music
from Kunst ,recording studios is
Ansell's diVerthig___JRlymouth Ho-
A Nautical Overture" and PoPY's
"Ballet. Suite" on Victor 27252 and
27253 respectively.
Musical Americana tr the collec-
tive title of 12 itill„dressed concert
arrangements by Raymond Paige
steeling platter of "'Bugle Call
Rag" and "One O'clock Jump".
Plenci of "rides" Mel 'super-solid
.Victor 27314) ••
Chamber Jazz: Woody Herman's

















  ELECTRIC IRONS
98c.op
Most complete line of Electrical,
• Appliances in Murray!
















As smart a selection of Spring suit* as
we've ever offered . . and the price is
extremely thrifty. There are tweeds,
worsteds, coverts and flannels at this
• ...price . . . single and double' breasted
styles . . . stripe, glen plaid, diagonal,
--Jiterringbone patterns in all colors. Suits
• by Style Mart, Hyde Park._ _•
0 DORM HATS.:- -  
II Yowl' see this:is-In-the Parade first . 
m1d in the lectures. after -Easter: Thes•--•---
new Dobbs hats fire wilatit takes in
Ars-tonsil 
a 






Don't forget shirts and ties-
tovomplete your Easter out-.
fit. Find here the very ones






















The Bea-Dressed Man in youe
'-a- ffle-thirti-not hard to sichie.
Freeman shoes. You can't fitid si . ,..4-11*





1 Comm Austin Co..,
-Where Men Trade:*
 ilita.iskya411l1=I!01:=10EF1030 =10=0
7 s.1• - • •••••
. • •
••. -













































































The Ledger & Times in thef new
dress - seemed ahnoat a
last week. hest upon eleser exam-
ination we djwovetd the same
• friend. only with !her face "lifted."
Personally. I like the page "Of
/merest to Women" and also "Liv-
ing from the Farm," by Miss Row-
land.
This year promises the best fruit
crop for several years. The plums
and peaches are laden with buds.
kiles. Flora Bart
of Detroit is visiting 'her sister.
Mrs. Clara Story: and Mrs. Matt
Waldrop of this vicinity.
Olive Oyt
called upon Mrs. Belle Story the
past week and found her able to be
sp.--Shtt also peeked into Mrs.
Buie Reaves' house which his re.
cently---beerr-wited for electricity
1 almost envy her new yariegera-
tor and electric radio.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Lassiter_
Ant hitthard e..ted tiers: -






BRING YOUR SELLING AND A
BUYING PROBLEMS TO THE ed Ad
WITH A LONG RECORD
S QUICK SALES SVCrajl$E.Ss—
HONE 55 e ic .PER WORD_ Tagi






tu charge,er er i0 Aat'ailirspastaionMIONES5
For Sale
R SALE- : Good fertilizer716-li
Apood price. See E. E. Smith. Har-
rie Grove, Ky. aprIfip
61••• 
/OR SALE-One sawmill, one
tor.. line-shaft • belts. liew Used
metal 'roofing. See J. KnightaHank of Murray. . ABM
FOR SALE-$100.00 "Due Bill" ern
any new Ford car at substan-
tial discount. Make us an offer!
Ledger & Times office; Murray,
Ky
FOR SALE-Hybrid Seed Com
ForU S i3 Yellow. Hybrid seed
liens Feed Store. Murray, or are
_AkiersiesteLleetee jeulteey,Hy._&245t
4











TRADE qm II NI
WATCH SALE!
'/'.,

















LISS A LIS111/4 ALIONIANCI
# II OLD WATCH!
H. B.
-RS


















West Side Square Phone 211-J
  Bank 
.,r Murray Mg. rison. 444
.•
• For Sale
FOR SALE-Piano 'in good_ condi.
A24p
GLADIOLA Bulbs FOR -SALE-
Mixed cokes, le apiece. Good
named kinds. 2cts. Ektra kinds,
3cts. Mrs. I. T. Crawford, Murray, •
Route, 6. Telephone Lynn
-WM; 
Hon. Excellent bargain. Mrs.
W. R. Rotiertson. 515 N. &h. St. lp
'HOME FOR SALE-On Poplar
near school. Six rooms and. bath.
furnace heat, hardwood floors.
FHA Leagued. payments cheaper
than rent. Built for a home.
priced m .sell quick. Ira Mor-
gan. Agent. 410 North Seventh
Street
-. For Rent Lost
FOR RENT-Turnished Front Bed-
room. Will . rent to either a
couple or two ladies. Telephone
Mrs. Shelby Davis, 794 W. Main,
at 212. tic
FREE MOVIE to Joe Lassiter, 102
N. 12th St, and a friend may
present this coupon at the--borte
office of the Varsity Theatre and
receive- two tickets to "A Man
t
Betrayed" starring John Wayne
FOR RENT-2 furnished bedrooms.
and Frances I. Saturday.
steam heat, private entrance: Call
'657. tic
LOST-Liver and white 1 year old
male bird, dog. Disappeared about
a month *10. turn lor _reason-
able lititar-d:' W. D. McKeel.
Murray. Ky., ltbute 5. AlOp
FREE MOVIE to Carl Christenber-
ry, Murray Route 1, arid friend
may present this coupon at the
box office of the Capitol Theatre
and receive two tickets to the
'Barnyard Follies, Sunday, April
•a.
LOST-Pair a glasses, brown-
rimmed. Around Court Square or
Reward, Ira Fox. lc
Noteil
Patients admitted to the • Keys-
Houston Clinic Hospital during the
past week are as follow,: ' -
Ivan Hendeerion. Detroit, Mich.;
Jim Young, -Puryeer. -Bob
Chrisman, New Concord: Mrs. J. R.
Hughes, -Benton; Harold Haskins,
Murray Route 3: Mrs. a. P. Stub-
blefield. Hazel; Margaret Roberts,
Almo; Lula Belle Beale. Almo; Joe
Rob Eitae, Almo; Miss Pearl
Thompson. Murray Route 3; Noble
Ray, Murray; Forrest Pogue. Mur-
ray: Marvin Sills, Model, Penn;
Gardis McCallum, Murray.
Patients dismissed guring the
past week are as folloWiT
Gardis McCallum. Murray:. Noble
Ray, Murray; Joe Rob Beale,
Almo: Harold Hopkns, Murray;
meet Modern conveniences.'
-MOVilleier--11-er -donee 49 ,111-•• Ur- Mrs•Soldh 
2... Murray, and a friend may  
present this-maxis at the box. FOR RENT-! 'furnis
hed bedrot
Office-a-the Varsity Theatre - and 415 North 6th. St. Mrs
. W
rgelee twa,-ticireta tel"Lite With Robertso
n.'
Henry." with Jackie Cooper and 
Eddie Brarken-Tugedast and
ir. 
FOR SALE-Farm. 7 miles East of
Murray. 273 acres: 150 or 100
acres in timber: 7-room house. 3
tobacco barns, stables and other-
tbuildings. Good well of water.
-See T. /17 -Stubblefield. 2 miles
Zest of-Murray lp
FOR SALE-Team disc. good con-
' ditiesse----At-4, bargain. E. -
"Jake" Shipley, Route 7: Mur-
ray. •lp
FOR SALE-G. E. Electric refrige-
rator. Family size, good condi-
tion only $3760. Can be seen at
Boyd Wear residence, . College ,
Adchtfon to Murray.
1' • I)
LT WANTED-.A way to Detroit. See
R. or write Audell Brooks, Murrar
lp Ky., Route I. — - lp
When you take Smith Brothers Cough Drops,
you get Vitamin A et nereenra COOL. Smith
Brothers-Black or Mentiatomill con only SC.
'Smith 11006,2CIARRIIIN _
ikspi.siitiiiiiivrtamul A
Woe& A (Osswese) rsises-e14 resistance or
of-nose and throat to
cold inlisethana when hick of resist-
ance is due to Vitamna A deficiency. MASK
Mrs. J. R. Hughes. Benton; Bob In 
Carlisle county plain -WO
Chrisman, New Concord; •Ivan. being made-- WY_ TN north....
Henderson. Detroit. Mich.; Hays 
western range ewes and pure!
hIcCallon. Murray. bred
 rams.
The majority rule is fine 13
It pays to read our elated-Reds. you 
are of the majority.
3 ATTENTION, POPCORN GROWERS_
Don't believe you would go wrong by 
planting a few acres of
South American Popcorn this Spring. 
The`market at present
is $7,85 pee-barrel, 35Q ihs. per barrel. In
 order to get the best -
yield and quality. Popcorn should be plan
ted about the first of
May. Come in and let us talk this over. 
with you. We will be
buyers this fall. . _ - 4.-
R. B. PARKER, .0,1R., SEED 
COMPANY









ARE CHANGING TO THIS NEW KIND OF—CAR!
LENTY of Concrete well tiling
on hand at all eines. 0 W Har-
rison. 
YOU CAN'T BUY A BETTER
West Main. near Murray , .•
Fliooa .3246t. •• Rap ri--
roR SALE-1997 Pontiac Coupe.'
runs good. good tires. S35900-4-ista, 
Dill AT
trades" Ledger & Times office,
Murray. Ky
FOR SALE-My home place on
Hazel Highway' Pate -or all. .If
,.not interested don't ak, ques-




narrow hand. that was n-itosn
-a-chair in the balcoriy allot rien't 
Baptist Church. Friday night, -
March 2t was not ea lust hilt:
and the boy who took it--will do
siyell to return it right away. lp
JOHNSON - FAIN APPLIANCE
Company is the factory authorized
distributor of Maytag Washers for
Calloway County See them A3c
Announcement
The Ledger & Times is author-
ized to announce the following
candidates, subject to the action ,
of the Democratic primary, Satur-













At Johnson-1F sin Phone 66
/STREAMLINED 1941 WRECKER` I
SERVICE New equipment _M-
hour feet. dependable Wrecker
Service. Charges reasonable. Day
phone V: Night phone 54$-W.
Porter IVIntacCIL Chevrolet Salm
and Service.
1 V 
















'DR. H. H. BOGGESS"
VETERINARIAN
North 3rd St.. Murray. Ky





1 am newi•in position to 'flake 1111-
• tett 1mi:trance loans on both dwell-
ing. and business properties.
.5 1 , ••• '






- From - - •BAILET 44100 WA
LoswIntirist--


















Snore power and subAct cello far
geode* heat thanever before:Thai's
why you need a motor oil that will
stand up to higher temperatures.
Texaco Motor Oil stands Up because
ii‘insulatest. It gives your engine
aureeprotection under intente heat
...yet it nuws &nig,' in zero weather
:too. Get it Isiet
awsatesseighelletalineneerelle
too,--- ,owmiiitotehdiet
UP TO 30 MILES A GALLON in this Big
Nash . . . with the Sm‘otiest Ride, and Easiest
Handling a Loattat-Price Car Ater Offered!
WHAT does America think about Nanh's
• nier iiidAater kind of ear In the lowest-
price field!
They think it's terrific! Nagh is scoring the
fastest sales increase of aft the Tow-price cars.
- And here's why;
To begin wi/h, you gOt more seating room
than any earns thelowest-price field offers.
You get coil springs on all fear wheels . . .
'smoothest ride a car can give you.
- You get the first ear whit Two-way _Roller
Binering ... easiest to steer and a cinch to park.
, .jata get a safer, quieter, welded body-and-
1,11118. Nash Weather Eye Conditioned Air
• System... a Convertible Bed for tripe,.
So -why buy any other car, when you can
now own a Nub with all these exciting new-
features? Phis loving, of- $70 to $100 a .year'
Come in today. Drive this new kind of car.









Ask the Man Who's Changed to Nash
•'Averaged teeter than 2; mars a [alien.
Wonderful nrie and livelincos of this Nash
please me no end." "- .1. W. W.,
"Cin't tell you how satisfied we are with
our Nash. The ride is great. performance --
-e;eellent, milawee---ve" v
-E. ie.. A'ris Jersey
"Hest car on the mullet for performance
and comfort-and with my 214 to 29 miles
to the gallon. I'm saving.abnost enough to
make my payments."--E.L.C.,0eklarof,C01.--.,„
-A 1.642.-m.lc :rip apt esartly.141 in -
rr.y Nash. Piguriur we sewed 1125 on this •
trip atone. t'(ty. driving ie • cinch, with its






trawwww, Ambit...a:4os es) wIi
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WE WELCOME T.V.A. CLSAR-s.
ANCE WORKTOMURRAYL-
•itt' -
To the many "hew families who ate m
iaving




Naturally, the first 'thftt you will itkrrt4,45
know in Murray is the housing conditions-a -That
-1a-libere_ ire cvne in. We have a large variety
of hquses available on short notices .for bot
-rentaibrand
those who will want to build in. Mu
_ray, our selactioti of fine lots, in the city w; I'
furnish ypu soettething at reasonably low prigs.-
Then, too; for- you who are- leaving the r
enroir area because of the impounded wa
we have a large selection of farms in- an # ear
this counts that will twit very' need. '
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